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ABSTRACT 
 

THE NEUROECOLOGY OF SPACE USE: INVESTIGATING THE ECOLOGICAL 

IMPACTS AND NEURAL MECHANISMS OF SPATIAL AND SOCIAL 

CONTEXT 

 

 

Marissa Rice, Ph. D.  

Cornell University 2021 

 

A fundamental part of behavior is understanding how and why individual decisions 

are made. These decisions influence mating behavior, and can ultimately impact 

survival and reproductive success. An element oft overlooked is how the spatial 

environment provides an immutable backdrop and context for all such interactions. In 

this body of work, I explored how spatial and social contexts affect individual mating 

tactics, social dynamics, and underlying neural mechanisms in prairie voles (Microtus 

ochrogaster). First, I describe how sex-specific cognitive demands influence neural 

and behavioral phenotypes. I showed that males have better spatial performance and 

also decreased nonapeptide receptor expression in a crucial memory region of the 

brain. Next, I used an ecological model to demonstrate the dynamic nature of 

reproductive decision-making. I modeled the most advantageous times for males to 

seek extra pair copulations (EPC). I found that as EPC-seeking in the population 

increases, the optimal strategy shifts from monogamous to more promiscuous tactics. 

Then I provide evidence that intensity of intraspecific competition is an important 

factor shaping spatial memory. By manipulating intensity between contexts in semi-

natural outdoor enclosures, I found that males demonstrate better spatial memory 
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within male-biased contexts, indicating that spatial memory is particularly relevant for 

male-male interactions. Next, I asked how differential access to mates influences 

mixed paternity and overall reproductive success in female prairie voles living in 

semi-natural outdoor enclosures. When males outnumber females, females have fewer 

mating partners yet when females outnumber males they have multiple partners and 

high rates of mixed paternity. Lastly, I describe how socio-spatial learning ability 

impacts male mating tactics in outdoor enclosures. I tested whether cognitive ability is 

predictive of results from a chosen mating tactic. My data emphasize that individual 

mating tactics are uniquely influenced by context and cognitive abilities. Taken 

Together this research highlights the importance of understanding space use from 

multiple levels of investigation including brain, behavior, and semi-natural field 

studies. Through this integrative approach I developed a nuanced understanding of 

how space use impacts neural mechanisms, cognitive ability, and reproductive 

decisions. 
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CHAPTER 1 – General Introduction 

 
Interdisciplinary questions in science are valuable because they elucidate novel 

insights. By combining seemingly disparate fields we gain the possibility of arriving at 

conclusions that are more nuanced than each field can provide separately. Truly more 

than a sum of their parts, the science benefits from this synergistic element which is an 

emergent property of fruitful multidisciplinary research (Barry, Born, & Weszkalnys, 

2008). 

However, this endeavor is not without its complications and pitfalls. It can be 

difficult to assess those new findings when there is not a unified way of interpreting 

data from across each discipline (Wickson, Carew, & Russell, 2006). These become 

barriers by limiting the scope of analysis, typically via historic schools of thought in 

each field, that impact what results are truly considered remarkable or profound 

(Wickson et al., 2006). That is why it is so important in interdisciplinary scientific 

pursuits to have a foundational conceptual framework that can unify ideas across 

broad disciplines. Cognitive Ecology is one such framework. 

 Cognitive ecology is the synthesis of neuroscience, cognition, behavior, 

perception and ecology (Healy & Braithwaite, 2000; Real, 1993; Sherry, 2005). It is 

an approach that allows us to ask questions about animal behavior from three distinct 

but also overlapping layers. The first is  (1) Mechanisms of cognition: This deals with 

what’s happening “under the hood”. This aspect asks what is happening in the brain 

that leads to certain decisions and behaviors. The second is (2) Behavior & Motor 

Output: This layer looks at anything the animal does that can be observed or 
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measured. This can include mating behaviors, spatial learning tests, aggression, 

parenting, etc. The third is (3) Dynamic Interactions: This final layer looks at how 

behavior is impacted by interactions with other animals and/or different environmental 

contexts. When taken together these three tiers of analysis inform an integrated 

approach and provide the necessary tools for thoroughly investigating complexity in 

behavior (Dukas & Ratcliffe, 2009; Sherry, 2005). 

 Part of the difficulty in understanding the properties of behavior is that often 

what is observable is the product of smaller prior behaviors (Barnard, 2004). When we 

attempt to ask why an animal behaves a certain way, we must also account for the 

myriad of individual decisions that comprise such behavior (Budaev, Jørgensen, 

Mangel, Eliassen, & Giske, 2019). If a researcher was for example interested in a 

mating behavior like monogamy, they would need to be cognizant of the compounded 

reproductive decisions that are representative of monogamy (Davies, Krebs, & West, 

2012). For example, prior to two animals forming a pair, one animal (usually the male) 

will need to make the decision to actively search for mates. Additionally, the other 

animal (typically the female) must actively choose to mate with the aforementioned 

animal that has located them. In examining only these two simple decisions, whether 

consciously or not, the researcher’s measures are now accounting for the efficacy of 

the male’s searching patterns, density and distribution of available mates, and the 

sexual selection involved in the female’s act of mate choice (Shuster & Wade, 2003).  

The complexity of this research further compounds as many of these individual 

decisions require the animal to make a trade off, one with real ecological and 

evolutionary consequences (Budaev et al., 2019). For example, a male within a 
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monogamous system has multiple options to maximize his reproductive success. The 

male could search out extra pair mating opportunities, but this necessitates leaving the 

female partner unguarded, risking cuckoldry and potentially losing paternity 

(Taborsky, Oliveira, & Brockmann, 2008). Another option is to guard the female 

partner to minimize or eliminate the threat of cuckoldry, but doing so requires 

forfeiting the potential to gain offspring via extra pair mating opportunities (Taborsky 

et al., 2008). By highlighting this one example, it should be evident that nuance is 

required when studying these decisions. A seemingly simple behavior that is 

observable by an investigator consists of all these aforementioned decisions below the 

surface. Thus, to study these behaviors and decisions properly, we will need more 

information to generate reliable inferences and extrapolate meaningful conclusions. 

One such way to garner a more holistic understanding of an animal’s decision-

making is to consider context, both physical and social (Shettleworth, 2009). In order 

to make sense of how and/or why an animal makes decisions it is imperative to factor 

in how the world around them informs their daily choices (Shettleworth, 2009). 

Accounting for the physical and spatial context involves evaluating the environment 

where the animal lives (Shuster & Wade, 2003). This process includes abiotic factors 

such as temperature, water and food availability, or the harshness and stochasticity of 

the climate. Considerations should also include biotic factors such as density of 

animals, relative competition for resources, and presence of predators (Pianka, 2011). 

All of these “background” circumstances frame how and why an animal responds to 

certain stimuli.  
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Furthermore, animals do not occupy such environments alone, we must, 

therefore, also contend with the social context. When an animal makes a decision, it is 

not a solitary player in an arena, but rather there are other animals present that also 

make similar (interactive) decisions (Shuster & Wade, 2003). Understanding an 

animal’s interactions with other individuals is critically important because how 

conspecifics behave can alter, and ultimately determine, how an animal decides to 

behave (Oliveira, Taborsky, & Brockmann, 2008). For example, let us return to the 

previous example of a male deciding whether to pursue extra pair mating opportunities 

or guard their female partner to minimize the risk cuckoldry. Environment and social 

factors should weigh heavily on such a decision (Brotherton & Komers, 2003). If the 

density of females in the environment is very high, this could skew the male’s decision 

toward seeking extra pair mating opportunities (Brotherton & Komers, 2003). 

Conversely, if many conspecific males are choosing to search for extra pair mates, it 

may be in the individual’s best interest to guard their paternity (Brotherton & Komers, 

2003). Only after accounting for context do we begin to more clearly see the richness 

of the factors governing the tradeoffs that influence individual decision making. 

Another layer of the cognitive ecology framework involves understanding the 

mechanisms, or the machinery, that an animal needs in order to encode information 

about their context and respond appropriately to behavioral stimuli. One approach can 

involve evaluating interconnected neural circuits and networks that give rise to many 

social behaviors and decisions (Shettleworth, 2009). Neuroethologists have identified 

specific regions of the brain comprising a network of nuclei that heavily influence 

social behaviors such as aggression, courtship, social recognition, attachment, and 
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parental care (Goodson, 2005; Newman, 1999). Regions of this social behavior 

network also send and receive projections from other neural circuits and networks in 

the brain that process context, and regulate learning and memory (Aggleton & Brown, 

1999; O’Connell & Hofmann, 2012; Ophir, 2017).Together, these brain networks are 

presumably calibrated to ensure that an animal can efficiently and effectively account 

for context and complexities in understanding social decision making (O’Connell & 

Hofmann, 2012). Additionally, regions of these networks express neuromodulators 

that directly influence neural activity within these brain areas. The neuropeptide 

Oxytocin (OT), and its non-mammalian homologs, is one such neuromodulator that is 

known to influence social behaviors within the aforementioned social behavior 

networks (Goodson, 2008). OT expression can change the likelihood of neurons firing, 

thus altering activity in a specific region with downstream consequences on behavior 

(Owen et al., 2013; Popik & van Ree, 1998). Taken together these brain networks and 

associated neuromodulators allow for animals to respond rapidly and fluidly to the 

often changing ecological demands that constrain their behaviors and decision making. 

Using cognitive ecology as a framework is a great tool to investigate the 

complexities and nuance of decision making. By breaking down behavior, context, 

and mechanisms, we can reach a truly novel and innovative level of discernment 

regarding decision making. In this thesis, I explored the cognitive constraints on 

mating decisions created by environmental and social context. Through my research I 

aimed to disentangle the myriad of environmental, cognitive, and social contexts that 

potentially confound our understanding of mating decisions. Specifically, I used a 

socially monogamous rodent, the prairie vole (Microtus ochrogaster), to examine 
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spatial ability (i.e., learning and memory) and the surrounding spatial and social 

landscapes as crucial determinants of mating behavior and decision making. 

In this dissertation, I investigate the aforementioned research questions by 

integrating of empirical and theoretical work, with laboratory and field experiments. 

First, I will explore how the environmental constraints of monogamy manifest 

differently among the sexes (Chapter 2). In this chapter I show that even within a 

monogamous species with less overt sexual dimorphism in body size, there are subtle 

and nuanced differences in spatial cognition, and neurobiology between male and 

female prairie voles. In the next phase of research, I tested how different social 

contexts in a semi-natural outdoor field environment impacts behavior (Chapter 3). In 

this chapter, I show how different types of selection pressures (driven by context) 

create differential effects on cognition and spatial ability. Next, I modeled how 

individual mating decisions and their efficacy are predicated by the behavior of nearby 

individuals (Chapter 4). In this chapter, I calculate the optimal environmental and 

social conditions for a focal male to maximize reproductive success, properly 

balancing the tradeoff between more offspring and potential cuckoldry. Then I explore 

how social context in a semi-natural field environment influences female mating 

behavior (Chapter 5). Here, I demonstrate that the relationship between the number of 

offspring and the number of mates a female has is dependent on the density of males 

in the environment. Lastly, I set explored how spatial cognition either influenced or 

was influenced by adopted mating tactics in a semi-natural field environment (Chapter 

6). In this chapter, I show that spatial learning was not a reliable predictor of mating 

tactic, and that experience in the field shapes later spatial learning performance. In the 
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concluding section, (Chapter 7), I summarize the major findings of the previous 

experiments and synthesize the core themes addressed throughout my body of work. 

In closing, I propose future directions for how to more readily leverage the cognitive 

ecology framework to answer complex questions. 
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ABSTRACT 

Sex differences are well documented and are conventionally associated with intense 

sex-specific selection. For example, spatial memory is frequently better in males, 

presumably due to males' tendency to navigate large spaces to find mates. 

Alternatively, monogamy (in which sex-specific selection is relatively relaxed) should 

diminish or eliminate differences in spatial ability and the mechanisms associated with 

this behavior. Nevertheless, phenotypic differences between monogamous males and 

females persist, sometimes cryptically. We hypothesize that sex-specific cognitive 

demands are present in monogamous species that will influence neural and behavioral 

phenotypes. The effects of these demands should be observable in spatial learning 

performance and neural structures associated with spatial learning and memory. We 

analyzed spatial memory performance, hippocampal volume and cell density, and 

hippocampal oxytocin receptor (OTR) expression in the socially monogamous prairie 

vole. Compared to females, males performed better in a spatial memory and spatial 

learning test. Although we found no sex difference in hippocampal volume or cell 

density, male OTR density was significantly lower than 

females, suggesting that performance may be regulated by sub-cellular mechanisms 

within the hippocampus that are less obvious than classic neuroanatomical features. 

Our results suggest an expanded role for oxytocin beyond facilitating social 

interactions, which may function in part to integrate social and spatial information. 
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INTRODUCTION 

How animals use and remember space is very important in determining survival and 

reproductive success. In fact, although it is generally underappreciated, space use 

underlies most of the recognized theories that attempt to explain the evolution of 

mating systems (Emlen and Oring, 1977). Consider that individuals must effectively 

navigate space to locate resources, shelter, and potential mates. Several studies have 

demonstrated that spatial distribution of resources has a profound effect on mating 

systems (Lott, 1984). Veritably, the distribution of resources impacts how individuals 

disperse, thus impacting density and accessibility of mates. Therefore, space is a 

crucial element on which mating decisions and mating behaviors depend. 

  

The ecology and life history of a species has a profound impact on how individuals 

use space. A proficiency in navigating space and a capacity for spatial memory should 

therefore be essential for reproductive success, and differential selective pressures 

have the potential to create striking differences in tactics between and within species. 

However, reproductively successful strategies should not be defined by the same 

behaviors across species. In many polygynous species like the meadow vole (Microtus 

pennsylvanicus), male reproductive success is largely determined by the number of 

females they can encounter and fertilize. Mating among meadow voles, for example, 

occurs in scramble competition, which forces males to locate and acquire females 

within a critical period of receptivity (Spritzer et al., 2005). In cases such as this, 

males tend to occupy much larger home ranges than females, and hence some have 

argued that polygynous males should be better at spatial tasks than females (Ostfeld, 
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1990). Indeed, male meadow voles are better in spatial performance tests than females 

(Galea et al., 1995; Gaulin and Fitzgerald, 1989, 1986; Jacobs et al., 1990). In 

contrast, monogamous species such as the pine vole (Microtus pinetorum) maximize 

reproductive success by mating with one female and aggressively guarding her to 

protect paternity (Fitzgerald and Madison, 1983). It has been argued that the equitable 

mating seen in monogamous species alleviates the sex-specific selective pressures that 

drive sexual dimorphism (Andersson, 1994). In this case, sexually monomorphic 

species should not only be similar in their outward morphological phenotypes 

(exophenotype), but also show minimal or no differences in their behavioral 

tendencies and neural phenotypes (endophenotypes) (c.f., John and Lewis, 1966). 

Furthermore, home range size for males and females among monogamous species is 

usually equitable, as can be seen in monogamous species of voles (Getz and Hofmann, 

1986), for example. Supporting this view, comparative studies have shown a relative 

absence of sex differences in spatial performance in pine and prairie (M. ochrogaster) 

voles when compared to meadows voles (Gaulin and Fitzgerald, 1989, 1986; Jacobs et 

al., 1990). These data have been interpreted as supporting the hypothesis that sex-

specific selection – selection that acts differently on males and females and acts as a 

driver of sexual dimorphism – promotes sex differences in cognition only in mating 

systems where sex-specific selection is strong. For instance, sex-specific selection 

creates sex biased gene expression, which results in sexual dimorphism (Cheng and 

Kirkpatrick, 2016). 
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It is difficult to ignore the hippocampus when considering spatial navigation and 

memory. This brain structure is implicated in spatial cognition across a wide array of 

taxonomic groups (Eichenbaum et al., 1992). Within and between species, the relative 

and absolute size of the hippocampus is often directionally proportional to the capacity 

for spatial memory performance (Sherry et al., 1989). For example, the relative 

volume of hippocampi in food-caching birds is larger than non-caching conspecifics 

(Krebs et al., 1989). Even within humans, there is evidence that increased 

hippocampal volume is correlated with spatial ability (Maguire et al., 2000). 

  

Beyond anatomy of the brain, neuromodulators in the hippocampus also affect spatial 

cognition. Oxytocin (OT) for example, is a mammalian nonapeptide that regulates a 

suite of social behaviors including pair bonding, aggression, parental care, and social 

recognition (Donaldson and Young, 2008). Moreover, this hormone has specifically 

been implicated in the modulation of mating decisions and tactics (Ophir et al., 2012). 

Yet, before the more recent emphasis for its role in sociality, trust, mating behavior, 

and ‘love’ (Baumgartner et al., 2008; Ferguson et al., 2002; Kosfeld et al., 2005; Zeki, 

2007), OT was studied in the context of learning behavior (de Wied, 1980; 

Mühlethaler et al., 1984) and, notably, for its role in memory within the hippocampus 

(Engelmann et al., 1996). Indeed, OT impacts several forms of learning, and in most 

of these cases, OT appears to diminish, inhibit, or interfere with learning (Bohus et al., 

1978; Kovács et al., 1979; Popik and van Ree, 1998). Understanding the oxytocinergic 

system is therefore an important component to understanding the neural basis of 
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memory and how this aspect of behavior fits into the larger context of behavioral 

ecology and natural behavior. 

  

Some have theorized that mating systems that foster relatively strong sex-specific 

selection pressures will foster more sex differences in behavior, morphology, and 

cognitive processes (Jacobs, 1995). If the principles acting to promote sexual 

dimorphism do indeed impact cognitive processes, and if how animals use and 

navigate space is vital for maximizing reproductive success, then males and females 

should utilize space differently. This hypothesis is largely supported by studies 

investigating sex differences in spatial ecology (Ims, 1987; Ostfeld, 1985; Pasch and 

Koprowski, 2006). Such thinking has led to the idea that sex-specific selective 

pressures on spatial ability and the hippocampus are absent in monogamous voles, 

where males do not appear to compete by increasing the size of their home ranges 

relative to females (Sherry et al., 1992). There is some evidence for this; wild caught 

meadow voles show a sex difference in relative hippocampal volume, whereas pine 

voles do not (Jacobs et al., 1990). However, this line of reasoning overemphasizes the 

relative size of space use (i.e., quantity), and underemphasizes the nature of the space 

use (i.e., quality). Indeed, it ignores the fact that even within the same area of space, 

the demands on how males and females use space likely differs. For example, as 

theory predicts, even monogamous males might prioritize spatial cognition to 

maximize reproductive success, and/or to mate guard by excluding neighboring 

conspecifics, whereas females might use space primarily to find survival enhancing 

resources, and possibly occasional additional mates (i.e., when they are sexually 
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receptive) (Okhovat et al., 2015; Ophir, 2017; Ophir et al., 2012; Ophir et al., 2008; 

Phelps and Ophir, 2009; Zheng et al., 2013). Such a scenario should lead to 

(presumably quite subtle) selective pressures that differentially prepare monogamous 

males and females to take advantage of space differently, thus maintaining some 

degree of dimorphism in spatial cognition. If such differences exist in classic 

monomorphic species, we expect that they are more likely to be observable at the 

endophenotype. 

  

In this study, we propose that the challenges facing males and females of 

monogamous species differ substantially, despite the relatively relaxed sexual 

selective pressures that presumably act on them. If this is true, then it would be 

erroneous to dismiss ecologically driven sex-specific cognitive demands that are likely 

operating at more nuanced or subtle levels (i.e. ‘cryptic sexual dimorphism’). We 

hypothesize that sex-specific cognitive demands are present even when the sexes are 

monomorphic, socially monogamous, and maintain territories of the same size in 

nature. To this end, we investigated whether prairie voles, which exhibit these 

characteristics (Gaines and Johnson, 1982; Heske and Ostfeld, 1990) demonstrate 

quantifiable sex differences in spatial learning ability and neural correlates of spatial 

learning and memory. Specifically, we analyzed spatial memory performance, 

hippocampal volume and cell density, and hippocampal oxytocin receptor expression 

in male and female prairie voles. 

  

METHODS 
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Subjects 

Fifteen wild caught or F1 unrelated pairs derived from Urbana-Champaign, Illinois 

were co-housed and allowed to breed naturally. At 21 days olds, pups were weaned 

from each breeding pair and housed with same-sex siblings. Individuals were housed 

in polycarbonate cages (28 × 18 × 13cm) and kept on a 14: 10 hr light-dark cycle. All 

animals were given Rodent Chow (Harland Teklad, Madison, WI, USA) and water ad 

libitum. Twelve unrelated male and twelve unrelated female pups were used as 

subjects. All voles were sexually mature (60–90 days) and inexperienced, and female 

voles were sexually unreceptive at the time of testing. For the duration of the 

behavioral testing, subjects were housed singly in polycarbonate cages. 

  

Behavioral Testing 

Spatial memory was assessed using the Morris Water Maze (Morris, 1984) (figure 

2.1a). The apparatus consisted of a 1000L tank (measuring 140 cm in diameter and 59 

cm tall), a submerged platform (11.5 cm in diameter, and 3 cm below the water 

surface), and room dividers (171 cm tall) surrounding the tank. The water temperature 

was maintained between 28 and 32 °C throughout testing. To conceal the location of 

the platform, the water was made opaque using non-toxic white paint powder (Fresco 

Tempera Paint, Rich Art, Northvale NJ). Visual cues were placed on the room 

dividers, to assist the subjects in navigating to the platform location. To analyze 

swimming performance, the apparatus was divided into four quadrants (figure 2.1b). 

The submerged platform was defined in the Noldus software package by two zones. 

The first zone covered the entire platform area, which measured 11.5 cm in diameter 
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(area: 103.87 cm2). The second zone covered only the centermost point of the 

platform, which measured 7.19 cm in diameter (area: 40.55 cm2) (see figure 2.1b). 

Thus, the center area encompassed 39% of the entire platform. Duration (the amount 

of time spent in the platform area) and frequency (the number of visits to an area) 

were measured within the defined quadrants and designated platform and inner 

platform area. 

  

 

  

Spatial learning and memory testing in the Morris water maze was conducted over a 

series of 5 days, with one trial in the morning and one in the afternoon (each 

successive daily trial was separated by at least 1 hour). The first nine trials (testing 

spatial learning) each lasted up to two minutes; the final trial (testing spatial memory) 

lasted one minute. In each of the learning trials, subjects were placed in the maze at a 

randomized start position. The subjects freely swam in the apparatus, and were 
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retrieved upon successfully locating the platform. If the subjects did not locate the 

platform within two minutes, the subject was removed and the trial was recorded as 

unsuccessful. At the end of unsuccessful trials, the subject was guided to the platform 

prior to removal. We used two minutes as a cut off time for unsuccessful trials because 

this is the standard for water maze testing (Vorhees and Williams, 2006) and anything 

longer in duration is unethical according to animal use procedures. We measured the 

latency to locate the platform as an assessment of learning in trials 1 through 9. An 

unsuccessful trial received the maximum latency of 120 seconds. During the memory 

trial, the platform was removed and subjects were given one minute to swim in the 

tank. We assessed memory by measuring the amount of time the subject spent in the 

quadrant of the tank previously containing the platform (figure 2.1b). Additionally, we 

quantified how accurate subjects were in locating the exact position where the 

platform was previously stationed (figure 2.1b). All trials were video recorded using a 

Sony SR-120 camcorder (Sony, New York City, NY, USA). All video recordings of 

behavior were analyzed using EthoVision XT 8.5 (Noldus, Leesburg, VA). 

  

Volume Measurements and Cell density 

Following the completion of behavioral tests, subjects were euthanized by CO2 

suffocation and brains were immediately extracted. The brains were flash-frozen using 

powdered dry ice, and stored at −80 °C. Brains were later cryosectioned coronally into 

four sets with 20µm thickness and were mounted at 100µm intervals on SuperfrostPlus 

slides (Fisher Scientific, Atlanta, GA). Brain slides were then stored at −80 °C. 
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Our aim was to investigate sex differences in the neuroanatomy of the hippocampus, 

with a special interest in the oxytocin receptor (OTR) expressing areas of this 

structure. We therefore focused our measures of hippocampal neuroanatomy and OTR 

(see below) on the dorsal hippocampus (Fanselow & Dong 2010) from the most 

anterior point of the hippocampus to the level of the periaqueductal gray, at which 

point we stopped sectioning the brain. OTR is primarily expressed in the dorsal 

regions of CA1 and CA3 from about the level of −1.92 to −3.60mm bregma on the 

anterior/posterior axis (figure 2.2a). By focusing on this portion of the hippocampus, 

we attained a robust estimate of co-localized hippocampal neuroanatomy and OTR 

density. 
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To obtain hippocampus volume measurements, one of the sets of frozen brain sections 

was stained using cresyl violet (figure 2.2b). Brains were thawed and air-dried 

overnight, bathed in a series of 100% EtOH, 95% EtOH, 75% EtOH for 2 min. The 

slides were then bathed in 0.5% cresyl violet with 1M acetyl acetate for 90 min and 

then re-hydrated in a reverse series of EtOH baths (75%, 95%, 100%) for 2 min. 

Finally, slides were washed in Citrisolv (Fisher Scientific) for 2 min, and air-dried. 

The slides were then prepared with permount (Electron Microscopy Sciences, 

Hatfield, PA), coverslipped, and allowed to cure for 2 days. 

  

Once slides were stained, we photographed them using a bright field transmitted light 

microscope (Leica DM5500) mounted with a monochrome CCTV camera (Leica 

DFC3000 G). Images of the left and right side of the hippocampus were captured at 

2.5X magnification and a composite image was created using a motorized platform 

(Leica, EK 75 × 50 Pilot) and Leica software (Leica Application Suite Advanced 

Fluorescence 3.2.0). Surface area measurements of the hippocampus were taken using 

the software ImageJ (NIH, Bethesda, MD). An estimation of overall hippocampal 

volume was calculated using each surface area measurement along the anterior-

posterior axis. Section volume was calculated by taking the sum of each surface area 

section multiplied by the inter-section thickness (100µm and 20µm for the final 

section) (figure 2.2c). 

  

We assessed cell density within the hippocampus for males and females to estimate 

the amount of OTR expression per cell. A modified version of the fractionator 
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sampling method (Akdogan et al., 2002; West, 1993) was used to calculate cell 

density using the same set of brains from the volumetric analysis. After cresyl violet 

staining, photos were taken using our Leica microscope at 10X magnification. A 

subset of tissue sections was selected for imaging to ensure cell densities correlated 

with the areas of visible autoradiography expression. Our modified fractionator 

method focused on the x-axis and y-axis only for estimating cell density. Typically, 

the z-axis is included with a sectioned thickness of at least 50µm, as anything less 

increases miscalculations of cell counts due to tissue shrinkage (West, 2012). 

Although our tissue sections were cut at 20µm, we assumed that any tissue shrinkage 

that might have resulted in an overestimation of our cell counts would be the same 

across all subjects because there is no obvious sex difference in tissue quality and 

because we handled and processed male and female brains identically. Thus, our 

comparison of male and female cell density calculations should be unaffected by our 

modification of the fractionator method. 

  

After obtaining our images, they were sharpened twice with the Leica Application 

Suite software, and exported for analysis in ImageJ. An unbiased counting frame 

(West et al., 1991) was established that aligned the top left and bottom right corner 

with CA1 and the dentate gyrus respectively (figure 2.2b). A 25 × 20 square grid was 

superimposed onto the image of the section. An unbiased count (West, 1993) of the 

number of cells per box was obtained using the established fractionator method for 

systematic random sampling (Gundersen, 1986; Gundersen et al., 1988; West et al., 

1996). Briefly, every other box was counted across the rows of the grid. The starting 
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box alternated each row between immediately adjacent and one box adjacent to the left 

border of the counting frame. Within each box, the top and left lines were considered 

‘acceptance lines’ and the bottom and right lines were considered ‘rejection lines’. A 

cell must have been visible inside the acceptance and rejection lines to be counted, and 

a cell touching any part of the rejection line was not counted. The total number of cells 

were summed and then divided by the total number of boxes counted to calculate a 

cell density (cells per box). 

  

Autoradiography 

Another set of the same brains was used to visualize oxytocin receptor (OTR) density 

in the hippocampus (figure 2.2). We evaluated OTR because receptor density is 

relatively stable in adults (Ophir et al., 2013) and because receptors are often regarded 

as the targets of selection (Ketterson and Nolan Jr, 1999). To visualize OTR, we 

labeled brain tissue with 125I labeled ornithine vasotocin analog ([125I]-OVTA); 

NEX 254, PerkinElmer; Waltham, MA) using our established protocol for 

autoradiography (Ophir et al., 2009). The radiolabeled slides were exposed to Biomax 

MS film (GE Healthcare, Buckinghamshire, UK) for 72 hours alongside 125I 

microscale standards (American Radiolabeled Chemicals, St. Louis, MO). 

  

Films were developed and digitized using a Microtek Scanner (Microtek, Santa Fe 

Springs, CA) and then scored using ImageJ. Localization of OTR expression in the 

hippocampus was identified using the rat brain atlas (Paxinos et al., 2009) and cresyl 

violet stained sections as guides. We measured optical density for the hippocampus for 
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each bilateral section. We also measured nonspecific binding on each section by 

measuring the background levels of cortex (bilaterally) in areas that do not express 

OTR. OTR density was estimated by converting the optical density of exposed film 

into disintegrations per minute (dpm) in tissue equivalence (TE) estimated from 1mg 

in rat brain (dpm/mg TE). The optical density for each section was then averaged and 

adjusted to represent specific binding by subtracting nonspecific binding from total 

binding. 

  

Statistical Methods 

All statistical models mentioned in the results section were run in JMP, Version 12 

(SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC) and effect size estimates were calculated using the JMP 

add-in “Calculate Effect Size”. 

  

RESULTS 

Spatial Learning and Memory 

A linear mixed model was used to analyze spatial learning performance by comparing 

the latency to reach the platform over training for males and females. In the model, 

latency to platform was the response variable and fixed effects were sex, trial, and sex 

by trial. Individual subjects were included as random effects to account for multiple 

responses, and the model also controlled for swim velocity. Our data showed that 

males consistently found the location of the platform faster and performed better in the 

spatial learning test (F1, 22 = 4.25, p = 0.05, d = 0.467; figure 2.3). 
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We controlled for swim speed in the mixed model, indicating that this main effect of 

sex was not due to males being more active than females, which is consistent with 

previous findings that activity does not predict sex differences in maze performance 

(Gaulin et al., 1990). Not surprisingly, we also found a significant trial effect (F8, 175 = 

11.23, p < 0.0001, η2 = 0.221) indicating that all animals improved over training. No 

trial by sex interaction was found (F8, 175 = 0.89, p = 0.52, η2 = 0.18), indicating that 

learning rates of males and females were similar. Thus, although rates of learning may 

be relatively similar between males and females, males show consistently shorter 

latencies to find the hidden platform across trials during spatial learning indicating 

they were more efficient at locating the platform than females. 
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Next, we assessed sex differences for performance in the memory test (time spent 

swimming in the quadrant from which the platform was removed in trial 10). We 

found no sex difference in time spent in correct quadrant using this gross assessment 

of memory (two-tailed Student’s t-test; t(22) = 0.41, p = 0.68, d = 0.166; figure 2.4a). 

Similarly, we found no differences in the frequency with which males and females 

entered the quadrant (Generalized Linear Model [GLM] with a poisson distribution 

and a log link B=−0.079, SE = 0.085, p = 0.35; figure 2.4c). Although focus on the 

quadrant is a common measure of spatial memory, it is a very rough measure that does 

not necessarily capture the full accuracy of spatial memory. We therefore next 

quantified spatial memory accuracy to find the exact location of the platform by 

measuring the duration of time and frequency of visits to the site where the platform 

was previously located within the quadrant, and to the place where the center of the 

platform was previously located (see figure 2.1). These measures indicated that males 

tended to spend more time in the area where the platform had been placed (two-tailed; 

t(22) = 1.89, p = 0.07, d = 0.771; figure 2.4b). Moreover, males visited the platform 

location (GLM; B=−0.326, SE=0.171, p = 0.04; figure 2.4d) and inner platform 

location more frequently (GLM, B=−0.972, SE =0.534, p =0.02; figure 2.4e). We did 

not compare the duration of time over the center point of the platform because time 

swimming over a single point essentially amounted to count (i.e. frequency) data. 

Males were better than females at finding the platform’s previous location; 11 of 12 

males compared to only 8 of 12 females swam over the platform location. 

Furthermore, 7 of 12 males compared to 1 of 12 females swam over the inner platform 

location. Taken together, these data indicate that males demonstrate more precise 
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spatial learning and spatial memory than females, a result that can only be seen when 

memory is measured on a fine scale. 

 

Hippocampal Volume, OTR Density, and Cell Count 

Male and female absolute hippocampus volume did not differ (two-tailed, t(8) = 0.84, p 

= 0.42, d = 0.167; figure 5a). It is well known that male and female prairie vole body 

size does not differ (Mean +SE; Male 124.0 + 7.9mm, Female 123.62 + 8.1mm, Heske 

and Ostfeld, 1990). Nevertheless, we measured body length and volume of the 

thalamus (using the same method to calculate estimated hippocampal volume) in a 

general linear model to compare relative hippocampal volume between males and 

females. The total thalamus was chosen as a reference site to determine relative 

volume because it is a stable region of the brain, indicative of total brain volume. In 

this model, the response variable was relative hippocampus volume, and the fixed 
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effects were body length, sex, and thalamus volume. Similar to absolute volume, we 

found no sex difference in relative hippocampal volume (F(1,14) = 0.69, p = 0.42, = 

0.026; see figure 2.5b). In contrast to volume measurements, males expressed 

significantly less hippocampal oxytocin receptor density than females (t(20) = 2.42, p = 

0.025, d = 1.037; figure 2.5c). Lastly, we compared male and female hippocampal cell 

density within the same areas known for OTR expression to estimate OTR density per 

cell. We found no difference in cell densities between sexes (t(18) = 0.3418, p = 0.74, d 

= 0.156; figure 2.5d). These data indicate that males express fewer oxytocin receptors 

per cell in OTR-expressing regions of the hippocampus. 
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DISCUSSION 

Our results indicated that male and female prairie voles differ in their capacity for 

spatial learning and memory. Although many examples across several species have 

demonstrated that males are often better than females at spatial memory tasks (Gaulin, 

1992), most of this work has focused on differences within polygynous species where 

males’ territories or home ranges are larger than females’, and where home range size 

is equated with mate searching. These studies often extend this line of thought to 

suggest that a difference in male spatial memory boosts reproductive success, because 

male fitness is theoretically more closely tied to the number of mates they acquire than 

it is for females (Andersson, 1994; Jacobs, 1995). Indeed, much has been made of this 

difference, which has been attributed to a purported adaptive function of males to 

maximize reproductive success through having relatively robust spatial maps. Gaulin 

and Fitzgerald (1986) used this theory to hypothesize that because monogamous males 

and females on average have the same number of mates (i.e., one), males and females 

of monogamous species should show little to no sex differences in spatial ability 

compared to polygynous species. Of course this ignores the fact that extra pair 

copulations are common in most monogamous species, including prairie voles (Ophir 

et al., 2008). Nevertheless, by focusing on species differences in voles (monogamous 

prairie voles, and polygynous meadow voles), they demonstrated that meadow vole 

males navigated a sub-set of several mazes better than female meadow voles, and that 

this difference was not observed in any of the mazes run by prairie vole males and 

females (Gaulin and Fitzgerald, 1989). When Sawrey et al. (1994) tested male and 
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female prairie voles in the Morris water maze, they detected no sex difference, 

suggesting that male and female prairie voles do not differ in spatial memory (but see 

below). However, our data contradict the conclusion that male and female prairie 

voles are equally good at spatial memory tasks. Furthermore, our data indicate that sex 

differences in spatial memory need not relate to sex differences in territory size, since 

male and female prairie voles have home ranges that are similarly sized (Gaines and 

Johnson, 1982). 

  

Space Use and Sex-Specific Selection 

  

There has been an historical emphasis on the relationship between cognitive spatial 

ecology and territory size, and its relationship to mating system. Our results show that 

male and female prairie voles demonstrate a sex difference in the precision of spatial 

learning and memory despite having similarly sized natural home ranges. We 

acknowledge that this sex difference could be attributed to a difference in perceptual 

ability, however our experiment was not designed to test this possibility. In either 

case, these data encourage a reconsideration of such ideas and indicate that a more 

nuanced approach to sex differences in cognition is warranted. Evolutionary theory 

supports the notion that males and females in monomorphic species face convergent 

selective pressures that account for a lack of differences between the sexes. However, 

although the selective pressures on males and females are relatively similar for 

monogamous species, they are not identical for males and females and the 

conventional pressures associated with sex-specific selection are not completely 
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absent. As such, the door is open for selection to operate on the sexes differently even 

in monogamous species, potentially leading to forms of ‘cryptic sexual dimorphism’ 

(for example see de Vries, 2008; de Vries and Villalba, 1997). Indeed, our results 

challenge the notion that the absolute size of a home range indicates the only 

meaningful differences in space use, and encourage consideration that the specific 

ways in which animals actually behave in space should be given more attention. 

  

Why might males need better spatial learning and memory relative to females? 

Although male and female prairie voles typically occupy the same amount of space, 

the ecological demands and selective pressures to maximize mating success for each 

sex likely lead to different functional uses of that space. Male prairie voles benefit 

most from aggressively defending their territory, guarding their mate, and protecting 

their paternity (Getz and Hofmann, 1986; Getz et al., 1997; Jacquot and Solomon, 

2004; McGuire et al., 1990). This adaptive behavior of territoriality has high cognitive 

demands for effectively processing spatial information. A male presumably needs to 

recognize the boundaries indicating where his territory and neighboring territories end 

and begin. For example, a male resident should benefit by identifying conspecifics and 

processing the spatial (and social) context when encountering individuals near his 

territory (c.f. Ophir et al., 2012, 2008; Phelps and Ophir, 2009). A familiar neighbor 

within its proper boundary, or an unfamiliar intruder will elicit very different 

behavioral responses (Rosell et al., 2008) and tentatively carries differential fitness 

consequences. 
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In contrast, females have almost none of the aforementioned constraints to ensure 

reproductive success. Studies on prairie voles show that females increase fitness by 

mating with multiple males (Wolff and Dunlap, 2002) and confusing paternity 

(Dewsbury, 1984). Therefore unlike males, females have less need to defend a 

territory than males of this species (Wolff, 1993). Thus, females might not experience 

the same selective pressure to improve this form of spatial processing that males 

experience. Indeed, a substantial body of work has emphasized the importance of the 

hippocampus for input, storage, and retrieval of information (Nadel, 1991), in the 

identification of context (Komorowski et al., 2009), and for encoding item-specific 

responses within a spatial representation (Komorowski et al., 2009). The spatial 

information that male, but not female, prairie voles use to successfully defend their 

territory and paternity is surely processed, at least in part, by the hippocampus. Thus, 

it is not surprising that males might experience more intense selection and cognitive 

demand for hippocampal dependent tasks compared to females. Despite the fact that 

prairie voles lack sex differences in outward morphology and territory size, evidence 

from studies on prairie vole life history provides evolutionary support for the 

conclusion that males have more ecological demands for spatial cognition (Getz and 

Hofmann, 1986; Getz et al., 1997; Jacquot and Solomon, 2004; McGuire et al., 1990). 

  

Although our results are consistent with the work derived from life history and field 

studies, studies on spatial memory in voles conflict with our results and indicated that 

prairie voles do not demonstrate a sex difference (Gaulin and Fitzgerald, 1989, 1986; 

Sawrey et al., 1994). Much of the work by Gaulin and colleagues to this end (Gaulin, 
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1992; Gaulin and Fitzgerald, 1986, 1989) were conducted on wild-caught animals that 

were tested in the lab. It is plausible that a difference in spatial experience (like living 

freely in the wild compared to our lab-reared animals) could impact spatial memory 

processing and performance, and therefore potentially explain why our results appear 

to disagree with previous work. However, Gaulin and Wartell (1990) demonstrated 

that wild caught prairie voles and lab-reared prairie voles, whose spatial experiences 

differed by over three orders of magnitude, did not differ in spatial performance. Thus, 

is it unlikely that the major differences in spatial experience of our animals with those 

from previous studies account for our results. 

  

Sawrey et al. (1994) was the only example of a study that used the Morris water maze 

to test spatial memory and learning in voles other than ours. Unlike our experiment, 

however, Sawrey et al. (1994) limited their analyses to consider visits to the correct 

quadrant containing the platform. In fact, our results show the same effect when we 

only measured the frequency subjects entered the quadrant (see figure 4c). This 

measure addresses a gross account for remembering the general vicinity of the 

platform, a task that clearly both sexes can adequately handle. However, on closer 

examination, males are more precise in their ability to locate the platform than females 

(figure 4b). This indicates that sex differences in prairie voles’ spatial memory persist, 

but that these differences are subtle. Unfortunately, we are unable to determine if the 

sex differences in spatial memory that we have reported are a result of overt selective 

pressures that differentially operate on how males and females use space or if these 

differences are pleiotropic carry-overs from a non-monogamous ancestor. 
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Nevertheless, our results indicate that special focus should be placed on considering 

how subtle sex differences in spatial cognition might contribute to the expression of 

sex differences in more observable behaviors that carry heavy fitness consequences, 

like the expression of mating tactics. 

  

Neurobiology of spatial processing 

  

Because males and females differed in spatial learning and memory performance, we 

expected that hippocampal volume would also differ, with males having larger 

hippocampi than females. This expectation was based on work demonstrating a direct 

relationship between hippocampal volume and spatial memory ability (Krebs et al., 

1989; Maguire et al., 2000). However, we did not find this relationship. Our results 

show that males perform better at the Morris water maze, a measure of spatial memory 

and learning, but that this difference in ability did not relate to any measure of 

hippocampal neuroanatomy we collected. We did, however, find a striking difference 

between male and female hippocampal OTR density. Importantly, oxytocin activation 

of OTR is known to interfere with learning and memory (Popik and van Ree, 1998). 

Although its effects seem to be dose dependent and may be region specific, 

endogenous levels of oxytocin appear to attenuate memory and learning under many 

learning-memory contexts (Heinrichs et al., 2004; Ophir et al., 2009; Popik et al., 

1992; Viviani et al., 2008). In this case, we interpret a greater density of OTR as 

indicative of greater sensitivity to OT. If true, animals that have more hippocampal 

OTR should be worse at spatial learning and memory. Our results showing that 
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females were worse at spatial memory and learning and exhibited greater OTR density 

than males are consistent with this expectation. 

  

Why might structure size and neuron number be the same while gene expression 

within neurons differ? Many of the cognitive tasks required for spatial competence are 

hippocampal dependent (see above). However, modifying or investing in more brain 

tissue is energetically expensive, especially if it is maintained year-round (Roth and 

Pravosudov, 2009). Our data highlight a correlation between OTR and memory, but do 

not demonstrate a causal relationship. Nevertheless, other studies have implied OT-

OTR in spatial memory (e.g. Tomizawa et al. 2003; Owen et al 2013). Based on the 

strong evidence suggesting that OT-OTR binding impacts spatial processing (see 

Ophir, 2017), we hypothesize that sex-specific selection has operated on male 

hippocampal OTR to attain similar effects that growing the volume of this structure 

might achieve, without the considerable energetic costs of tissue maintenance. 

Although a great many hypotheses are possible about the physiological, behavioral, or 

cognitive consequences of this OTR difference, the role of hippocampal OTR in 

spatial memory is consistent with our interpretation that it plays an important role in 

modulating this behavior. The fact that estrogen regulates OTR transcription provides 

a putative mechanism for the sex difference (Bale and Dorsa, 1998; Fleming et al., 

2006). 

  

While more evidence is needed to substantiate our hypothesis, there is some 

justification to support it. The adaptive specialization hypothesis (ASH) states that 
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selective pressures imposing cognitive demands on individuals will affect 

specialization of brain regions responsible for cognitive processing (Sherry et al., 

1992). Although the ASH has been specifically used to support the observable 

differences in hippocampal size between food-caching and non-food-caching birds 

(Krebs et al., 1989), the same theory could be applied to differential expression of 

gene products, which are presumably less expensive and potentially produce similar 

functional outcomes. By modulating central processing of spatial information through 

the modification of gene products like OTR between the sexes, prairie voles could 

achieve a simpler and energetically cheaper solution to differential spatial memory 

processing than by increasing structure volume. Indeed, hippocampal volume may 

only provide a coarse proxy for finer scale changes in structure that may be 

influencing behavior that are most observable at the endophenotype (Roth et al., 

2010). Such a solution should be even more common when the differences in ability 

are subtle, transient, or need to be flexible. The sex difference we observed in prairie 

voles seems to be more in line with the former, but certainly dynamic changes in 

memory ability of this species could be possible too. 

  

Conclusion 

  

Using a comprehensive approach that integrates mating behavior, hippocampal 

function, and hormonal modulation, we have identified a potential proximate 

mechanism that might shed light on why sex differences in spatial cognition persist in 

a monogamous and monomorphic species. 
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Our results encourage a reconsideration of the idea that sex differences in spatial 

cognition are absent in monomorphic species, and we offer our current findings as 

justification for a greater emphasis on the nature of how space is used. We highlight a 

particularly interesting potential role for oxytocin in accounting for the observed sex 

difference, acting as an amnesic to inhibit learning and memory. Our study provides 

the first evidence that the density of hippocampal OTR might be involved in 

modulating spatial memory performance. Finally, we suggest that adaptive 

specialization via a neuropeptide hormone enables modulation of cognitive 

performance without the relative costly investment in brain mass. 
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CHAPTER 3 - Social context alters spatial memory performance in free-living 

male prairie voles 

  

Please note, study published as: 

 Rice, M. A., Sanín, G., & Ophir, A. G. (2019). Social context alters spatial 

memory performance in free-living male prairie voles. Royal Society open science, 

6(11), 190743. 
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ABSTRACT 

Spatial memory is crucial for mating success because it enables males to locate 

potential mates and potential competitors in space. Intraspecific competition and its 

varying intensity under certain conditions are potentially important for shaping spatial 

memory. For example, spatial memory could enable males to know where competitors 

are (contest competition), it could help males find mating partners (scramble 

competition), or both. We manipulated the intensity of intraspecific competition in two 

distinct contexts by altering the operational sex ratio of prairie voles (Microtus 

ochrogaster) living in outdoor enclosures by creating male- and female-biased sex 

ratios. After living freely under these contexts for four weeks, we compared males’ 

performance in a laboratory spatial memory test. Males in the male-biased context 

demonstrated better spatial memory performance than males in the female-biased 

context. Notably, these data show that in spite of experiencing equally complex spatial 

contexts (i.e., natural outdoor enclosures), it was the social context that influenced 

spatial cognition, and it did so in a manner consistent with the hypothesis that spatial 

memory is particularly relevant for male-male interactions. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Spatial memory is a cognitive ability that is essential for many of life’s basic 

challenges. For example, food caching is essential to survival for non-migrating birds 

and mammals that do not have access to food sources over the winter (Delgado & 

Jacobs 2017, Smulders et al. 1995). Particularly, plasticity in spatial cognition enables 

accounting for changing spatial demands in the environment (Sherry et al. 2010, 

Lavenex et al. 2000). Navigating the environment beyond using simple procedural 

algorithms, requires building spatial representations or ‘mental maps’ to remember the 

location of salient features in the environment (e.g., food sources or territories). 

Surprisingly, very little attention has been paid to how spatial memory relates to social 

contexts (see Ophir 2017), although some recent work has begun to consider these 

questions (Rice et al. 2017, Ophir 2017). In particular, mating decisions are inherently 

spatial tasks for most animals. For instance, knowing where competitors or potential 

mates can be found within a social landscape should be particularly salient and 

relevant information with respect to acquiring mates (Ophir 2017, Emlin & Oring 

1977). 

  

Evidence has indirectly demonstrated that reliance on spatial memory among males 

can increase breeding competitiveness. For example, male thirteen-lined ground 

squirrels appear to rely on spatial memory for competitive mate searching 

(Schwagmeyer 1994). In this species, males must search actively for females during 

the mating season, and their searches are biased towards locations where they 

previously encountered females. Similarly, male white-tailed deer that searched for 
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mates in places where they had previously encountered females were more successful 

in locating mates than those that explored broader patches (Foley et al. 2015). Cases 

such as these support the hypothesis that spatial cognition is an important factor for 

finding mating opportunities. Furthermore, spatial performance in male rodents is 

correlated to male-male competition. Dominant male meadow voles have better spatial 

learning capacity and learn faster than less dominant males (Spritzer et al. 2004), 

suggesting that spatial memory is associated with a more competitive phenotype. 

Thus, spatial ability is an important factor that influences mating behavior in various 

spatial and social contexts, particularly ones that affect within-sex competition among 

males (Ophir 2017). 

  

From a male perspective, there are two main components of intraspecific competition: 

contest competition and scramble competition (Nicholson 1954). Scramble 

competition involves males searching for females, particularly when females are 

widely distributed. In contest competition, males interfere with (or challenge) others’ 

ability to access resources. One of the main resources that males are competing over is 

access to females or resources that would allow males to effectively attract females. 

To successfully secure mates, males must track the movements of females (i.e., 

potential mates, via scramble competition) and competitors (i.e., other males, via 

contest competition) in space and time through the environment. Therefore, intensity 

of intraspecific competition can influence the likelihood of mate acquisition and how 

much males are directly competing with one another. 
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It is well recognized that the operational sex ratio (OSR) alters the intensity of 

intraspecific competition (Janicke & Morrow 2018). OSR can be male biased, female 

biased, or balanced, and these biases can change over time within a population. 

Variation in environmental contexts such as OSR will impact the payoff matrix of the 

costs and benefits associated with intrasexual competition. Under male-biased OSRs, 

for example, contest competition should be intense because the number of male 

competitors is relatively high. Likewise, scramble competition (specifically males 

searching for potential mates) should be more intense in a female-biased OSR because 

the number of females is high relative to the number of males. Taken together, 

variation in OSR can establish social contexts in which variation in behavioral tactics 

(such as whether to prioritize tracking competitors vs. potential mates) reflects 

solutions to those immediate contextual challenges. Moreover, differences in OSR 

have the potential to reveal the behavioral and cognitive mechanisms by which males 

react to different social contexts. 

  

Here, we asked whether manipulating OSR impacts spatial cognition. More 

specifically, we asked how social contexts that vary the proportion of males to females 

created unique social challenges to which spatial cognition should respond. This is a 

particularly relevant challenge for prairie voles (Microtus ochrogaster) because 

natural population densities are known to fluctuate throughout the year (Getz et al. 

1987). Additionally, as males and females move through the environment they often 

encounter each other (to some degree) and the majority of prairie voles will form 

pairs. In these cases, males and females will share and guard a nest and territory within 
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their home range (see Getz et al. 1993). We hypothesized that differences in spatial 

memory would result from experiencing different OSRs, potentially revealing the 

intraspecific competitive pressures that impact spatial memory. We predicted that if 

male spatial memory is important for contest competition, then males experiencing a 

male-biased OSR should demonstrate enhanced spatial memory. Alternatively, if male 

spatial memory is important for acquiring mates via scramble competition, 

experiencing a female-biased OSR should demonstrate enhanced spatial memory. We 

acknowledge, a priori, that these are not necessarily mutually exclusive predictions. 

By directly comparing the spatial memory performance of males experiencing 

different OSRs, we sought to reveal the importance of spatial learning and memory in 

mating behaviors. We tested our predictions by exposing socially monogamous male 

prairie voles living in semi-natural field enclosures to a male-biased or female-biased 

OSR and then assessing spatial learning and memory in the lab. 

 

METHODS 

Subjects 
  
Animals serving in this study were the lab bred offspring of 15 unrelated pairs of F1 or 

wild-caught prairie voles in our colony. The wild-caught breeders in our colony were 

originally trapped in Urbana-Champaign, Illinois. At 21 days old, pups were weaned 

from parents and housed with same-sex siblings. Individuals were housed in 

polycarbonate cages (28 l. x18 w. x 13 h. cm) and kept on a 14:10 hr light-dark cycle. All 

animals were given Rodent Chow (Harland Teklad, Madison, WI, USA) and water ad 

libitum. We used 26 males and 24 females as subjects. All animals were sexually 
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mature (60-90 days old) virgins. Each subject was ear-tagged with a small metal self-

piercing and self-locking ear tag, laser etched with a unique numerical four digit ID. 

All experimental procedures were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use 

Committee at Oklahoma State University, where the behavioral work was conducted. 

  
Semi-natural fieldwork 
  
The study was performed in two adjacent enclosures located in Stillwater, Oklahoma, 

which is within the natural distribution of prairie vole habitat. Each enclosure 

measured 40 x 20 meters, and was constructed of aluminum walls and powder-coated 

steel tube frames (Fig. 3.1). The walls extended 60 cm above and below ground, 

preventing subjects from escaping (above or below) the enclosures, and preventing 

any other animals from entering the enclosures. Both enclosures contained the same 

soil and vegetation, the terrain of each enclosure was nearly identical, and the 

distribution and composition of plants within each enclosure was similar. The 

vegetation consisted of dicots and mixed pasture grasses such as fescue, brome, and 

rye, all of which are suitable natural prairie vole habitat. 
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Each animal (male and female) was semi-randomly assigned to either a Male Biased 

(MB) or Female Biased (FB) sex ratio condition. All males and females within each 

condition were unrelated with identical pre-existing social, genetic, and developmental 

histories to reduce the opportunity for sampling biases. We note that we had the added 

control for genetic and developmental variation among females by selecting females 

from 12 sister-pairs and placing one sister in each treatment group. In the MB 

treatment, the sex ratio was 12 females and 18 males; the FB treatment was made of 

12 females and 8 males. Each treatment density (males and females per unit space) 

was safely within the range of OSR variation naturally observed in prairie voles (Getz 

et al. 1987). Importantly, the number of females was kept constant to ensure the total 

number of females per unit space would be the same in each condition. We recognize 
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that this creates a confound of overall density between enclosures, however we were 

interested in the behavioral results as a consequence of males relative to females. For 

this reason, we decided to hold the total number of females in each enclosure constant. 

We carefully made this choice based on both empirical work in voles and theoretical 

work on mating systems. Classic mating system theory outlined by Emlen and Oring 

(1977) argued that the potential for polygyny is directly impacted by the distribution 

of females in space. This has been strongly supported by other theoretical work (e.g., 

Shuster & Wade 2003). This theoretical work has provided the foundation for the idea 

that ‘females track the environment, and males track females’. This important premise 

was paired with the results from Myllymäki (1977), which demonstrated that female 

field vole distribution and home range size are impacted by food distribution (how 

uniform or stochastically distributed it is), and not the population density. As a result 

of our design, males’ access to mates was determined by intraspecific competition 

rather than merely being of function of density. 

  

Females were released one day before males were introduced into their respective 

enclosures. The animals were allowed to live freely for four weeks after male 

introduction. Next, we trapped animals from the enclosures and returned them to the 

lab. We used Fitch traps, baited with sunflower seeds and oats to trap voles. Each 

morning we checked the traps along our field grid. When a vole was located inside a 

trap we transferred it to a small cage and provided fresh cut apples for food and 

hydration. Once returned to the lab the animal was given the standard resources used 

to maintain our laboratory vole colony (water bottle, rodent chow, nesting material, 
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etc). All animals were trapped within 5 days. Trapping continued for an additional 5 

days (with no captures) to ensure all surviving animals had been recovered. We 

assumed that any un-trapped animals did not survive. Of the 50 animals (26 male; 24 

female) serving in this study, all but six (4 male; 2 female) were recovered. Two males 

from the MB and FB enclosures, and one female from each enclosure were not 

recovered, bringing the final OSR to 16:11 and 6:11 (M:F), respectively. 

  
Behavioral Testing 
 
 

Immediately upon arrival to the laboratory (within 2-3 hrs from capture), male 

subjects were tested individually in the Morris water maze (Fig. 3.2), a classic test for 

spatial memory in which animals are repeatedly exposed to spatial cues to find a 

hidden target location (a platform) under water (Morris 1984). Specific details 

regarding the apparatus and procedure are described thoroughly in Rice et al. (2017). 

Briefly, the Morris water maze exposes animals to a large (140 cm in diameter, 1000 

L) tub of opaque water, surrounded by external visual cues. An 11.5 cm platform was 

placed 3 cm below the surface of the water. Subjects were trained to locate the hidden 

platform using the spatial cues over a series of 10 two-minute learning trials. Subjects 

were given the 10 learning trials over 5 days, 2 trials per day with an inter-trial interval 

of 1 hr on trials conducted on the same day. In each trial, the subjects freely swam in 

the apparatus, and were retrieved upon successfully locating the platform. If the 

subjects did not locate the platform within two minutes, the subject was guided to the 
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platform and then removed. We used the standard two-minute cut off time for 

unsuccessful trials (Vorhees & Williams 2006). 

 

  

Quadrants and zones within the Morris water maze were used to analyze swimming 

performance. The zones we used included a ‘thigmotaxis zone’ (7.6 cm from wall) 

that encompassed the outer edge (Vorhees & Williams 2006), a ‘near platform zone’ 
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(the area near the platform, 40.6 cm diameter), and a ‘platform zone’ (the area directly 

encompassing the platform itself, 11.5 cm diameter). We assessed spatial learning by 

measuring the latency to locate the platform in trials 1 through 10. We assessed spatial 

memory with an 11th trial, 1 hr. after the 10th learning trial, by removing the platform 

and measuring the time spent swimming in the quadrant and the area near the original 

location of the platform, and the frequency of visits to those locations. The spatial 

memory test (trial 11) lasted one minute. We also quantified how accurately subjects 

were able to approximate the platform’s previous location by measuring the average 

distance from the platform location during the memory trial. 

  

All trials were recorded using a video camera (SR-120, Sony, New York City, NY, 

USA), and we used EthoVision XT 8.5 (Noldus, Leesburg, VA) to automate 

behavioral analysis of performance in the water maze and to analyze behavior. 

EthoVision is an automated behavioral software program that automates data 

collection, and we used the water maze package specific for Morris water maze tests. 

Unfortunately, we do not have baseline spatial cognition measures from before the 

treatment (i.e., the outdoor enclosure experience), however, changes in spatial memory 

resulting from the spatial complexity of the semi-natural enclosures relative to the 

standard lab housing all animals experienced prior to the experiment should greatly 

outweigh any minor initial individual variation in spatial cognition among these lab-

bred animals. 

  

Statistical Analysis 
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A linear mixed model (LMM) with Gaussian distributed errors was used to analyze 

spatial learning performance in the Morris water maze by comparing the latency to 

reach the hidden platform for the MB and FB males. All the assumptions for the 

model were met. In the model, latency to platform was the response variable, while the 

fixed effects were ‘sex bias’, ‘trial’, and ‘trial x sex bias’. Each individual subject was 

treated as a random effect to control for multiple responses, and the model also 

controlled for swim velocity and thigmotaxis by including them as fixed effects (see 

Fig. 3.2). The F-statistics reported are from Type III sums of squares tests.  

          

To assess the performance of MB and FB males in the spatial memory test, we 

compared the number of visits to, and duration of time spent swimming in, the vicinity 

to the platform’s original location (see Fig. 3.2). Duration results were compared 

using a Student’s t-test, assuming equal variance, and the number of visits or 

frequency results were calculated using a generalized linear model (GLM) with a 

Poisson distribution and a log link. Our GLM compared deviances, and was effect 

coded. We performed an overdispersion test and found an overdispersion parameter of 

1.211. Additionally, to quantify the accuracy of each treatment group during the 

memory trial, we measured the average distance from the exact location of the 

platform and compared them using a Student’s t-test. Finally, we calculated Cohen’s d 

effect sizes for all variables, which are reported in the results. All models were chosen 

a priori based on the experimental parameters and no model simplification was used. 

The LLM was chosen to account for the repeated measures of the subjects, whereas 

the GLM was chosen because the frequency variables are whole numbers that skewed 
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to the right and followed Poisson distribution. All statistics were done in JMP Pro 12 

(SAS, Cary, NC). 

  

RESULTS 

In running our model to analyze spatial learning performance we found that neither 

swim speed (t(197) = 0.48, p = 0.63) nor thigmotaxis (t(21) = 1.22, p = 0.28) had a 

significant effect on latency to reach the platform. However, we found a significant 

interaction effect of ‘trial x sex bias’ (F(9,178) = 1.98, p = 0.04, Fig. 3.3). Specifically, 

MB males exhibited a significant trial effect (F(9,178) = 6.61, p < 0.0001) demonstrating a 

marked decrease in latency to the platform throughout learning (trials 1 through 10; 

Fig. 3.3). Conversely, FB males showed no significant difference in latencies across 

the learning trials (F(9,178) = 1.65, p = 0.104). Although we cannot rule out the possibility 

that males in the FB context demonstrated learning impairment, we note that by the 

end of the learning trials (trial 10), FB males found the platform 17.5% faster than the 

initial trial (trial 1), whereas MB males found it 65.3% faster. Thus, males in both 

contexts demonstrated a consistent ability to locate the platform with some degree of 

improvement. However, notably, MB males clearly showed significant improvement 

in spatial performance over the course of learning trials, whereas FB males did not 

demonstrate learning to the same degree. 
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In our assessment of performance in the spatial memory test, we found that MB males 

tended to spend more time in the correct quadrant of the maze (t(20) = 1.93, p = 0.06, 

d=0.92 Fig. 3.4a) and had significantly more visits to this zone (GLM; B = -0.237, SE 

= 0.113, p = 0.027, d=0.28, Fig. 3.4b) compared to males from the FB context. When 

refining our metric of memory performance from the gross-scale measurement of 

swimming in each ‘quadrant’ to focusing on the area proximal to the specific location 

of the platform, we found that MB males spent significantly more time in the area 
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directly near the removed platform’s original location (t(20) = 2.11, p = 0.04, d=0.06, 

Fig. 3.4c) and visited it more frequently (GLM; B = -0.412, SE = 0.162, p = 0.005, 

d=0.17, Fig. 3.4d). Lastly, when we refined our measurement to assess accuracy in the 

memory trial to compare the average distance from the swimming vole to the specific 

area directly where the platform was originally located, MB males swam in closer 

proximity to the platform location than FB males (FB x̅ = 53.64 cm SE = 7.38, MB x̅ = 

40.06 cm SE = 2.51; t(20) = -2.25, p = 0.03, d=1.59, Fig. 3.5). Taken together our results 

demonstrate that the males from the MB treatment have superior spatial learning and 

memory, and specifically better accuracy and precision, compared to the FB treatment 

group. 
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DISCUSSION 

  

We found that laboratory-reared males that lived in a male-biased semi-natural social 

context for approximately four weeks (where males outnumbered females), out-

performed males that experienced a female-biased social context (where females 

outnumbered males) on spatial learning and memory tasks conducted in the 

laboratory. The specific behavioral and cognitive demands that ecological contexts 

create for a population can have profound impacts on behavioral and cognitive 
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phenotypes within that population (Sherry 2006, Dukas & Ratcliffe 2009). 

Furthermore, the intensity of contest competition or scramble competition can be an 

important factor in shaping spatial memory. For instance, patrolling and excluding 

males from territories is expected to be more common as a result of increased contest 

competition produced by a skewed male biased OSR. Alternatively, males must rely 

on their spatial memory to locate potential mates, particularly when females 

outnumber males and conditions are ripe for intense scramble competition (Spritzer et 

al. 2005). Although these are non-mutually exclusive contexts, the results from our 

study suggest that only one of these contexts staged in outdoor field enclosures led to 

relatively improved male prairie vole spatial learning and memory based on testing in 

a classic laboratory assessment of spatial cognition. 

  

Indeed, our data support the hypothesis that male prairie vole spatial memory is more 

heavily influenced by, and/or more sensitive to, social contexts that are likely to 

heighten contest competition. This result is consistent with other work that found male 

prairie voles attend to the social identity of males more closely than females (Zheng et 

al. 2013). In nature, socially monogamous males establish and presumably defend 

territories, while other non-monogamous males do not (Getz et al. 1993). Ophir et al. 

(2008) demonstrated that territorial ‘resident’ males sire more offspring than non-

territorial ‘wanderers’. This suggests that males’ reproductive success is linked to 

territoriality and possibly mate guarding. If males compete for territories with each 

other, and territoriality leads to increased reproductive success, then male spatial 

distribution should be highly valuable information to male prairie voles. The adaptive 
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specialization hypothesis states that cognition is specialized to solve specific 

ecological problems (Sherry 2006). It is well recognized that spatial ability is plastic 

and responsive to environmental complexity (Buchanan et al. 2013, Maguire et al. 

2000, Eckert & Abraham 2012). Possible mechanisms for the changes we observed 

following living in the field for such a short time period (4 weeks) include structural 

plasticity, such as hippocampal dendritic growth, cell proliferation, and/or adult 

neurogenesis (Lavenex et al. 2000). In this case, flexibility and plasticity of spatial 

ability appears to be important for male prairie vole mating behaviors in certain 

contexts more than others. Therefore, spatial flexibility in performance might enable 

animals to respond to their social context in a manner that is most advantageous within 

their immediate situation (Sherry 2006). The form that such a spatially flexible 

response should take could vary depending on the behavioral ecology and natural 

history of the species in question. In prairie voles specifically, proximate pressures 

such as social landscapes in which males outnumber females (i.e., a male-biased OSR) 

could impact male spatial ability to enable defending own territories and possibly 

tracking the territories of other competitors. It has been proposed that socially 

monogamous male prairie voles maximize mate guarding to protect against cuckoldry 

by tracking other males’ location across the social landscape and actively excluding 

them from gaining access to female partners (Phelps & Ophir 2009, Ophir et al. 2012, 

Ophir 2017). The results reported here are the first data that support this notion. Taken 

together, these studies indicate that male mating tactics, and the associated cognitive 

tools that support them, are heavily influenced by male-male (contest) competition. 
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An effect of sex ratio or population density? 

Our experiment was designed to ask if males’ (memory-based) behavior would be 

altered by the social landscape. To this end, we were faced with two design 

alternatives: 1) to either alter the total population density but keep the total number of 

females constant, or 2) to keep the total population density constant and alter the 

number of males and females relative to each other. We chose the former rather than 

the latter for several important reasons. Firstly, classic literature on mating system 

theory outlined by Emlen and Oring (1977), and supported by Shuster & Wade (2003), 

argues that male mating tactics are directly impacted by the distribution of females in 

space. The idea that ‘females track the environment, and males track females’ has also 

received experimental support. For example, Myllymäki (1977) demonstrated that 

female field vole distribution and home range size are impacted by food distribution in 

the environment, and not the population density. Therefore, the available work (both 

empirical and theoretical) strongly supports the interpretation that males react to 

availability of females relative to males, independently of the total population density. 

Secondly, and perhaps more importantly, keeping the total population density the 

same would necessarily alter the number of females per enclosure and context. 

Altering the absolute number of females would have had the unintended consequence 

of changing the amount of space each female was able to occupy. Such a manipulation 

would have introduced a problematic confound between contexts; more females in a 

fixed-sized enclosure would provide less space per female compared to the alternative 

context. We acknowledge the possibility that male behavior could have been impacted 

by population density in addition or instead of the sex ratio. However, with the 
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aforementioned supporting knowledge that females’ distributions should not be 

impacted by population density, we felt confident that any changes in male spatial 

ability would be more likely attributable to their responses to the sex ratio, which 

would be best assessed by fixing number of females per unit space. Therefore, we 

deliberately held constant the number of females so that we could evaluate how the 

impact of sex ratio would alter behavior in contexts in which the same number of 

females were distributed over the same amount of space. Ultimately, we prioritized the 

potential (but unlikely) confound of population density over the potential confound of 

altered females per unit space (i.e., holding an independent variable constant) because 

our experiment focused on space use issues as our dependent variable. Nevertheless, it 

will be important for future work to alter population density (with same and altered 

sex ratios) to fully substantiate our interpretation that the sex ratio is the key factor in 

explaining how social context altered male spatial ability. 

  

Social context can drive cognitive plasticity 

Our study demonstrates an important and well recognized point about the nature of 

spatial learning and memory: it is highly flexible and sensitive to experience and the 

environment. Traditionally, plasticity in spatial memory has been demonstrated in 

experiments that manipulated physical environmental enrichment. For example, living 

in an enriched environment improves spatial learning in the Morris water maze 

(Eckert et al. 2010) and spatial working memory (Irvine & Abraham 2005) in rats. In 

our study, we placed animals in highly complex and enriched environments (semi-

natural outdoor field enclosures), which could certainly be expected to have modified 
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the spatial memory abilities of our subjects. Indeed, all of the animals in our 

experiment were equally exposed to the challenges of living in nature, including 

experiencing temperature fluctuations and a need to locate shelter, the need to explore 

their environments and forage for food, and experiencing diverse terrain with a 

heterogeneous mix of vegetation and spatial landmarks. These challenges experienced 

in the field were much more complex, and in particular, profoundly more spatially 

complex than standard laboratory housing. However, if physical features of 

environmental complexity alone accounted for altered spatial memory, the 

performance of our subjects should have been uniformly strong across social contexts. 

Yet, males in the MB context demonstrated superior spatial ability compared to FB 

males. Social complexity is an important form of environmental complexity, even if it 

is not commonly discussed as such. Remarkably, our results are consistent with the 

hypothesis  that spatial learning and memory was impacted by the social, rather than 

the spatial context. 

  

Conclusions 

We took an integrative approach to understand the cognitive ecology of spatial 

memory as an outcome of living in real-world socially and spatially complex 

environments. In sum, we altered sex ratio to determine if spatial cognition would 

respond to proximal social pressures, and found that males under contest competition 

were more adept at spatial learning and memory compared to males living under a 

scramble competition context. Our data indicate that social complexity, potentially 

driven by contest competition, alters spatial memory performance. Indeed, the salient 
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feature that differed between subjects, and accounted for different performance in the 

spatial memory task was the proportion of males to females within each enclosure that 

males experienced. That is, spatial cognition was responsive to alterations of the OSR 

context within highly spatially complex environments. To our knowledge, this is the 

first demonstration in which spatial complexity was high and held constant under 

natural field conditions, and the composition of the social context impacted cognitive 

functions related to spatial information. 
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CHAPTER 4 - When to Cheat: Modeling Dynamics of Paternity and Promiscuity 

in Socially Monogamous Prairie Voles (Microtus ochrogaster) 
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ABSTRACT 

 

In many socially monogamous species, individuals form long-term pair bonds and 

males mate guard females. Such behavior is thought to help secure intra-pair 

fertilizations, the result of intra-pair copulations (IPCs), and ensure paternity. 

However, socially monogamous males are also often opportunistic and seek additional 

mating opportunities with other females, leaving their partner unguarded. The success 

associated with a male’s decision to seek more mates over guarding his partner might 

be impacted by the activity of other males, specifically the proportion of other males 

leaving their territories to seek extra-pair copulations (EPCs). The amount of EPC-

seeking males can impact the likelihood of a given male encountering an unguarded 

paired female, but also of being cuckolded (losing IPCs). It remains unclear under 

which conditions it is optimal to stay and guard or seek EPCs. Using field data from 

socially monogamous prairie voles (Microtus ochrogaster) to generate parameters, we 

used optimal performance modeling (Monte Carlo simulations) to ask when is it most 

reproductively advantageous for a bonded male to seek EPCs, despite the risk of 

losing IPCs. We defined three types of males: exclusive mating bonded males (true 

residents), non-exclusive mating bonded residents (roving residents), and unpaired 

males (wanderers). We found that as EPC-seeking in the population increases, the 

potential reproductive benefit for seeking EPCs increasingly outpaces the rate of 

cuckolding. In other words, we observe a shift in optimal strategy from true residents 

to rovers among paired males.   
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Mating dynamics are influenced by many factors that include population density, 

number of competitors, number of potential mates, and available resources (Shuster & 

Wade 2003). Over time, species evolve mating systems that maximize reproductive 

success given their life history and other ecological constraints (Shuster & Wade 

2003). Even within a species, individuals adopt various strategies to outcompete 

conspecifics for access to mates (Gross 1996). Reproductive opportunities in the form 

of access to receptive females represent a limited resource for males, and as a result 

males engage in various strategies to maximize these opportunities (Emlen & Oring 

1977). Several behaviors that target ways for males to successfully acquire multiple 

mates have been described and range in the degree to which they involve male-

directed or female-directed interactions (Hull & Rodriguez-Manzo 2009). Another 

way males commonly attempt to maximize their own reproductive success at the cost 

of others is through mate guarding. This behavior is thought to have evolved as a 

countermeasure to contexts in which costs of female mate acquisition are high and 

males attempt to usurp other males (i.e., cuckoldry), females readily engage in 

multiple male mating, or both (Zamudio & Sinervo 2000). Mate guarding is common 

across taxa in many species, and is observed in an array of mating systems including 

polygyny and social monogamy (Alberts et al. 1996, Moller 1985, Jormalainen 1998).  

  

A variety of mating systems exist in many different forms across animals. Emlen and 

Oring (1977) have argued that social monogamy emerges when the ecological and 
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social constraints, and the costs associated with them, are too much to maintain 

polygynous tactics. Thus, the shift toward social monogamy represents a shift from 

males attempting to monopolize several females toward monopolizing just one female. 

Interestingly, polygyny and promiscuity are the most common mating system among 

mammals, whereas monogamy of any form quite is rare (Kleiman 1977, Lukas and 

Clutton-Brock 2013). This suggests that the constraints that have resulted in 

mammalian monogamy are uncommon and this shift has only occurred a few times in 

mammalian evolution, making it all the more interesting to consider the forces that 

have led to such an outcome in this taxa.  

  

Like all mating systems, social monogamy is rich with complex levels of variation in 

mating behavior and decisions (Kokko & Morrell 2005, Mathews 2002, Reichard & 

Boesch 2003). For example, by definition, socially monogamous species seek outside 

mating opportunities while maintaining social fidelity (Lukas & Clutton-Brock 2013). 

Taken together, this framework implies that males (and females) should – at some 

level – attend to the local and immediate social context to inform their mating 

decisions (i.e., to engage in monogamy or polygyny). 

  

Although a social bond exists between a socially monogamous male-female pair, on 

average, both sexes will often engage in mating with individuals other than their pair 

partner. Several benefits to males mating with multiple females have been proposed, 

including increasing the quantity of potential successful fertilizations, and maximizing 

reproductive success through multiple mating (Trivers 1972, but see Tang-Martinez & 
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Ryder 2005). Similarly, females mating with multiple males is common (although the 

reasons for this may or may not be the same as those for males; Yasui 1997, Tang-

Martinez & Ryder 2005, Blocker & Ophir 2016). Nevertheless, under the context of 

females mating with multiple males and the assumption that males might maximize 

reproductive success through multi-female mating, socially monogamous males are 

faced with a poignant dilemma: they must weigh the decision to guard a pair partner to 

ensure paternity and diminish cuckolding, against the decision to leave a partner 

unguarded to seek extra-pair copulations (EPCs). As a result, a diverse array of 

behavioral, cognitive, physiological adaptations has evolved to aid in enabling some 

individuals to navigate this tradeoff. These responses might include responses to 

sperm competition (Birkhead & Moller 1993), the ability to time quests for EPCs 

(Birkhead & Fletcher 1995), the insertion of copulatory plugs (Ginsberg & Huck 

1989), and sequestering and herding females (Sherman 1989), to name a few. 

Nevertheless, an important trade-off that males face between ensuring they fertilize 

the eggs of one female and attempting to fertilize the eggs of another female can be 

difficult to optimize. This is because the dynamic and fluid nature of the social 

environment presumably creates a backdrop on which the factors that define the limits 

of this trade-off are constantly changing.  

  

Socially monogamous mating systems represent an enormous opportunity to explore 

the reproductive decision-making that occurs among individuals in a population. 

Although profoundly complex, the social dynamics within a socially monogamous 

pair are comparatively simple compared to the number of social interactions that are 
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necessary when more than two individuals comprise a breeding unit, as is the case in 

other mating systems (polygynous, polyandrous, polygynandrous, etc).  The social 

context of any mating system is fraught with complexity, but the choice to remain with 

a partner or to pursue other partners is relatively simple in a socially monogamous 

mating system in which most individuals engage in some form of social pairing. It is 

from this perspective that we attempt to model social monogamy and the ways in 

which the social context potentially shapes the decision to remain a sexually exclusive 

partner, or to engage in multiple mating. To this end, we base our models on one of 

the best-understood examples of non-human mammalian social monogamy: the prairie 

vole (Microtus ochrogaster).  

  

As briefly discussed above, individuals must make trade-offs that appear to balance 

competing strategies when determining the best mating decision. The life history of 

the prairie vole provides a compelling system for investigating reproductive decisions, 

as this species has a socially complex and nuanced socially monogamous mating 

system. Prairie voles exhibit pair bonds between male and female partners, and males 

engage in mate guarding presumably to maximize their paternity (Solomon et al 

2004). Despite the social arrangement associated with pair bonding, some males and 

females exhibit multiple-partner mating and/or mating outside the pair bond (Ophir et 

al. 2008). It is important to note that mixed-paternity litters are common among prairie 

voles (Solomon et al. 2004, Ophir et al. 2008, Rice M.A. & Ophir A.G. Per Obs). 

Interestingly, males appear to demonstrate a predisposition to forming bonds initially 

(Blocker & Ophir 2016), whereas females readily mate with multiple males (Wolff et 
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al. 2002). This evidence is consistent with the idea that males in particular are faced 

with the important dilemma of determining whether they should mate exclusively with 

one female or not. 

  

The degree to which a male mate guards, compared to the degree to which he seeks 

outside mating opportunities, determines the broad categories for prairie vole mating 

tactics. In the field, males who strongly pair bond and guard both their territory and 

mate are known as residents (Getz et al. 1993). Yet, some residents appear to engage 

exclusively in intra-pair copulations (IPCs), whereas other males engage in extra-pair 

copulations (EPCs) or both IPCs and EPCs (Ophir et al. 2008). As such we distinguish 

between these two sub-types of the recognized ‘resident’ tactic as either ‘true 

residents’ or ‘roving residents’ (see Ophir 2017). Operationally, we define true 

residents as individuals that have formed a pair bond, share a home-range with the pair 

partner, and for whom all their paternity comes from in-pair fertilizations with that 

pair partner. Roving residents (or simply rovers), on the other hand, are defined as 

individuals that have formed a pair bond, share a home-range with the pair partner, 

and for whom their paternity comes from in-pair and extra-pair fertilizations. 

Furthermore, some individuals do not form pairs, adding a deeper level of complexity 

to the prairie vole mating system. These individuals live alone, occupy large home-

ranges that are not defended, and intrude frequently into the territories of residents 

(Getz et al. 1993, Ophir et al. 2008). This tactic is referred to as ‘wandering’ (Getz et 

al. 1993), and by definition male wanderers can only achieve paternity through EPCs 

and extra-pair fertilizations.  
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Traditionally, only the distinction between residents (collectively) and wanderers has 

been recognized and discussed (Solomon 2002, Ophir 2008). However, the difference 

in true resident and roving resident behavior creates an important dynamic in which 

any one or more of the three tactics might be favored at different moments in time 

(Okhovat et al. 2015). For instance, the resulting paternity gained by the mix of EPCs 

and IPCs of rovers potentially sets up an intermediate tactic in which these individuals 

neither maximize the benefits nor minimize the costs associated with the pure IPC 

tactic of true residents or the pure EPC tactic of wanderers. Based on the ecological 

constraints of the prairie vole mating system such as the stability and reproductive 

advantages of adopting a resident strategy over wandering, this intermediate roving 

tactic could be selected against (Phelps & Ophir 2009). Nevertheless the existence and 

persistence of this intermediate tactic is particularly interesting because success is very 

likely dependent on the reproductive decisions of other individuals in the population. 

By leaving a partner unguarded, a rover becomes vulnerable to cuckolding from other 

rovers and wanderers. Therefore, we predict that roving is only beneficial when the 

probability of copulating with an unguarded female is relatively high, and the risk of 

being cuckolded is relatively low. The likelihood of encountering females, either 

guarded or unguarded, and being cuckolded should depend on whether other males 

seek EPCs.  

  

We aimed to model the potential fitness payoffs of roving behavior and in doing so we 

attempt to assess under which social contexts roving behavior should be observed 
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most or least. Some models have addressed this choice of guarding versus EPC 

seeking and shown that males mate guard more depending on the degree of female 

infidelity (e.g., Kokko & Morrell 2005), others have shown that males mate guard 

more when there is a male skewed sex ratio and competition increases (e.g., Harts & 

Kokko 2013). Here, in our model, the number of males in the population is the same, 

but the proportion of males engaging in roving behavior fluctuates. By manipulating 

the proportion of other males in a population that engages in a particular tactic, with 

only a few simple assumptions that are justified by actual prairie vole behavioral 

observations, we aim to identify population parameters that are influential in defining 

the emergence (and success) of roving. Specifically, our model asks: At what point do 

reproductive benefits of roving outweigh the costs of potential cuckoldry? Our goal 

was to identify the tipping point of rover success (i.e., at what proportion of roving vs. 

true residents in the population does roving become an advantageous (adaptive) 

tactic). We approached this aim by beginning with an overly simple social context, 

and progressively added basic elements of social complexity. We also considered 

population size for each of the three progressive conditions we created (see below). In 

other words, we sought to determine when roving should emerge as a viable 

reproductive tactic. 

 

METHODS 

Our model was designed to assess the optimal decision-making for a hypothetical 

resident male based on variable social conditions. We began by creating an optimality 
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model that simulated the probability of reproductive success for a single roving male 

(i.e., the ‘focal male’). The focal male could achieve reproductive success by mating 

within the pair bond, outside the pair bond, or both. Our model utilized a Monte Carlo 

simulation, which allowed us to quantify the ideal outcome of the focal male’s 

behavior, given various ecological parameters. Our model simulated the reproductive 

success that a rover could experience when the proportion of true residents and rovers 

varies. We based the probability of the subject encountering an unguarded female on 

the home-range size of a resident (true or rover) observed from radio tracking data in 

semi-natural enclosures (see Ophir et al. 2008). We ran simulations at pair population 

sizes of 6 (i.e., 6 males and 6 females total) based on Ophir et al. (2008). We also 

considered the outcome of population size by running simulations with 100, 200, 500 

and 1000 male-female pairs. Population distribution was estimated from Ophir et al. 

(2008), holding population density constant at 200 voles per ha (Ophir et al. 2008, but 

see Getz et al. 1987). We varied the population sizes but kept the proportion of 

animals per unit space constant because social dynamics do not necessarily scale 

linearly. For each population size, we ran 5,000 simulations for each percentage of 

roving (from 0% to 100%). 

  

We designed the focal male to rove as our default because our aim was to determine 

under what social contexts (if any) that roving would ever be a superior tactic to being 

a true resident. We compared the focal male’s simulated reproductive success to a 

baseline measure of success typically achieved by true residents. By our definition, a 

true resident cannot be cuckolded and will achieve all possible reproductive success 
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via IPCs, but he cannot achieve any reproductive success via EPCs. Therefore, if the 

hypothetical (roving) focal male’s simulated reproductive performance is above the 

(true resident) baseline, then the decision to rove has a higher probability for maximal 

reproductive success, indicating that a given male should adopt a roving tactic. 

However, if the focal male’s simulated reproductive success is less than the baseline, 

then the decision to rove has a lower probability for maximal reproductive success, 

indicating that a given male should adopt a true resident tactic (see below for more 

details). 

  

Layout of the mating field. 

When constructing our model, we started by creating a general layout of our mating 

environment where all of our simulations took place. An N x N square grid was 

composed of a number of ‘tiles’ that equaled the product of the dimensions of the 

enclosure. For example, a 10 x 10m space would have a grid of 100m2, or 100 tiles. In 

field experiments using prairie voles in semi-natural enclosures (Ophir et al 2008), the 

size of the actual grid was 20 x 30m, or 600m2 for 6 pairs of animals. The number of 

tiles in our simulated space for each simulation was held constant at 100 tiles per pair. 

Thus, a population with 1000 pairs was constructed of a 100,000 tile grid.  

  

The simulations were structured with parameters indicating the location of each tile 

and a corresponding status for each tile: Empty, Guarded, or Unguarded. Radio 

telemetry data from Ophir et al. (2008) showed the average home-range size a pair 

occupied was roughly 40m2. Therefore, we limited an inhabited home-range for a pair 
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to 40 individual tiles in our model. Encounter rates of females for the focal male and 

every other male utilized a random number generator from 1 to 100,000. Of these 

100,000 tiles, hits were ordered as 1 to 40,000. If the focal male generated a number 

less than or equal to 40,000 at the start of a simulation, then it registered as a 

successful encounter of a home range. The total tile number decreased by 40 each time 

a home range was visited, making that home range unavailable thereafter. Thus, a 

male could encounter a female by landing on any of the 40 tiles constituting a single 

home range. We acknowledge that this is an oversimplification of mating behavior, as 

a male landing a single portion of the territory in nature would not guarantee 

encountering a female. However, because of the computational constraints of our 

model, we assume that landing on a tile within a territory will result in an encounter 

with the female on that territory. And if the female is unguarded on the territory, it will 

result in a copulation. During a ‘copulation search’ in our simulation (see below), if a 

given tile on which the focal male explored was ‘inhabited’ by a pair but the resident 

male of that tile left to seek EPCs (i.e., rove), then that tile was classified as 

‘unguarded’. Alternatively, if the resident male remained within the territory (i.e., a 

true resident), then the tile was considered inhabited and was classified as ‘guarded’. If 

that tile was ‘uninhabited’ by a pair, it was classified as ‘empty’. The foundation of 

our simulation was based on probabilities of encountering an unguarded or guarded 

female to quantify reproductive success in order to observe how social context impacts 

reproductive success. 

  

Scoring scheme for reproductive success. 
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Our model was designed to capture the tradeoff between increasing paternity by 

gaining EPC offspring at the cost of potentially losing IPC offspring. We assumed that 

by leaving the territory on a foray for additional mating opportunities (thereby leaving 

the female partner unguarded), a focal male ran the risk of losing IPC offspring due to 

cuckoldry. Ecologically these may or may not occur simultaneously and we 

acknowledge that the prospect of finding and achieving an EPC and the threat of being 

cuckolded are continuous variables in time. We also acknowledge that fertilization of 

pups within a litter is often attributable to a copulation (or a round of copulations 

closely linked in time). However, due to the limitations and structure of our Monte 

Carlo based model, we could only account for mating success of the hypothetical 

roving focal male in discrete serial events.  

  

Furthermore, our model was also based on the premise that the average prairie vole 

litter size is four (Getz et al. 1993). Because the nature of the Monte Carlo method 

limited us to using discrete time points, we deconstructed the composition of the litter 

across time, such that for each IPC pup a male had to lose, he simultaneously gained 

one opportunity to foray for up to three EPCs, each of which could result in one pup. 

Thus, each male could gain up to 12 EPC chances that could result in up to 12 

offspring, at the potential cost of four IPC offspring (Figure 4.1). Note that our 

simulated male only retained an IPC if he was not cuckolded while on a foray. 

  

We use the term Foray to refer to each time that the focal male left his territory. Each 

foray resulted in what we refer to as a Copulation Search. A copulation search 
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specifically refers to the three opportunities to gain up to three EPC offspring that a 

male has on each foray (Figure 4.1).  

 

 

  

For simplicity, we assumed that a successful copulation (IPC or EPC) translated into a 

successful fertilization. However, we acknowledge that one copulation does not 

necessarily translate into fertilization. We recognize there are more complex 

possibilities due to sub-optimal mating events, sperm competition, and physiological 

conditions that lead to unsuccessful fertilization. For simplicity, we ignore these 

important sources of variation in fertilization outcomes, and focus on copulation as the 
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key prerequisite of fertilization. As a result, our approximations of fitness rely solely 

on mating opportunity and the ratios of extra-pair versus intra-pair copulations.  

  

On each foray, the focal male risked one IPC for three chances to successfully 

encounter females, but encountering an unguarded female was not guaranteed. If the 

focal male successfully encountered an unguarded female during one of the three 

chances in a copulation search, he gained one EPC. The choice of three EPCs per 

foray was partially arbitrary, but based on our intention to closely counterbalance the 

potential reproductive pay-offs and the risk-reward tradeoff of potentially losing an 

IPC for the chance at acquiring some number of EPCs. Importantly, we wanted to 

balance the number of potential EPCs with the number of potential IPCs to avoid 

over- or under-inflating the tradeoff value. Because the chance of IPC was high as 

long as the focal male did not attempt a foray, the incentive for EPC had to be large, 

but not guaranteed. Thus, our desired tradeoff of 3:1 should result in an average total 

fitness value of approximately 3 to 5 pups (following 5,000 simulations), or about the 

average litter size to ensure biological plausibility.  

  

Taken together, our model created four discrete time-points (forays), where the focal 

male could gain up to four offspring in each copulation search; three through EPCs 

and one through IPC. However, the simulated rover was not guaranteed to achieve any 

EPCs and could lose an IPC if cuckolded by another rover during the copulation 

search. Therefore, if the focal male never left the territory, then he was guaranteed to 

not be cuckolded. Using this tactic, the male would forgo all four copulation searches 
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resulting in successful IPCs, but he would achieve no EPCs. If the male always left the 

territory, the best possible outcome would be 12 offspring from EPCs (see above and 

Figure 4.1). On the other hand, a roving male might achieve no EPCs on each of the 

four forays, and could be cuckolded at each turn, producing a total reproductive 

success of 0. Intermediate numbers of offspring could also be achieved if the focal 

male was only cuckolded some of the time and successfully achieved EPCs some of 

the time. Because each foray represented a single point in time, the focal male’s 

female partner could not be visited by more than one male; she could only be visited 

by a cuckolding male, or no male on each turn. In the event that no male visited the 

partner, the focal male retained an IPC. 

  

Formally, we calculated the number of total copulations by the simulated focal roving 

male (or reproductive success; R) using the equation: R = E + I - C. Here, E = EPC (or 

a mating with an unguarded female), I = IPC (or a guaranteed copulation due to 

successful mate guarding, or no rover intrusion), and C = Cuckold (or the number of 

times the simulated rover was cuckolded). As detailed above, the total R could vary 

between 16 (E=12, I=4,  C=0) and 0 (E=0,  I=4,  C=4), and a true resident would yield 

an R of 4 (E=0, I=4, C=0). Thus, roving can potentially maximize reproductive 

success only when R > 4. When R = 4, roving and true residency should be equivocal, 

and roving would be associated with fitness costs (loss of reproductive opportunities) 

when R < 4. 

  

Statistical Model for Reproductive Success. 
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As discussed above, each focal male had four chances to either rove (leave the 

territory) or mate guard (remain at the territory). Each time a focal male chose to rove, 

he had three chances to gain up to three EPCs. We calculated the focal male’s R for 

each of those three EPC attempts by producing a value of E between 0 and 3 and a 

value of C either 0 or 1. The values of E and C were determined via the probability of 

events. For an N x N tile grid with T tiles (N x N = T), only T-1 tiles were available to 

be visited by the focal male. Of those total possible tiles to visit, T-1 was divided into 

three groups: guarded, unguarded, or empty. The number of tiles that were inhabited 

and unguarded was TU. Thus, TU/(T-1) was the probability of the focal male visiting 

an unguarded female, if he was roving on the first attempt of the three in a copulation 

search. The probability on the second attempt was (TU-1)/(T-2). And the probability 

on the final attempt of the copulation search was (TU-2)/(T-3). Each of the four 

forays, representing an opportunity to leave the territory to rove, was necessarily 

treated as independent of each other and therefore the probability of achieving an EPC 

if the focal male roved was reset to (TU)/(T-1) to begin each search. 

  

The different probabilities for each of the three possible EPCs within a copulation 

search accounted for the need to exclude the visited tiles during that search. Based on 

these probabilities, a random number was generated between 1 and the remaining 

unvisited tiles in that search ([T-1] for the first attempt, [T-2] for the second, and [T-3] 

for the third). If the number generated was between 1 and the number of remaining 

unguarded tiles, the focal male was considered to have successfully mated and the 

value of E increased by one. If any other number was generated, E did not increase. 
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This process repeated two more times for the search, adjusting for the shrinking 

number of total tiles and unguarded tiles. We reset the number of tiles for the next 

search and repeated this until all four forays were complete. Similarly, we used the 

same method to determine C for all roving males, not including the focal male if he 

was roving. Unlike R, however, the value of C could not be greater than 1. 

  

Recall, the goal of this model was to assess the value of roving compared to mate 

guarding. Thus, we used a baseline value of R = 4 as a benchmark to compare R of 

rovers. Our model was designed to quantify a given roving focal male’s reproductive 

success when the percentage of rovers in the population varied. Thus, we varied the 

percentage of rovers from 0% to 100% in ten percent increments. By varying the 

proportion of other males that engaged in roving, we were able to assess the threshold 

at which point a given male would benefit most by adopting a true resident tactic or a 

roving tactic given the average tactic of other males in the population.  

  

We wanted to consider more complexity in our populations in the second iteration of 

the model (Condition 2) to better characterize the mating dynamics of prairie voles in 

the wild. To this end, we created a model as described above that also included male 

wanderers (i.e., males that remain unpaired and only acquire mates with unguarded 

females). In natural populations, the occurrence of wanderers varies from 10% to 40% 

(Thomas & Birney 1979, Getz et al 1993, Solomon & Jacquot 2002, Ophir et al. 

2008). We ran the entire model (5,000 simulations per roving percentage, 0% to 

100%) with the addition of 10%, 20% 30% or 40% wandering males in our Condition 
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2 simulations. The mechanics of the wandering males and their impact on the focal 

male used the same method to determine C for all roving males used in Condition 1 

simulations. We predicted that adding wandering males would reduce R for the roving 

tactic because it would create greater male-male competition increasing the costs of 

leaving females alone.  

  

In a final iteration of the model (Condition 3), we modified Condition 2 to account for 

an additional important social factor: availability of females. Typically, prairie vole 

sex ratios are relatively balanced overall (Getz et al 1981). By adding additional male 

wanderers to the simulations in Condition 2, we created an unbalanced and male 

biased sex ratio that could profoundly impact the degree of competition, importance of 

mate guarding, and the ultimate R that any given male might achieve. Thus, in 

Condition 3 we simulated a balanced sex ratio that incorporated both resident and 

wandering males to avoid having an unnaturally skewed male to female sex ratio. To 

this end, we added unpaired and unguarded females to correspond to every male 

wanderer introduced in Condition 2. The mechanics of the added unpaired females 

were the same as the unguarded females in Conditions 1 and 2. As before, we ran the 

entire model (5,000 simulations per roving percentage, 0% to 100%) with the addition 

of 10%, 20% 30% or 40% wandering males and the corresponding number of 

unpaired females in Condition 3 simulations. We predicted that adding unpaired 

females would restore any lost value of R observed in Condition 2 to levels 

comparable to those seen in Condition 1.  
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RESULTS 

As stated above, each simulation was run 5,000 times at each percentage of roving 

(from 0% to 100%) in the population (6, 100, 200, 500 and 1000 male-female pairs) to 

ensure that our measures of reproductive success were normally distributed. To 

confirm this, a histogram was generated for each roving percentage in the population. 

As expected, all outcomes of the 5000 simulations were normally distributed at each 

percentage of roving in the population. Figure 4.2 presents the results of one such 

simulation at 60% roving with a population of 1000 males and females as an example. 

All results are reported as the average reproductive success values. Because all pair 

populations exhibited the same patterns, we primarily focus on the simulations of the 

largest pair population size (1000 pairs) below to eliminate redundancy.  
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Condition 1 

  

Our first model attempted to over-simplistically characterize the reproductive success 

of rovers given other male tactics in the population. Figure 4.3a presents the value for 

R, represented both as IPCs and EPCs, across the percentages of roving in the 

population. We used one-sample t-tests to compare the simulated focal male’s R to the 

expected baseline of a true resident tactic (R = 4) for each column. T-test significance 

thresholds were adjusted for multiple comparisons using the False Discovery Rate 

(FDR) correction (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995). Our results indicate that the focal 

male gained significantly more R than baseline (all t’s(4999) > 2.62; p < 0.0104) in all but 

the 0 - 10% roving conditions. When no males in the population were roving (0% 

roving), the simulated focal male gained no EPCs, presumably because all the females 

in the population were always guarded. Also, when no males in the population roved, 

the simulated focal male retained all IPCs because no other males were seeking EPCs. 

As a result of these constraints, the simulated (roving) male could not achieve a 

reproductive success value other than 4 at 0% roving in the population, producing an 

outcome of R = 4 without variance. Although all the outcomes for R for the focal male 

at 10% roving were greater than baseline, the increase in the actual R gained was 

qualitatively marginal, and non-significant (t(4999) = 0.08; p = 0.9347). At the other 

extreme, when 100% of the males in the population roved, the simulated focal male 

achieved the greatest R (4.614). This represents a 13.3% increase over the expected 

true resident R of 4. Interestingly, the composition of R was drastically different (more 
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EPCs than IPCs) as the percentage of roving increased in the population (see Figure 

4.3b). 

  

When 50% or less of males in the population roved, the majority of the simulated 

focal male’s reproductive success resulted from IPCs (2.19 to 4.00) rather than EPCs 

(0.00 to 1.99). In contrast, when more than 50% of males in the population roved, 

most of the simulated focal male’s reproductive success came from EPCs (2.32 to 

3.41) rather than from IPCs (1.19 to 1.95). The point at which EPC’s contributed more 

to total R than IPCs occurred around 56% roving in the population. Despite this trade-

off, the total R from both IPCs and EPCs was relatively constant, but slightly 

increased (see above). As a result of this relationship, the overall increase in 

reproductive success (ΔR) increased as a function of the relationship between the 

average acquired EPCs (E), and the average amount of cuckolding (C) (Figure 4.3c). 

Our model showed that when male roving was uncommon in the population, 

the  and  for the simulated focal male increased at similar rates. However, as male 

roving in the population became more common (i.e., higher percent of male 

roving),  began to outpace . This result indicates that males benefit by adopting a 

roving tactic most when the proportion of other roving males in the population is 

relatively high. 
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Condition 2 

  

We modified the original model to incorporate the influence of wandering males (at 

different proportions in the population) in a second iteration of our model. Using this 

framework, we created simulations for wanderers at four proportions (10%, 20%, 

30%, and 40% wanderers) and we report the results from the lowest (10%) and highest 

(40%) proportion of wanderers here. We predicted that increasing the presence of 
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wanderers would decrease the simulated focal male’s R due to the increased 

competition for unguarded females. 

  

Like in condition 1, our model demonstrated that the simulated focal male’s R varied 

as a function of the proportion of rovers in the population when 10% of the male 

population adopted a wandering tactic (a relatively low incidence of wandering) (see 

Figure 4.4a). Specifically, the optimal tactic was to be a true resident when there was 

a low incidence of wandering in the population and roving was uncommon. Adopting 

a roving tactic was beneficial, however, when the proportion of other rovers increased. 

The simulated focal male’s R was less than 4 (all t’s(4999) > 5.529; all p’s < 0.0001) when 

50% or fewer of the males in the population roved, indicating that roving when most 

males are either wanderers or true residents does not benefit reproductive success. 

When 60% and 70% of the males in a population roved in the presence of 10% 

wanderers, the simulated roving male’s R was equal to the baseline true resident 

reproductive success (R = 4; (t(4999) = 1.019; p = 0.308 for 60%; (t(4999) = 1.733; p = 0.0831 

for 70%). Notably, when roving in the population in the presence of 10% wanderers 

increased above 70%, the simulated roving male began to accumulate reproductive 

success that was greater than the true resident payoff of 4 (all t’s(4999) > 8.157; all p’s < 

0.0001). Also like in Condition 1, the majority of copulations switching from IPCs to 

EPCs occurred between 50% and 60% roving (Figure 4.4b). However, Condition 2 

differed from Condition 1 with respect to the relationship between  and  (Figure 4.4c). 

Specifically,  was greater than  for roving population percentages below 60%, 

resulting in a negative ΔR. Initially the rate of  outpaced , but plateaued as the roving 
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population reached 60%. Still,  was smaller than  when roving was relatively 

uncommon among males in the population. However,  steadily increased as the 

percentage roving in the population increased. Interestingly, overtook  as roving 

became more common in the population, indicating that roving would be beneficial for 

a given male (positive ΔR) when roving in the presence of a small proportion of 

wanderers (10%) becomes increasingly common. 

  

 

 
The impact of wandering was most notable when the proportion of wanderers in the 

population was high. Indeed, when wandering was relatively common (40% 

wanderers in the population), the simulated focal male achieved less reproductive 
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success than baseline (true residents, R = 4) regardless of the proportion of other 

rovers in the population above 0% (all t’s(4999) > 9.441; all p’s < 0.0001). The one 

exception to this was when no roving (0%) occurred and the simulated focal male’s R 

was always 4, identical to that of a true resident (Figure 4.5a). In other words, when 

wandering was common, there appeared to be no reproductive benefit to roving, and 

there was usually a reproductive cost. Furthermore, the reproductive costs associated 

with roving were greatest when the proportion of roving among other males in the 

population was between 0% and 50%. The point at which IPCs contributed to R less 

than EPCs occurred much earlier in this simulated scenario than we found in 

Condition 1 or in when wanderers were relatively uncommon (10% wanderers in the 

population). In this case, EPCs began to account for the majority of the simulated 

focal male’s R when 40% of the population roved (Figure 4.5b). Moreover, C 

increased rapidly throughout the simulations (Figure 4.5c), such that  was very large 

when roving was relatively rare (i.e., low percentages of roving) and continued to 

increase steadily as more males in the population began to rove. The  also increased as 

the proportion of rovers increased in the population, thereby leaving more and more 

females unguarded. The ΔR slowly increased as  also increased, but  never 

surpassed  in this scenario and ΔR therefore remained negative. Taken together, the 

results from this model showed that when wandering is common (40% wanderers in 

the population) the optimal reproductive tactic is to adopt true residency, regardless of 

the roving percentages in the population. 
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Condition 3. 
 
In a final set of simulations we incorporated the social contexts discussed in 

Conditions 1 and 2, again with a focus on accounting for low (10%) and high (40%) 

rates of wandering in the population, but now adding unpaired females to represent a 

more equitable sex ratio in the population. Under this context, we found that at low 

levels of wandering (10% wanderers in the population), the decision to rove was a 

successful tactic for the simulated focal male, regardless of the proportion of roving by 

other males in the population from 10% to 100% (all t’s(4999) > 2.799, all p’s < 0.0051; 
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see Figure 4.6a). As we observed before, when no other males roved (0% rovers in 

the population) the simulated focal male always achieved the same reproductive 

fitness if he roved as he would if he adopted true residency (where R = 4). Despite 

these statistical differences, the simulated focal male’s R was qualitatively only 

marginally better than the true resident baseline (R = 4) when the proportion of other 

males in the population that roved was 50% or less. Specifically, when 50% of the 

males in the population roved R = 4.25 for the simulated focal male, representing a 

small-scale fitness advantage, but one that could be functionally important over time. 

Moreover, as proportion of roving by other males in the population increased beyond 

50%, the focal male’s R also increased. When the proportion of other males that roved 

reached 100%, the simulated focal male’s reproductive success peaked at R = 4.70. 

Notably, the point at which the simulated focal male’s IPCs contributed less to R than 

his EPCs occurred at the point when 50% or more of the other males in the population 

roved (Figure 4.6b). This total positive change in R was best observable by the result 

indicating that 𝐸# began to outpace 𝐶̅ (Figure 4.6c). These results demonstrated that 

the addition of unpaired females at low levels of wandering (10%) produced very 

similar outcomes as Condition 1 and seemed to restore an overall balance between 

which tactic (roving or true residency) resulted in the maximal reproductive pay-off 

for the simulated focal male depending on the proportion of other males that decided 

to rove. 

 

High levels of wandering (40%) in the presence of a balanced sex ratio greatly 

increased the reproductive success of the simulated focal male (Figure 4.7a). Just like 
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when wandering was uncommon (10%, see immediately above), the simulated focal 

male’s R was significantly greater than 4 so long as at least some other males in the 

population also roved (10% - 100%; all t’s(4999) > 8.719; all p’s < 0.0001). The 

increase in R was more pronounced when the proportion of other roving males 

increased. For example, when 100% of other males in the population were rovers, R = 

5.02 for the simulated focal male. Not surprisingly, it was under this context where our 

model predicted the highest rates of EPCs by the simulated focal male than in any 

other condition for which we ran simulations. Indeed, the model indicated that when 

wandering is high and a balanced sex ratio provided some proportion of unpaired 

females, the focal male lost more IPCs on average, but he also gained more 

reproductive success via EPCs to compensate and surpass those losses. Notably, this 

shift in the source of reproductive success (IPCs to EPCs) occurred at the earliest point 

for all conditions and scenarios we modeled - occurring between 10% and 20% of the 

proportion of other males in the populations roved (Figure 4.7b). Because the 

simulated focal male was able to compensate for the loss of IPCs with additional 

EPCs, the rate of 𝐸# outpaced 𝐶̅ throughout the simulation resulting in a consistently 

positive ΔR (Figure 4.7c). Taken together, our model predicted that at high levels of 

wandering (40%) and in the presence of additional females in the population, the 

simulated focal male has a high probability of benefiting from adopting a roving 

tactic, and reproductive success should continually increase as the rate of roving in the 

population also increases. 
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DISCUSSION 
 
Taken together, our model demonstrated that the decision to rove is strongly 

dependent on the social environment and the degree to which other males have 

adopted roving and/or wandering alternative tactics. In general, the more common 

roving becomes in a population, the greater the average fitness payoff is likely to be if 

a given male decides to rove in kind. The point at which the pay-off to switch to 

roving from true residency tends to occur is when half or more of the males in the 

population rove. Whereas the presence of wanderers in the population increased the 

net reproductive pay-off of guarding partners and the ultimate value of adopting true 
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residency, the availability of females in the population had the opposite effect. The 

consistent pattern across all of our simulations showing that reproductive success (R) 

for roving increases as the proportion of roving by other males increases is 

noteworthy. This is because although rates of cuckolding increased as male roving 

became more common (representing a potential fitness cost for the simulated focal 

male), the simulated focal male’s reproductive success from EPCs also increased, and 

at a rate that outpaced cuckolding.  

 
A putative context in which an intermediate strategy might evolve. 
 
Most mating systems that have alternative tactics usually have two dominant forms. 

Frequently this is observed as the ‘territorial’ / ‘sneaker’ dynamic (Oliveira et al. 

2008). The rarity for more than two tactics to occur in a system is often explained as 

disruptive selection operating against the intermediate tactics. This would certainly be 

more powerful an explanation when prominent morphological differences (particularly 

those that are dictated by developmental pathways) are associated with the alternative 

tactics.  Our model offers potential insight into the ways in which behaviorally based 

intermediate tactics might evolve. Specifically, our model supports the idea that the 

social context contributes to the costs and benefits of engaging in the intermediate 

mating tactic of roving. The behaviorally flexible nature of the tactic in this system is 

an underlying necessity for this intermediate tactic to be successful. As expected, 

some population parameters of our model limited the reproductive payoffs associated 

with roving, resulting in this tactic being detrimental. For example, when wandering 

was relatively common (40% wanderers in the population) and approximates the rate 
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of wandering observed in some field studies (Thomas & Birney 1979, Getz et al 

1993), roving was associated with a loss in fitness relative to remaining exclusive and 

guarding a partner. This was particularly true when the sex ratio was skewed toward 

more males (i.e., a male biased sex ratio; Condition 2). Similarly, roving tended to be 

more costly than true residency with a male-biased sex ratio, even when wandering 

was relatively rare (10% wanderers in the population) and approached a rate that is 

just under what has been observed in the wild (Ophir et al. 2008). However, under this 

scenario the presumptive cost of roving was relaxed as roving in the population among 

other males increased beyond 60%. Still, under a male-biased context with the threat 

of cuckoldry from and other resident males in the population wanderers present, the 

fitness costs to roving should limit the frequency of this tactic. Despite these outcomes 

from our model (particularly under Condition 2), and the theoretical logic that 

underlies them, roving persists in free-living populations of prairie voles (Ophir 2008, 

Solomon et al 2004) suggesting that the conditions that lead to selection against roving 

must be uncommon, or understudied. Indeed a context with a more equitable sex ratio 

(like those modeled in Condition 3) is probably more representative of the natural 

contexts in which the male reproductive decision-making takes place (see below). 

Importantly, our model demonstrated that the decision to rove should be flexible and 

contingent on the social context. It also demonstrated that several social contexts not 

only permitted the viability of roving, but in many cases that roving was associated 

with a net benefit over true residency. Indeed, our model indicates that although 

selection should operate against roving among male prairie voles under some contexts, 
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there are several other contexts in which this ‘intermediate’ tactic can be quite 

successful.      

 
Balanced outcomes of reproductive success. 
 
In a few cases, our model indicated that the reproductive success of the simulated 

focal male when roving was equivalent to that of true residents. This was true in 

Condition 1 at 10% roving, and Condition 2 at 60% and 70% roving, for example. 

Although this outcome did not account for the majority of scenarios we modeled, it 

did indicate that under some cases the pay-offs of roving would be no better than to 

mate guard as a true resident. Under these conditions, there are some additional 

considerations that could bias males to decide to either rove or remain exclusive. For 

example, our model did not account for the energetic costs associated with guarding or 

with roving and these would certainly impact the decision of which tactic to adopt. 

Venturing outside the safety of the territory and home range to engage in EPCs should 

increase predatory risks and the potential for aggressive encounters with other males, 

which might bias males to avoid roving when all else is equal. On the other hand, our 

model did not account for conditions where males could seek EPCs with minimal cost 

by roving only after intra-pair fertility was secured. Some examples include when the 

female is past receptivity, pregnant, or caring for pups. Perhaps when considering 

these factors the incidences of roving and EPCs would be higher than predicted in 

natural populations. Another consideration is that roving might benefit males if 

increasing genetic diversity (Hasselquist et al. 1998) or avoiding the potential costs 

associated with placing ‘all eggs in one basket’ (from predation or disease for 
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example, Krokene et al 1998) are important factors in a system. Surely factors like 

these and others that our model did not consider could bias males’ reproductive 

decisions. Importantly, second order fitness payoffs should be considered if/when the 

reproductive payoffs are equivalent. Wolff and McDonald (2004) argued that when all 

else is reproductively equal, males that remain at the nest and invest in offspring will 

ultimately outperform males that invest less in their offspring. Engaging in a tactic that 

enables more paternal care is more likely to produce offspring with greater 

survivability, if for no other reason other than spending more time at the nest increases 

the probability that pups will be defended, groomed, thermoregulated, etc. Thus, even 

if the reproductive costs of successfully fertilizing offspring for a partner or stranger 

are equivalent for rovers and true residents, the investment in own offspring could 

provide greater fitness payoffs for true residency and outweigh the payoffs of roving. 

In support of this notion, pups raised without fathers demonstrate behavioral and 

neural phenotypes that could produce offspring that are less prepared for success as 

adults (Wang & Novak 1992; 1994, Ahern & Young 2009, Prounis et al. 2015). 

 

For every iteration of our model, we found a point where reproductive success from 

EPCs began to contribute more to the simulated focal male’s total R than the 

reproductive success gained from IPCs. This is an interesting finding considering that 

previous models have found that males should increase mate guarding as male 

competition increase in order to preserve paternity (Hunts & Kokko 2013). Our model 

brings to light an alternative tactic to maximize paternity in the face of increased male 

competition; to shift to predominantly seeking EPCs. Despite the fact that our 
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simulated focal males gained paternity from EPCs, they also suffered reproductive 

costs from cuckolding, which limited the average total success that our simulated focal 

males stood to gain as rovers. This tradeoff is seen in many species, particularly in 

synchronous breeding conditions, where males gain much of their EPCs when their 

mate is also fertile and most susceptible to cuckolding (Grunst et al 2017, Stutchbury 

& Morton 1995). If in our simulation 𝐸# did not outpace 𝐶̅, then a true resident strategy 

would be more advantageous and the costs of roving would not outweigh the benefits. 

Thus, the switch in composition of R represents a potential switch for which rovers 

may benefit more by primarily pursuing EPCs. In other words, this switch-point 

captures the trade-off that rovers face: having half of copulations outside a pair 

ensures some paternity in the event of nest destruction, while potentially raising the 

young of another male is disadvantageous.  

 
Optimizing strategy or merely getting lucky.  
 
Our model considered the reproductive pay-offs of roving. However, it is unclear if 

roving is the default tactic in nature. Mixed paternity has been observed in field 

experiments (Solomon et al. 2004, Ophir et al. 2008), providing strong evidence that 

prairie voles commonly adopt roving and/or wandering strategies. Even if residency 

(broadly defined) is the preferred or default tactic among prairie voles, no study of 

which we are aware has attempted to characterize the frequency of roving residents to 

true residents, or whether one has a clear reproductive advantage over the other. The 

current study attempts to predict the contexts in which roving and true residency 

should be observed, the frequencies at which they should be found, and estimate the 
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potential reproductive pay-offs of the two tactics when they are found. Still, little is 

known about the individual decision to pursue each tactic. The information that an 

animal relies upon to best inform mating decisions is often incomplete. It is for this 

reason that assessment of the social context (however complete or flawed it might be) 

should serve as a valuable and relatively easily acquired source of information on 

which inferences about the population could be based. Social information could, 

thereby, serve as grounds on which reproductive decisions could be based (Jarrige et 

al. 2015).  

 

Similarly, mating decisions can result in behavioral reinforcement that perpetuates 

previous decisions. For example, if a male successfully mates with a female other than 

his partner (regardless of if she is unpaired, or paired and unguarded), the decision to 

seek EPCs in the future should presumably be reinforced. Likewise, if a resident male 

encounters and expels several EPC-seeking intruders while mate guarding, he is likely 

to continue mate guarding. Conversely, regularly encountering other EPC-seeking 

males while searching for EPCs might indicate to a given male that the risk of being 

cuckolded is high, and encourage that male to return to the territory. Although mate 

guarding could plausibly offset the risk of cuckoldry, our model indicates that males 

should continue seeking EPCs when other EPC-seeking males are common in order to 

offset the high risk of cuckoldry. Similarly, low rates of intrusions might inform a 

mate guarding resident male that risk of cuckoldry is low, in turn increasing the 

probability that that male will search for EPC opportunities.  
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Whatever the mechanisms that account for the decisions males make, we believe that 

the social environment offers a rich set of information that individual animals can and 

should use to assess the costs and benefits of adopting a particular tactic at a given 

moment in time. For example, in the lekking lesser wax moth, Achroia grisella, males 

change mating behavior depending on the perception of other male competition 

(Jarrige et al. 2015). When the experimenters included another male observer during 

mating (perception of increased competition), the focal male mated the female more 

frequently allocating more sperm than when no observer was present (Jarrige et al. 

2015).  Additionally, a similar conceptual approach, relying on information in the 

social environment, has been used to review extra-pair paternity in birds (Maldonado-

Chaparro et al. 2018). Maldonado-Chaparro et al. 2018 argue that the local social 

environment (information about a pair partner) and the extended social environment 

(individuals in the population) contribute to individual mating decisions. 

 

Finally, we believe that effort aimed at assessing the behavioral mechanisms and the 

modes by which social information is gathered and processed is tremendously 

important if we are to ever fully begin to understand the cognitive ecology that sub-

serves reproductive decision-making. Ultimately, the extent to which mating tactics 

are flexible and individuals are sensitive to social information will serve as one of the 

pillars upon which the foundation of understanding the dynamics of mating systems is 

broadly built. It is our hope that the current study highlights the potential importance 

of social information on reproductive decision-making, the adoption of mating tactics, 

and the mating systems that ultimately emerge from them.  
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CHAPTER 5 - Female biased sex ratios lead to multi-male mating and mixed 

paternity in socially monogamous female prairie voles 
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ABSTRACT 

 

When, how often, and with whom to mate are fundamental questions that directly 

impact the mating system of a population and that have tremendous implications for 

the evolutionary process. Although these questions have been fairly well studied in 

males, comparatively few studies have focused on investigating female mating tactics 

or reproductive decision-making. Here we asked how differential access to mates 

influences the occurrence of mixed paternity and overall reproductive success in 

socially monogamous female prairie voles (Microtus ochrogaster). We created male- 

and female-biased sex ratios of prairie voles living in semi-natural outdoor enclosures 

for approximately four weeks. After trapping, we ran paternity analyses to determine 

the identity and number of mating partners females had and the number of offspring 

each female produced. Counter to our original expectation, we found that when males 

outnumbered females, females had fewer mating partners and mixed paternity was 

relatively less common. However, when females outnumbered males, females had 

multiple partners and higher rates of mixed paternity. Although we did not determine 

which animals had formed pairbonds, these data are consistent with other studies that 

suggest that males preferentially impose pairbonding on females through mate 

guarding. This idea is reinforced by the result that females’ reproductive success 

(assessed as number of fertilized embryos) increased as a function the number of male 

mating partners they had, regardless of the sex ratio context.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Mating behaviors often vary between and within species because of the reproductive 

decisions an individual must make are based on multiple factors. These decisions often 

include an account of the social environment and how the composition of that 

environment influences the decision whether or not to mate with a potential suitor, 

whether or not to mate guard, or the choice to seek extra-pair copulations. Indeed, 

reproductive decision-making can be influenced by competition, access to resources, 

and many abiotic features of the environment (McFarland 1977). The process of 

reproductive decision-making obviously has a consequential effect on the mating 

behavior in which individuals engage. Oddly, many studies of mating behavior focus 

on males and pay relatively little attention to female mating decisions. One key 

exception to this trend is a hyper-focus on the study of female choice (Moehring and 

Boughman 2019; Eberhard 1996; Kirkpatrick 1982) , however, the factors that females 

consider to maximize reproductive success clearly go beyond the question of which is 

the best possible mate available. Investigation of strategies that enable females to 

maximize reproductive success will provide a more thorough understanding of the 

factors and processes that guide reproductive decision-making.  

 

Females are often the choosy sex, and this creates contexts in which females are 

gatekeepers of reproductive success (Eberhard 1996). However, the social dynamics 

among females, have the potential to alter the ways individual females within a 

population express their gatekeeping strategy. The basic tenant of natural and sexual 
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selection rests on the assumption that each individual attempts to maximize their own 

reproductive success (Andersson 1994; Shuster and Wade 2003). Although there are 

general patterns that often emerge at the population level, the individual variation in 

how individuals express their efforts to maximally reproduce should be dynamic, 

plastic, and varied within certain limits. Despite the fact that it is rarely investigated, 

evidence has emerged demonstrating that multiple male mating is one way in which 

females might increase their individual reproductive success (Meade et al. 2017; Avise 

et al. 2002; Griffith, Owens, and Thuman 2002). So long as variation in female 

reproductive success occurs, the choices and tactics that females take should be 

susceptible to contextual variation, even if the variation in reproductive success among 

females is comparatively more stable than that of males (Puurtinen and Fromhage 

2017).   

 

An understanding of how female variation in reproductive decision-making impacts 

reproductive success can only be achieved after consideration of the sources of 

contextual variation. In very general terms, we believe one can divide contextual 

factors based on the scale of the context. Specifically, one can focus on global 

contexts, which include factors such as latitude, precipitation, temperature, and 

resource distribution that all can influence reproductive decisions, or local contexts, 

which encompass the more immediate social dynamics that emerge from population 

structure and social interactions. The global (or ecological) context of where 

individuals live geographically can have broad effects on mating behaviors, and might 

set particular constraints that limit all individuals, regardless of the local context. For 
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example, birds in temperate zones have different mating behaviors and strategies than 

those in the tropics due to a difference in an abundance of resources (Martin 1987, 

1996). Differences in altitude can also produce alternative conditions that impact 

reproductive decisions (Branch et al. 2019; Kozlovsky et al. 2018). The geographical 

factors such as these can determine the availability and distribution of resources, 

which have cascading effects on the decision-making that is made at the individual 

level. Local context, on the other hand, can influence female reproductive decisions 

that relate to the social environment, such as competition and access to mates. 

Intraspecific competition among females is typically thought to be determined by 

individual access to environmental reserves like food, water, and space shelter (Emlen 

and Oring 1977), an idea consistent with global context limitations on reproductive 

decision-making. However, females’ reproductive decisions are also influenced by the 

access and availability of mating opportunities (Ostfeld 1990). In fact, a variety of 

local social contexts can influence the likelihood of female multiple mating. For 

example, it has been argued that one female can more easily mate with multiple males 

when there are more reproductively available males to females, thereby creating a 

polyandrous mating system (Wolff and Sherman 2008). Conversely one male can 

more easily monopolize many females in a polygynous context when there are more 

reproductively available females to males, (Wolff and Sherman 2008). These 

theoretical examples demonstrate how the ratio of reproductively available males to 

females can impact reproductive decision-making and skew the instances of multiple 

mating. Nevertheless, these hypotheses remain to be tested empirically. 
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Assessing the factors that influence female reproductive decision-making can be 

difficult under mating systems in which males and females demonstrate strong 

reproductive skew. This is because asymmetrical reproductive contexts reinforce 

particular tactics and thus limit the variation that can be expressed among individuals 

(Ryder et al. 2009; Kokko and Jennions 2008; Webster et al. 1995). A focus on a 

mating context in which reproductive success is more equitable among males and 

females, such as social monogamy, can avoid this complication and offer an 

opportunity to measure flexibility in female multiple mating. Social monogamy is by 

far the most common form of monogamy, and encompasses a monogamous system in 

which mating partners engage in multiple mating in and out of a social pair. Moreover, 

by comparison to polyandry or polygyny, monogamous mating systems tend to have 

relatively balanced operational sex ratios and more equivalent access to potential 

mates (Shuster and Wade 2003; Dillard and Westneat 2016). Thus, manipulation of 

access to mates within a socially monogamous mating system induces variation in the 

potential for female reproductive decision-making.  

 

The prairie vole is a socially monogamous rodent that is well suited for such 

manipulations because it is a terrestrial socially monogamous species (Madrid, Parker, 

and Ophir 2020), for which we have a well descried understanding of its behavioral 

ecology (Getz and Hofmann 1986; McGuire, Pizzuto, and Getz 1990), adapts well to 

experiments under contained semi-natural contexts (Ophir, Wolff, and Phelps 2008; 

Rice, Sanín, and Ophir 2019), and for which paternity analyses are robust (Ophir et al. 

2008a; Okhovat et al. 2015; Solomon and Jacquot 2002). Notably, prairie voles are 
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capable of flexibility and variation in mating tactics and reproductive decision making 

(Getz and Hofmann 1986; Madrid, Parker, and Ophir 2020). Because they can be 

studied in out-door semi-natural enclosures under field conditions, prairie voles offer 

an opportunity to manipulate the local context (via changing the access to mates), 

while holding the global context (spatial and physical environment) constant. In this 

study, we manipulated female access to potential mates in semi-natural field 

enclosures to test the impact of skewed sex ratio on female reproductive success. We 

hypothesized that differential access to mates will alter the occurrences of female 

multi-male mating. We predicted that increased access to males would create a context 

similar to a polyandrous context, which would lead to more females mating multiply 

resulting in more instances of mixed paternity. 

 

METHODS 

 

Subjects 

  

Prairie voles used in this experiment were taken from our prairie vole laboratory 

breeding colony, and were direct decedents of 15 unrelated breeding pairs of either F1 

or wild-caught prairie voles that were trapped in Urbana-Champaign, Illinois. All 

animals were kept on a 14:10hr light-dark cycle and housed in polycarbonate cages 

(28x18x13 cm). Temperature and humidity were maintained at 70°C +1 and 60 % +2. 

Animals had ad libitum access to Rodent Chow (Harland Teklad, Madison, WI, USA) 

and water, and were provided nestlets for warmth and enrichment.  
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In total, we used 26 males and 24 females, split into two groups that each were 

entirely composed of unrelated individuals. Animals serving in this experiment were 

weaned from parents at postnatal day 21, and then co-housed with their same-sex 

siblings until they reached sexually maturity (60-90 days).  

 

All animals were ear tagged and tail-clipped prior to introduction to semi-natural 

enclosures (see below) for identification purposes. Standard small mammal ear tags 

(S. Roestenburg, Riverton, UT, U.S.A.) uniquely identified each animal. We used a 

standard procedure to affix the aluminum ear tags (2 to 4 mm) by piercing the pinna of 

the outer ear with a pointed end of the tag and securing the tag by threading the point 

through a hole in the back and folding the point flat. Ear tag weight is negligible, 

discomfort during piercing is minimal and transient, and behavior is not observably 

altered by such ear tagging. Anticipating that some males might die before recovery, 

we ensured that all males were genotyped by collecting a tail clipping prior to 

introducing the animals into the enclosures. To minimize discomfort, we applied a 

topical anesthetic (bupivacaine) to the end of the tail. Using surgical scissors, we took 

a 2 to 3 mm clip of tissue from the tip of the tail, which was placed in 70% alcohol and 

frozen at -20 °C. Wounds were cleaned and pressure was applied immediately to 

ensure no bleeding before returning an animal to its home cage. Tail clips produce 

brief and transient discomfort, and all animals resumed normal behavior within 

minutes of the procedure. All experimental procedures were approved by the 
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Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at Oklahoma State University (protocol 

AS 09-6), where the behavioral work was conducted. 

  

  

Semi-natural fieldwork 

  

This study was performed in semi-natural field enclosures located within the natural 

distribution of prairie vole habitat in Stillwater, Oklahoma. The two enclosures were 

adjacent to each other and each measured 40 x 20 meters. They were constructed of 

aluminum walls and powder-coated steel tube frames. The walls extended 60 cm 

above and below ground, preventing subjects from escaping (above or below) the 

enclosures, and preventing any other animals from entering the enclosures. Each of the 

enclosures were made up of the same type of soil and vegetation, which were suitable 

natural prairie vole habitat. Specifically, this vegetation consisted of dicots and mixed 

pasture grasses such as brome, fescue, and rye. 

  

Female subjects were randomly assigned to either a male biased or female biased sex 

ratio condition as described in Rice et al. (2019). Briefly, 12 females were put into 

each treatment, and the number of females was kept constant to ensure the total 

number of females per unit space would be the same in each condition. To create 

different social contexts, we varied the number of males in each condition. The sex 

ratio was 18 males to 12 females in the male biased condition, and 8 males to 12 

females in the female biased condition.  
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Females were released into the field enclosures one day before males to ensure that 

females had the opportunity to explore the field enclosures and find suitable nesting 

sites without the influence of males. All animals were allowed to live freely for a four-

week period, beginning the day after males were introduced to the enclosed area. After 

four weeks had passed, we used traditional Sherman and Fitch traps baited with 

sunflower seeds and oats to recapture the animals. Trapping occurred daily for 10 

consecutive days, in which traps were set at dusk and checked at dawn. During the 

day, baited traps were set to remain open to encourage visitation and avoid capturing 

animals during the peak heat of the day. After five continuous days where no 

additional animals were recovered, we assumed untrapped animals had perished. Of 

the 50 animals (26 male; 24 female) in this study, all but six (4 male; 2 female) were 

recovered bringing the final sex ratios to 16:11 and 6:11 (M:F).  

  

Paternity Analysis 

 

Tissue collection, embryo harvesting, & DNA extraction - Upon returning to the 

laboratory, females (N = 22) trapped from the field were euthanized by CO2 

suffocation and embryos (N = 49) were directly collected from the mothers. Adults 

(males and females) were re-sampled for DNA by collecting a biopsy of leg muscle, 

which was stored in a micropipette tube submerged in 70% ethanol. Samples were 

stored at -20 °C until DNA extraction. To harvest embryos, we extracted each fetus 

from the mothers’ uterine horns, placed each embryo on a clean (DNA free) surface, 
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removed the embryonic sac and placenta, placed them in 70% ethanol, and stored 

them at -20°C. Some females did not produce any litters, thus of the 22 females 

recaptured from the field 15 had embryos. Litter sizes ranged from one to six embryos 

and had a mean (+ SE) of 3.27 + 0.38. Samples of whole-body tissue were collected 

from embryos directly before DNA extraction. All tissue samples were thawed and 

DNA was extracted following standard Qiagen DNEasy spin-column protocols 

(Qiagen Inc., Valencia, California). 

  

Microsatellite loci - With mothers’ identity known with 100% certainty, we sought to 

determine which males were responsible for fertilizing each embryo. To determine 

these relationships, we used 6 microsatellite loci (MOE2, MSMM3, MSMM5, AV13, 

MSMM2, MSMM6) previously demonstrated to be polymorphic in prairie voles 

(Ishibashi et al. 1999, Van de Zande et al. 2000, Stewart et al. 1998). For details refer 

to (Ophir, Phelps, Sorin, & Wolff, 2008). Briefly, the microsatellite loci were 

amplified with fluorescently labelled primers by standard three-step polymerase chain 

reaction (PCR) with annealing temperatures ranging from 52 to 58 °C. Products were 

sized with ROX 400 size standard on an automated sequencer using Genescan 

software. The sizes were then confirmed by two independent observers who recorded 

the genotypes for all individuals. Lastly, using GENEPOP 4.7 (Raymond & Rousset 

1995) the populations in each field context were tested for Hardy-Weinberg 

equilibrium and linkage disequilibrium, and neither assumptions were violated. 
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Paternity assignment - We imported the sizes of the microsatellite loci into a 

population genetics software package CERVUS 3.0 (Kalinowski et al. 2007). 

Simulations were run for 10,000 cycles, and we used a confidence interval of 95% 

when determining paternity. Using this software, we were able to determine the degree 

of paternity and possible mixed paternity in all litters. The software calculates the 

natural logarithm of the likelihood-odds ratio (LOD) score for each male, which is 

used to determine paternity. A more positive LOD demonstrates that a male is likely to 

be the father compared to other males in the population. Four of six loci was the 

minimum number of loci required for an individual to be included. For each embryo, 

the male with the highest LOD score was deemed the father as long as the individual 

was twice as likely as the second-best candidate. We interpreted confirmed mixed 

sired litters as a proxy for multiple mating. Therefore, although we cannot rule out 

multiple mating that did not result in successful fertilization, our estimates reflect a 

minimum estimate of multi-male mating.  

  

RESULTS 

 

First, we asked if the different mating contexts yielded different proportions of multi-

male mating. We used a Fisher’s Exact Test to determine which context had a higher 

proportion of litters sired with multiple fathers. In the male biased enclosure, 57.1% of 

females had litters sired by two or more fathers, whereas 87.5% of females in the 

female biased enclosure had litters with more than one father. Despite a nearly 30% 

difference, the percentage of mixed paternity was not statistically different between 
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contexts (p = 0.282; Figure 5.1a). Next, we compared the fecundity of females within 

each context and found that the total number of fertilized embryos did not differ 

between females from the two sex ratio contexts. (x̄FB = 3.63, SEMFB = 0.63, x̄MB = 

2.86, SEMMB =0.40; (t(20) = -1.03; p = 0.3243; Figure 5.1b). Taken together, females 

in each context did not significantly differ in their number of mates per litter, and the 

number of offspring sired between contexts was equitable.  

 

 

Figure 5.1 

 

   

 

 

Figure 5.1- A) The percentage of female litters containing pups sired by multiple 
males in the Female Biased (red) and Male Biased (blue) contexts. B) The average 
number of pups sired per litter by females in the Female Biased (red) and Male Biased 
(blue) contexts. Dots represent individuals in each group.  
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Because we saw high percentages of multiple mating within both contexts, we 

determined whether female fecundity (i.e., total number of fertilized embryos) 

correlated with the number of male sires in each litter. Overall, we found that the 

number of fathers for a given litter was positively correlated to the number of 

offspring per litter for the female (R2(20) = 0.334, p = 0.024; Figure 5.2a). Consistent 

with the results above, we found no significant effect of number of male mates on the 

number of fertilized offspring per litter within each individual context (Figure 5.2 b & 

c). Therefore, the general effect that female fecundity increases as the number of male 

partners increases is independent of context and the sex ratios therein. 

 

Figure 5.2 

     
Figure 5.2- A) The correlation between the number of pups sired per litter and the number of 
fathers corresponding to each litter, for females in both contexts. The red dots correspond to 
Female Biased individuals and the blue dots correspond to Male Biased individuals. 
B-C) The correlation between the number of pups sired per litter and the number of fathers 
corresponding to each litter, for females in the Male Biased (B, blue) and Female Biased (C, 
red) respectively. 
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DISCUSSION 

 

Prairie voles have served as a very useful study species in animal behavior, 

specifically around questions of monogamy and mating behavior in rodents (Getz, 

Carter, and Gavish 1981; Getz and Hofmann 1986). In addition to these classic studies 

of wild populations, prairie vole mating has also been studied in semi-natural field 

enclosures (Ophir et al. 2008b; Ophir, Wolff, and Phelps 2008; Ophir et al. 2012; 

Solomon and Jacquot 2002; Shuster et al. 2019; Sabol et al. 2020). Relatively few 

studies, however, have focused solely on female prairie vole mating behavior (Blocker 

and Ophir 2016; Wolff and Dunlap 2002; Zheng et al. 2013). To enhance what is 

known about female reproductive decision-making, we sought to explore the mating 

decisions female prairie voles made in a semi-natural mating context (reflected by 

their choice to mate multiply or singly). In this experiment our aim was to determine 

how differential access to mates would influence female mating behavior. We created 

two distinct local contexts where the availability of mates was manipulated. We 

originally predicted that the context with a greater number of males (male biased) 

would result in females with a greater proportion of multiple mating, however, our 

results did not show statistical differences in the amount of female multi-male mating 

between contexts. We acknowledge that due to our low sample size (only 15 females 

produced pups out of our original sample of 24) there is also a possibility of Type II 

error. This explanation cannot be ruled out when examining why we failed to see a 

difference in multiple mating between contexts. Notably, we did find that female 
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reproductive success (i.e., number of fertilized embryos) increased as the number of 

male sires increased - a result that was independent of our manipulated contexts. This 

discovery raises important questions about the larger implications of how multiple 

mating can impact female fecundity, and the ecological conditions that facilitate 

female multiple mating as an optimal strategy.  

 

The role of local social context in shaping behavior 

 

We originally predicted that local context (in this case the access to mates) would 

impact reproductive decision-making for females. Our attempt to test this prediction, 

however, indicated that the manipulation of local social context did not appear to 

impact mating behavior or the rates of multi-male mixed-sire litters. This outcome 

does not support the hypothesis or theoretical support for the idea that asymmetries in 

female access to mates impacts the rate of female multi-male mating (Wolff and 

Sherman 2008). Although it is still possible that the local social context alters the 

reproductive decision-making of females, the access to mates does not drive such 

choices (but see below). Lack of support for this hypothesis raises the question of how 

extensively the local social environment impacts prairie vole behavior, if at all?  

 

Rice et al. (2019 – Ch 3) showed that the local social context can shape behavior in the 

form of spatial learning. The interesting contrast between the current results and those 

of Rice et al. (2019 – Ch 3) highlights the complexities of how local social context can 

impact some aspects of behavior and leave other aspects intact. Indeed, the difference 
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between studies suggests that the impacts of the local social context could operate on 

different temporal scales and/or across different domains (i.e., spatial cognition and 

reproductive decision-making). Cognitive ability must be dynamic, plastic, and 

adaptable to respond to changing stimuli (Budaev et al. 2019). This advantage of 

cognitive flexibility is evident in the behavior of many organisms and includes food 

caching (Krebs et al. 1989; Sherry 2005), brood parasitism (Guigueno et al. 2014), or 

the working memory necessary for tracking of scent marking (Clark, Messler, and 

Ferkin 2020). In each of these learning and memory dependent examples, the 

individuals must be able to rapidly respond to local contextual changes. The results 

reported by Rice et al. (2019 – Ch 3), indicating a shift in cognitive performance (in 

males) due to variation in local social context, are consistent with this literature. 

Unlike the aforementioned studies that focused on (spatial) cognition, the 

current study explored how mating decisions would differ by manipulating social 

context. We hypothesized that, like spatial cognition, the local differences in 

conspecific availability would also contribute to mating behavior. This was partly 

based on the idea that a mating decision can be subdivided into many smaller 

decisions that are responsive to cognitive and social conditions (Budaev et al. 2019). 

However, although plasticity in mating tactics (i.e., the reaction to the immediate 

social environment; Gross 1996) are important for individual reproductive success, 

mating systems and the mating strategies that maintain them are established over an 

evolutionary timescale as a function of the predictable evolutionary pressures that 

shaped them in the first place (Gross 1996). It appears that in the case of female prairie 

voles’ decisions to mate with multiple males, the forces from the social environment 
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that shape mating strategies might supersede the forces that enable plasticity at the 

mating tactic level. The importance of the environment in determining tactical 

outcomes must account for the social environment, but also must consider the 

ecological forces that shape the evolution of mating systems (Emlen & Orring 1977). 

On a relatively short time scale, local social contextual manipulations did not prove 

sufficiently robust to alter female mating tactics. 

 

Ecological rather than local social context shapes female mating behavior 

 

Unlike most reports of this socially monogamous species, females (from both local 

contexts) demonstrated relatively high rates of multiple paternity, with more than half 

of all females (57-88%) engaging in multi-male mating. If local social context does 

not account for the rates of multiple mating, then what does? We believe that clues to 

answering this question can be found by accounting for the global (ecological) 

context.  

We performed this study in Oklahoma, which is within the natural geographic 

distribution of prairie voles. However, most field or semi-natural enclosure studies 

with this species have occurred in Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, or Tennessee (e.g., 

(McGuire, Pizzuto, and Getz 1990; Solomon and Jacquot 2002; Ophir et al. 2008b; 

Streatfeild et al. 2011; Sabol et al. 2020); notably, some similar work has also taken 

place in Kansas (just north of our study site; (Fitch 1957; Danielson and Gaines 1987; 

Streatfeild et al. 2011)). Prairie vole mating behavior differs across their natural 

geographic distribution (Cushing and Kramer 2005; Ophir et al. 2007). Moreover, 
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populations of prairie voles in Kansas have demonstrated patterns of space use and 

home ranges that have suggested a weakened monogamous system that is relatively 

more polygynous (Swihart and Slade 1989). Moreover, prairie voles from Kansas 

demonstrate higher percentages of mixed paternity when compared to populations in 

Illinois or Indiana (Streatfeild et al. 2011; Solomon et al. 2004). The results from the 

Kansas studies are consistent with our finding that prairie vole females showed 

remarkably high levels of mix-sire litters, compared to what has been found typically. 

This raises the possibility that the more global context (geographic or ecological) is an 

important factor in influencing the decision for female prairie voles to male with 

multiple males.  

We ensured that the vegetation in enclosures matched that found in more 

northern areas like Illinois, Ohio, or Indiana, suggesting that the vegetation, ground 

cover, or access to food resources was not the underlying cause of these general 

differences. However, we could not control for temperature, humidity, and 

precipitation (Getz et al. 2006, 1997), leaving these variables as possible factors that 

influence female multi-male mating. Importantly, the arid nature of xeric geographic 

regions within the prairie vole distribution has been discussed as a possible cause for 

the variation in social monogamy among prairie vole populations (Cushing and 

Kramer 2005; Ophir et al. 2007). If this is the case, then our study might represent an 

instance in which the features of the geographic context enabled the increased 

expression of multi-male mating among a majority of the females serving in our study. 

It is important, however, to keep in mind, that even under what appears to have been 

optimal conditions for the expression of multi-male mating, many females did not 
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mate multiply, potentially suggesting that some females continue to mate with only 

one male. Taken together, our study highlights that the capacity for multi-male mating 

is likely associated with geographic/ecological variation, and that females show 

tremendous variation in their ability to maximize reproductive success through multi-

male mating, at least within certain contexts. Thus, our study provides additional 

evidence for the hypothesis that ecological context and environmental conditions alter 

individual reproductive decisions (Streatfeild et al. 2011), which can impact mating 

success (Shuster & Wade 2003). 

 

Female shifts to multiple mating lead to increased fecundity 

 

Our data showed that female fecundity increased as a function of the number of mates 

that sired pups. Thus, multiple mating appears to be advantageous for female prairie 

voles, independent of local context. Our finding that female multi-male mating leads 

to larger litter sizes, supports the conclusion that multi-male mating should be a 

preferred mating tactic for females. This conclusion is consistent with other studies in 

prairie voles (Solomon and Jacquot 2002; Wolff and Dunlap 2002) and a number of 

other taxonomic groups (Meade et al. 2017). Despite these examples of how females 

benefit from multiple mating, the questions of why females engage in this behavior 

flies in the face of sexual selection dogma, and has received relatively little attention 

compared to the more overwhelming belief that females choose and males compete to 

mate with multiple partners (Trivers 1972; Andersson 1994). So what factors and 

conditions might lead to fitness advantages of multi-male mating for females?  
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 The most popular hypothesis for why females should mate multiply has been 

that it increases the likelihood of successful fertilization (Zeh and Zeh 1996; Tregenza 

and Wedell 2000), offspring genetic diversity (Zeh and Zeh 1996), or creates paternity 

uncertainty (Wolff and MacDonald 2004). Each of these theories offers a different 

perspective on the common theme of how females could maximize reproductive 

success. In the case of increasing fertilization success, multi-male mating has the 

potential to increase the probability that at least one mate is genetically compatible and 

capable of producing viable offspring (Zeh and Zeh 1996; Tregenza and Wedell 

2000), and therefore more male mates increases the likelihood high fecundity. This 

first hypothesis is also compatible with the second hypothesis, which is built on the 

idea that multi-male mating leads to genetic diversity and can thereby promote ‘good 

genes’ among offspring. Specifically, multi-male mating can serve as a bet hedging 

strategy that enhances the propagation of good genes (in the form of genetic quality of 

the sperm or ‘high quality DNA’ it contains) because multiple sires will fertilize eggs 

that vary in offspring quality. This variability in offspring quality will, on balance, 

increase the chances that some offspring survive and reproduce, particularly in 

unpredictable future environments that the offspring might experience. Increasing 

paternity uncertainty is a third explanation that has received support from avian 

studies (e.g., Oring 1986; Ihara 2002), and some rodent studies – particularly in 

species where infanticide is common (Wolff and MacDonald 2004; Wolff and 

Sherman 2008). This hypothesis is based on the idea that paternal care is vital for 

offspring survival, and females can reduce the risk of infanticide and increase the 

probability of a pair-mate providing paternal care and parental investment. It is not 
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clear which, if any, of these hypotheses explain the multi-male mating we report here. 

Wolff and MacDonald, make a strong case that prairie vole females benefit from the 

latter. However, our study supports the former hypothesis based on the current results 

showing that females that mated with more mates exhibited increased rates of 

fertilized embryos. Continued work in this area will be useful to determine if one, or 

more of these hypotheses can accurately account for why female prairie voles mate 

multiply.   

 

Could male mate-guarding account for variation in female multi-male mating?  

 

Our recorded rates of female multiple mating and mixed paternity were very 

high, and it is possible that ecological variation in context is responsible for 

influencing female reproductive decision-making considering the aforementioned 

geographic variation in prairie vole monogamy. Unlike females in this study, we have 

accumulated empirical and theoretical support for the notion that male prairie voles 

are influenced by the local social environment (Rice, Sanín, and Ophir 2019; Rice, 

Restrepo, and Ophir 2018). Furthermore, we know that variation in male mate 

guarding tendencies produces differing levels of mixed paternity and multiple mating 

(Wolff and Sherman 2008). Our data demonstrate that in a low mating guarding and 

high promiscuity context, a multi-male mating tactic benefits females by increasing 

their reproductive success (as assessed by fertilized embryos). Thus, the ecological 

context can create conditions that are more or less permissible for females to 

maximize reproductive success through multiple mating. Despite this, female multiple 
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mating was more or less unaffected by the social context. Borrowing from theory on 

sex conflict (Partridge and Hurst 1998), the ways in which males and females 

maximize reproductive success is not always concordant. Although sex conflict is 

believed to be relatively week in monogamous species, some sex conflict can persist 

(Hosken et al. 2009). We speculate that our study did indeed find evidence that the 

local context impacts female reproductive success, but not how we originally 

expected. We believe that females were indirectly impacted by the local context 

through changes in male behavior and their tendencies to mate guard. The evidence 

that male mate guarding impacts the availability of mating opportunities for females 

supports this notion. Future studies that focus on how male mate guarding impacts 

female multi-male mating and the role of access to potential mates on mate guarding 

will prove to be a valuable endeavor to elucidate the interplay between individual 

(male and female) mating tactics and the social environment.  

 

Interestingly, sexually receptive non-bonded female prairie voles mate multiply when 

given the choice of (tethered) multiple males (Wolff & Dunlap 2002). This study 

demonstrated that 55% of females under laboratory conditions will readily mate 

multiply before a bond has formed. Our results, which occurred in unrestricted field 

conditions where presumably at least some (if not most) females were bonded, are 

consistent with this finding. Past estimates of rates for female bonding under similar 

conditions suggest that approximately 84% of females will form bonds, and at least 

16% of these bonded females engage in extra-pair copulations (Ophir et al. 2008). We 

note that this percentage only considered females that were known to be paired and 
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that mated outside of that pair. Despite varying the number of available mates in each 

context, a much larger proportion of females in our study with paring status unknown 

(57% to 88%) also chose to mate multiply. Altogether, these studies not only reinforce 

the case that females readily engage in multi-male mating, they demonstrate that 

multi-male mating is increasingly common when conditions are more favorable for 

females to be less restricted by pairbonds and mate-guarding partners. Because mate 

guarding by males presumably evolved as a counter-measure for female multi-male 

mating (Wolff and MacDonald 2004), removal or reduction of mate guarding should 

enable females to more readily engage in behaviors that lead to higher rates of mix-

paternity litters. This tendency of females to appear mate multiply when possible, 

which we and others appear to have provided evidence for, could have evolved to 

increase their reproductive success by way of increased fertilization, paternity 

uncertainty, or both. Stepping back, our study provides support for the conclusion that 

the ecological conditions found in warm dry environments (see above) enable female 

multi-male mating as a result of challenges that the environmental context imposes on 

male mate guarding. Clearly additional work to test this hypothesis is needed. 

Nevertheless, our study has provided support for the conclusion that female 

reproductive decisions to mate multiply lead to increased fertilization success under 

semi-natural (and arid) ecological conditions, but that the immediate social 

environment does not appear to affect these decisions directly.  
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CHAPTER 6 – The impacts of spatial cognition on male prairie vole mating 

tactics in semi-natural field enclosures are context dependent 
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ABSTRACT 
 
 

Mating systems, and individual mating tactics therein, are regularly defined by 

patterns of space use and are inherent reflections of spatial cognition. Despite this, 

spatial learning is rarely considered in the context of mating tactics. The goal of this 

study was to determine the relationship between spatial learning and the mating tactics 

that males adopt. Specifically, we asked if spatial learning predicted the adoption of a 

particular tactic, if the adoption of a particular tactic resulted in differences in spatial 

learning, and/or if individual variance in spatial learning was flexible or persistent 

across time and mating tactic experiences. To this end, we assessed spatial learning of 

male prairie voles (Microtus ochrogaster) under laboratory conditions before and after 

allowing them to live freely in semi-natural field enclosures. Male prairie voles adopt 

two types of mating tactics, each with distinct patterns of space use. Monogamous 

‘resident’ males have relatively small home ranges and exhibit high degrees of 

territory overlap with one female (partner) and very little with others. Wanderer males, 

by contrast, have large territories that overlap with multiple females and remain single. 

Our data revealed that the significance of space use and mating behavior was 

contextually dependent, and that spatial learning impacted space use uniquely within 

each tactic. The relationship with pre-test spatial learning explained the variance for 

some patterns of space use in the field for residents, and the relationship with post-test 

spatial learning explained the variance for some patterns of space use in the field for 

wanderers. The former result suggests that if pre-existing capabilities for spatial 

learning predict mating tactics, it will only be useful for animals that ultimately 
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become residents, and the latter result suggests experience heavily shaped only 

wanderer spatial learning ability.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Mating systems are inherently dependent on space use. For example, mammalian 

monogamy is most likely to evolve when females occupy small but exclusive home 

ranges, thereby increasing the difficulty for males to monopolize several females 

(Shuster and Wade 2003). Indeed, most theories of the evolution of mating systems 

emphasize the importance of space use. Emlen and Oring (1977) argue that the 

potential for polygyny is contingent on a male’s ability to monopolize resources that 

attract females by establishing large territories. Moreover, the size and exclusivity of 

territories are measures commonly used to define mating systems (Shuster and Wade 

2003; Reichard and Boesch 2003). Yet, how animals use information about the spatial 

distribution of conspecifics and the social context of interactions to inform mating 

decisions has been drastically underappreciated. 

 

 Individual mating tactics should also reflect an animal’s social landscape. For 

example, most males must consider the defendable resources located within a given 

territory, the number of mating partners they are capable of monopolizing, and the 

activity of their mate(s) and neighbors (Shuster and Wade 2003; Ophir 2017). Based 

on their best estimate of the context and the status of their own body condition, 

individuals will adopt the mating tactic that will most likely produce the greatest 

reproductive success. The assessment of these factors will largely depend on 

integrating spatial and contextual information (i.e., the location of potential mates or 

competitors). Thus, an individual’s ability to assess and integrate spatial and 
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contextual information could potentially be constrained by spatial learning ability.  

Deepening our concept of mating systems by incorporating spatial learning could 

advance our understanding of how neural mechanisms govern complex behavior. 

 

Associating who conspecifics are and where they can be found in space has the 

potential to impact reproductive success in a number of ways. Males that are in the 

right place at the right time are likely to experience a reproductive advantage over 

others. For example, promiscuous males will presumably benefit by tracking the 

temporal progression of the estrous cycle of nearby females, establishing their 

territories, and remembering neighbors (Phelps and Ophir 2009; Ophir 2017). To 

successfully mate-guard or exclude competitors, a territorial male must be proficient at 

defending resources while monitoring the activity of his mate(s). Alternatively, a 

monogamous male must monitor the activity of his neighbors, both in terms of which 

individuals threaten his fitness through cuckoldry or infanticide (Van Schaik and 

Janson 2000; Van Schaik and Kappeler 1997), and which may boost his fitness 

through pairing opportunities (Westneat and Sherman 1997; Griffith et al. 2002; 

Forstmeier et al. 2011). Monogamy should therefore require males to associate the 

spatial distribution of conspecifics within the context of their own mating decisions. 

Ultimately, a male’s decision to adopt a particular mating tactic should be informed by 

associations between using space (i.e., spatial learning), and accounting for the spatial 

distribution of other individuals nearby. 
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Mating systems are generally characterized by the most common mating tactic 

apparent in a population. However, individual variation in tactics (in terms of the types 

of tactics possible, and in terms of the ability to succeed at a particular tactic) provides 

flexibility within populations enabling mating systems to evolve from each other. 

Studying a system in which alternative reproductive tactics exist offers the possibility 

to understand these evolutionary transitions, especially when the tactics are plastic 

(i.e., individuals can transition from one tactic to the other). Prairie voles (Microtus 

ochrogaster) are socially monogamous rodents, in which males and females transition 

between a socially monogamous tactic known as ‘residency’ and a non-monogamous 

tactic known as ‘wandering’ (Madrid et al. 2020; McGuire et al. 2013). Mounting 

evidence supports the hypothesis that monogamous bonding is the ‘default’ tactic 

(Blocker and Ophir 2016; Ophir et al. 2008a), a notion supported by the fact that 

bonding may offer greater reproductive success (Ophir et al. 2008a; Ophir et al. 

2008b, but see Shuster et al. 2019). Prairie vole tactics are each closely associated with 

measurably different patterns of space use in the field. Residents defend small 

territories from intruding conspecifics and show a high degree of spatial overlap with 

the home range of one opposite sex conspecific (i.e., their pairbonded mate); 

wanderers occupy expansive regions, intrude into the home ranges of many others, 

and live singly (Getz et al. 1993; Madrid et al. 2020). Because of these intra-specific 

differences in mating tactic, prairie voles are an ideal system with which to study the 

reproductive costs and benefits of space use, and how these cognitive behaviors 

influence mating systems and reproductive decision-making therein. By determining 

the relationship between spatial learning and mating tactics we can begin to 
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understand the mechanisms that govern reproductive decisions and shape mating 

systems. 

 

Prairie vole alternative mating tactics are plastic, and males can transition between 

being residents and wanderers within their lifetime (McGuire et al. 2013). The 

mechanisms that we believe are contributing to spatial learning also appear to be 

plastic and contingent on the environmental spatial complexity. Thoroughly 

understanding the spatial components of the environment and specific mating contexts 

are important for a prairie vole’s reproductive success (Rice et al. 2017). Given the 

effects of spatial cognition on behavioral and contextual mating dynamics, we 

hypothesized that spatial ability should play a role in deciding which mating tactic a 

male vole adopts. However, the directionality of this proposed connection is unknown. 

Therefore, we have a few competing hypotheses. Superior spatial learning could 

predict or support a ‘resident’ tactic because it helps males mate guard and defend 

defined territories. Conversely, superior spatial learning could also predict or support a 

‘wandering’ tactic because it helps males navigate larger territories and track multiple 

mates. Lastly, superior spatial learning could maximize mating tactics in a context 

dependent manner, and males with superior spatial learning should therefore adopt the 

most characteristic ‘resident’ or ‘wanderer’ phenotypes.  

 

Transferring animals from lab to field and back to the lab provides a powerful way to 

assess spatial learning and relate these behaviors to those observed in a natural 

context, where direct measures of spatial learning are impossible. In a series of 
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experiments, we sought to elucidate this pathway by determining whether spatial 

ability was predictive of mating tactic or if it instead was a consequence of 

environmental conditions and specific contexts the animal inhabited. Specifically, we 

sought to determine whether i) spatial learning assessed in the lab related to 

predispositions to adopt the resident or wanderer mating tactic in the field, ii) spatial 

learning in the lab after living in the field reflected the consequences of having 

adopted the resident or wanderer mating tactic, and iii) if spatial learning before 

experiencing life in the field and spatial learning after experiencing life in the field 

was consistent across testing phases and exposure to the field.  

 

METHODS  

 

Subjects 

 

For this study, 36 unrelated adult male prairie voles were used as experimental 

subjects. Subjects came from our colony and were either F1 or F2 generation bred 

from wild-caught animals from Urbana-Champaign, Illinois. All animals (subjects or 

otherwise) were sexually mature virgin adults (ranging in age between 60 to 80 days at 

the start of the experiment). In the colony, pups were weaned at postnatal day (PND) 

21 and housed with same-sex siblings. For the laboratory portions of the study, 

animals were kept in individual polycarbonate cages (28 x 18 x 13 cm) on a 14:10 

hour light-dark cycle. Animals were given Rodent Chow (Harkland Tekland, Madison, 

WI, USA) and water ad libitum. For the field enclosure portion of the study, animals 
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lived freely in outdoor enclosures described below, where food and water were 

naturally available. All experimental procedures were approved by the Institutional 

Animal Care and Use Committee at Cornell University, where the work was 

conducted. 

 

Spatial Learning Pre-Test 

 

To begin the study, we tested all males for their capacity for spatial learning (assessed 

by the Morris water maze test; Rice et al. 2017). The test was performed in a 1000 L 

metal (140 cm in diameter, 59 cm tall) cattle tank that was filled with water and kept 

at 28-32° C. A circular platform (11.5 cm in diameter) was placed in the tank 

submerged just below the waterline. White nontoxic paint (Fresco Tempera Paint, 

Rich Art, Northvale, NJ) was used to make the water opaque. Folding screen room 

dividers (171 cm tall) were placed around the maze to reduce visual distractions. Five 

distinct shapes were printed on 8.5 x 11 inch paper and placed equidistant on the room 

dividers to act as visual cues for orienting the subjects to the goal platform. Subjects 

were tested in nine learning trials, and were tested on average twice a day over a 

period of five days. The time interval between learning trials on any given day was at 

least 1 hour. In a trial, the subject was placed at a random location along the edge of 

the maze. They were recorded using a GoPro camera (GoPro HERO5, San Mateo, 

CA) while swimming in the apparatus until they reached the platform or until the trial 

time elapsed. We used the standard 2 minutes as the cutoff time for unsuccessful trials 

(Vorhees and Williams 2006). Subjects that did not successfully locate the platform 
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were scooped into a wire cage and placed on the platform for 30 seconds to allow 

them to orient themselves relative to the visual cues. At the end of each trial, the 

subject was retrieved from the tank, dried with a towel, and returned to its cage on a 

warming pad.   

 

A spatial learning score was created to assess the degree to which animals could locate 

the hidden target (platform) using allothetic cues. We calculated this spatial learning 

score by subtracting the latency to find the platform in trial 9 from the latency to find 

the platform in trial 1. This score represents the change in overall time to locate the 

platform throughout the learning trials, and serves as a good proxy for spatial learning, 

where a higher score indicates greater spatial learning (Rice et al. 2017).  

 

Space Use in Outdoor Field Enclosures 

 

Once the spatial learning pre-test was complete, we created a cohort, composed of six 

male subjects and six unrelated supporting females, to be released into a semi-natural 

outdoor field enclosure three days following spatial learning pre-test. In total, we ran 

six replicates over the course of three field seasons, with two replicate runs per season. 

Pairs of replicates were run simultaneously in two separate and adjacent field 

enclosures in 2015 and 2017; in 2018, two replicates were run in sequence in the same 

enclosure. All experiments and replicates were conducted from mid-June to early 

August: (June to July 2015, July to August 2017, June to July 2018). The field 

enclosures are located in Ithaca, New York, each with an identical construction design 
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and habitat. Each enclosure measured 40 × 20 m, and was constructed of aluminum 

walls and powder-coated steel tube frames. The size of the enclosures were designed 

to ensure the population density in our experiment, 200 voles/ha, would be within the 

parameters of natural population densities (11 to 624 voles/ha) for prairie voles in the 

wild (Getz et al. 1993). The walls extended 60 cm above and below ground, 

preventing subjects from escaping (above or below) the enclosures, and preventing 

any other animals from entering the enclosures. Both enclosures contained the same 

soil and vegetation, the terrain of each enclosure was nearly identical, and the 

distribution and composition of plants within each enclosure was similar and relatively 

uniformly distributed across the enclosures. The vegetation consisted of dicots and 

mixed pasture grasses such as fescue, brome and rye, all of which are suitable natural 

prairie vole habitat. 

 

Prior to release, we placed a radio collar around each animal’s neck so that we could 

track its movements, as we have done before (Ophir et al. 2007, 2008a, 2008b, 2012; 

Zheng et al. 2013). Each vole was outfitted with a 1.9g transmitter (BD-2C, Holohil 

Systems) placed on a nylon weather resistant zip tie (112 x 2.5 mm). The location for 

each animal was obtained over the course of 18 days, twice per day at varying times 

throughout the morning and afternoon (07:00 to 18:00h). To track the animals, we 

identified the location of the unique frequency emitted by each radio collar using a 

Yagi radio-telemetry antenna (3 Ele Fldg, Advanced Telemetry Systems, Isanti, MN) 

and receiver (R4000, ATS, Isanti, MN). Locations were triangulated based on three 

points of strong signal, and marked on a paper grid plot corresponding to the flagged 
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grid system we set up within each enclosure. To set up the grid, we installed survey 

flags (10.2 x 12.7 cm, with a 53 cm wire pole) in a 33m x 18m grid, with each flag 

separated from the nearest flags by 3 meters. Fitch or Sherman live traps were placed 

at each flag and they were locked to remain in an open position during tracking. At the 

end of tracking, the traps were set to capture the animals, baited with oats and 

sunflower seeds, and checked twice daily between sunrise and 10:00h.  

 

Spatial Learning Post-Test 

 

Recaptured males were returned to the lab for spatial learning post-testing. To ensure 

colony animals would not be exposed to any potential contaminants or pathogens 

experienced in the field, all subjects were quarantined in a fully equipped laboratory 

that was different from the original pre-test laboratory testing site located on central 

Cornell University campus. The post-test laboratory was located approximately 100 m 

from the enclosures. The same equipment as described above was used at both 

locations. Upon arrival to the lab, recovered males were allowed to acclimate for a 

minimum of 4 hours after recapture. Subjects were then tested again in the Morris 

water maze spatial learning task. The general procedure for the Morris water maze 

was the same as for the pre-test (described above), with the following differences: 1) 

the platform was placed in a new spatial location within the tank during the post-test, 

and 2) the same visual cues were rearranged and placed on different room dividers 

than during pre-testing. The location of the target (platform) and the arrangement of 

cues around the tank were spatially distinct from the pre-testing trials to ensure any 
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possible lingering effects of learning from the pre-test would not bias performance in 

the post-test.   

 

Space Use Analysis 

 

We used RANGES 9 software (Anatrack Ltd. Dorset UK) to assess how the subjects 

utilized space while in the semi-natural field enclosures. Each animal’s daily location 

coordinates were converted into X and Y coordinates from the grid plot for each point 

collected over the daily sampling during field tracking and then input into the 

program. The software then created approximations of animal home ranges by using 

these coordinates in a location analysis to construct minimum convex polygons 

(MCPs). MCP estimates are the simplest and most common measures of space use, 

and have several advantages for simple assessments of space use compared to other 

methods such as kernel estimators and other alternatives (White and Garrott 1990; 

Powell 2000; Row and Blouin-Demers 2006). We limited our MCPs to include only 

75% of the fixes because reducing the number of locations to calculate the MCP for an 

animal identifies the area that represents its ‘core’ home range (White and Garrott 

1990). That is, 75% MCPs capture the space the animal is most likely to occupy 

(White and Garrott 1990). We determined that the 75% threshold was an appropriate 

level of fix exclusion by fitting a curve to the average peeled polygon home ranges, 

which removed the locations furthest from the harmonic mean centers of the home 

ranges at 5% intervals. We began with 100% fix inclusion and progressed down to 

25%. The point at which the outermost locations no longer biased the MCP estimate of 
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home ranges, or the inflection point where the slope switched from being steep to 

shallow, fell between 70% and 80% cores. We therefore chose 75% cores to describe 

the animals’ area of primary space use. However, we did not find our results to be 

strongly influenced by changes in this criterion. For example, 95% cores, which is a 

common but arbitrary parameter used for MCP analysis (White and Garrott 1990; 

Kenward et al. 2001), resulted in similar results (data not shown).  

 

From these home ranges, we determined the area of the home ranges and the amount 

of overlap each male had with other females and males. We used the extent to which a 

male’s home range correspondingly overlapped with one other female more than all 

others of the opposite sex to determine if a male should be assigned resident status or 

not (Ophir et al. 2008a; see below). To calculate the area for the amount of overlap we 

used simple arithmetic function called the ‘Shoelace Formula’ or Guass’s area 

formula. This formula computes the area of a simple polygon from vertices of 

Cartesian coordinates in a plane. In RANGES 9 we created edge files for each home 

range that allowed us to isolate each point of overlap in the home range as separate 

vertices, each with a unique X,Y coordinate. From there, we used the ‘Shoelace 

Formula’ to calculate the area of these unique overlap polygons. This overlapping area 

was referred to as the Opposite-Sex Area Overlap and Same-Sex Area Overlap 

parameters, and they were used to assess social interactions within the field context 

(see below). We also simply counted the number of individuals (same-sex, opposite-

sex, or total) that overlapped a given subject’s home range. 
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Determining Mating Tactic and Quantifying Socio-Spatial Interactions 

 

First, we determined whether males adopted a resident or wanderer phenotype. Using 

the home range information described above, we used RANGES 9 to calculate the 

‘Estimated Encounter Rate’ (EER) and ‘Relative Encounter Rate’ (RER) for each 

animal. These metrics have been used to estimate probable frequencies of individual 

interactions between a subject and other animals within the same enclosure (Ophir et 

al. 2008a). EER scores were calculated as the proportion of any one animal’s opposite-

sex overlap occupied by individuals of the opposite sex. Thus, each female was given 

an EER score for each male’s opposite sex overlap area. Likewise, each male was 

given an EER score for each female’s opposite sex overlap. RERs were calculated by 

taking the individual EERs for a given individual, and dividing them by the sum of all 

of its EERs for all individuals of the opposite sex in the enclosure. Thus, an RER 

represents the estimated encounter with one individual relative to all other individuals. 

In other words, for any given male, each female would receive an RER score between 

0.0 (signifying that that female occupied none of the male’s opposite-sex overlap area) 

and 1.0 (signifying that that female comprised the entirety of the male’s opposite sex 

overlap area). Finally, we used RER scores to determine the paring status (paired 

residents or unpaired wanderers) by comparing all possible combinations of RER 

scores between all males and females within an enclosure. This way, each male-

female pairing contained two RER scores: how much the female comprised the male’s 

opposite-sex overlap, and how much the male comprised the female’s opposite-sex 

overlap area. These RER score pairings determined the degree to which a given pair’s 
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home range area primarily overlaps with each other compared to all other available 

opposite sex individuals. To aid in this determination, we established a threshold for 

what defined a resident (if both RER scores between individuals of a given pair were 

greater than 0.5). In other words, resident males were defined by having a female (i.e., 

the partner) that had an RER greater or equal to 0.5 (or proportionally comprised over 

half of a given male’s home range that was overlapped by all possible opposite-sex 

individuals in the enclosure), and that male also comprised over half of the female’s 

opposite-sex overlap area (RER for that female < 0.5). Any male that did not meet this 

criterion was considered an unpaired wanderer. Thus, a powerful element of our 

design, is that all subjects self-assigned themselves to either resident or wandering 

status based on established methods using the patterns of space use they naturally 

demonstrate.  

 

In conjunction with the determination of the adopted mating tactic, we compared 

subject males (between mating tactics) based on several aspects of spatial performance 

in the field to confirm the natural patterns that classically characterize residents and 

wanderers. More importantly, we sought to determine if and how spatial learning (pre- 

or post-test) relates to males’ field performance (across mating tactic), or specifically 

with their chosen mating tactic.  

To this end, we assessed the size of territory (i.e., home range area), the number of 

total home range overlaps each subject male experienced (i.e., the total number of 

animals whose home ranges overlapped with the subject), the number of same-sex 

(i.e., male) overlaps, and the number of opposite-sex (i.e., female) overlaps. We used 
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the Opposite-Sex and Same-Sex Area Overlap parameters based on the ‘Shoelace 

Formula’ described above to determine the total Area of Overlap for a given home 

range, a measure that can reflect each animal’s ability to exclude intruders (i.e., 

residents), or intrude into the home ranges of others. In addition to looking at the 

absolute Area of Overlap, we calculated the proportion of a subject’s home range that 

was overlapped (Area Overlap / Total Home Range Size). Residents are defined by 

having a female partner (see above), a female with which he is expected to overlap his 

home range substantially. To avoid this circumstance biasing our results, we 

calculated the Area Overlap with just the residents’ partners to determine the degree of 

spatial fidelity he demonstrated with his partner. We also excluded the partner in the 

home range overlap counts (opposite-sex and total) to assess the degree of spatial 

infidelity he demonstrated. 

 

Statistical Analysis 

 

We used One-Way ANOVAs to determine the differences in temperature and 

precipitation throughout the years of the studies (specifically summer 2015, 2017, and 

2018). We used Two Factor ANOVAs to test for any enclosure effects and year or 

timing effects on the data. A repeated measures ANOVA was used for the pre-testing 

and post-testing spatial learning to determine if overall  learning or non-learning 

occurred. Comparisons between the resident and wanderer groups used Mann-

Whitney tests. Within each tactic, correlations between learning and space use utilized 
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Spearman correlations. Lastly, we used the Fisher’s Exact Test for  the comparisons of 

the proportions of residents and wanderers that experienced learning or non-learning. 

 

RESULTS 

 

Subjects 

 

We determined a priori based on previous work (Ophir et al. 2008a) that our minimum 

number of fixes necessary to include in the experiment was 28. Fortunately, we were 

able to meet and exceed that number for all animals in the experiment. We collected 

an average of 34 to 36 fixes over the course of the 3-week radio-tracking period. 

Survival and recapture rate of subjects was very good. In 2015, 91% subjects were 

recovered; in 2017 and 2018, 100% of subjects were recovered. Although, the two 

animals from 2015 that died while in the field could not be included in the post-test 

spatial learning test, sufficient field data for each male had been collected before they 

died to enable their inclusion in the study, where appropriate. 

 

General field effects 

 

Field experiments were performed in six replicates across three summers (2015, 2017, 

2018) with two replicates per year. Average temperature and rainfall for the duration 

of the experiment (i.e., the periods of time over the three years during which the 

animals were in the field enclosures) was 19.32° C and 3.48 mm, respectively. For the 
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duration of the field component of the experiment neither temperature nor rainfall 

differed across years (Temperature: F(2, 6) = 0.419, p = 0.68; Rain: F(2,6) = 0.194, p = 

0.83).  

 

Given the complex nature of the design, we tested our data for year effects or 

enclosure effects to determine if variation outside our control attributable to weather 

or ecological factors biased the ways males used space in the field. Overall, we found 

no effect of enclosure or mating tactic (Resident or Wander) for any dependent 

variable we compared, with the following exceptions (see Table 1). Male subjects 

assigned to enclosure number 2 (N = 12; Mean +SE = 0.5 +0.15), had significantly 

fewer home range overlaps from other males compared to subjects assigned to 

enclosure number 1 (N = 24; Mean + SE = 1.75 +0.28). Consistent with previous 

reports, we also found that residents had significantly fewer home range overlaps 

overall or with females when partners were excluded compared to wanderers, and they 

Table 1. Enclosure Effects. 

 

Dependent Variable
F (df, df) P F (df, df) P F (df, df) P

Pre-test learning 1.351 (1, 32) 0.25 3.153 (1, 32) 0.09 1.221 (1, 32) 0.28
Post-test learning 0.552 (1, 30) 0.46 0.231 (1, 30) 0.63 0.006 (1, 30) 0.94
Home range size 2.590 (1, 32) 0.12 1.378 (1, 32) 0.25 0.181 (1, 32) 0.67

Overlap area 3.100 (1, 32) 0.09 0.095 (1, 32) 0.76 1.318 (1, 32) 0.26
Percent overlap 0.089 (1, 32) 0.77 7.521 (1, 32) 0.01 3.891 (1, 32) 0.06

Number of male overlaps 8.408 (1, 32) 0.007 1.763 (1, 32) 0.19 0.211 (1, 32) 0.65
Number of female overlaps 0.488 (1, 32) 0.49 0.949 (1, 32) 0.34 0.081 (1, 32) 0.78

Total number of overlaps 2.183 (1, 32) 0.15 1.882 (1, 32) 0.18 0.200 (1, 32) 0.66
Number of female overlaps 

(excluding resident partners) 0.488 (1, 32) 0.49 13.910 (1, 32) 0.0007 0.081 (1, 32) 0.78

Total number of overlaps 
(excluding resident partners) 2.183 (1, 32) 0.15 8.135 (1, 32) 0.008 0.200 (1, 32) 0.66

Dependent Variable
F (df, df) P F (df, df) P F (df, df) P

Pre-test learning 1.351 (1, 32) 0.25 3.153 (1, 32) 0.09 1.221 (1, 32) 0.28
Post-test learning 0.552 (1, 30) 0.46 0.231 (1, 30) 0.63 0.006 (1, 30) 0.94
Home range size 2.590 (1, 32) 0.12 1.378 (1, 32) 0.25 0.181 (1, 32) 0.67

Overlap area 3.100 (1, 32) 0.09 0.095 (1, 32) 0.76 1.318 (1, 32) 0.26
Percent overlap 0.089 (1, 32) 0.77 7.521 (1, 32) 0.01 3.891 (1, 32) 0.06

Number of male overlaps 8.408 (1, 32) 0.007 1.763 (1, 32) 0.19 0.211 (1, 32) 0.65
Number of female overlaps 0.488 (1, 32) 0.49 0.949 (1, 32) 0.34 0.081 (1, 32) 0.78

Total number of overlaps 2.183 (1, 32) 0.15 1.882 (1, 32) 0.18 0.200 (1, 32) 0.66
Number of female overlaps 

(excluding resident partners) 0.488 (1, 32) 0.49 13.910 (1, 32) 0.0007 0.081 (1, 32) 0.78

Total number of overlaps 
(excluding resident partners) 2.183 (1, 32) 0.15 8.135 (1, 32) 0.008 0.200 (1, 32) 0.66

Enclosure Mating Tactic Enclosure x Mating 
Tactic

Enclosure Mating Tactic Enclosure x Mating 
Tactic
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had a larger proportion of their home range overlapped, presumably with their partner 

(see Table 1). 

 

Similarly, we ran a two-factor ANOVA to assess the effect of the year (or more 

accurately time of year) animals were run, to ensure there were no major effects of 

timing on the data. Recall that two enclosures in 2015 and 2017 were run 

simultaneously, and therefore at the same time of those years. However, because we 

ran our enclosures in 2018 in sequence, and therefore at different times of the year, we 

treated the enclosures in 2018 as having been run at two different times, while 

considering those conducted in 2015 and 2017 as being run at the same time. 

Therefore, our analysis had four levels (2015, 2017, 2018a, and 2018b).  

 

Not surprisingly, the results revealed that residents’ home ranges were overlapped 

significantly less than wanderers overall or by other females when their partners were 

excluded (see Table 2). Unexpectedly, we found a significant effect of year for Home 

Table 2. Year/Timing Effects. 

 

Dependent Variable
F (df, df) P F (df, df) P F (df, df) P

Pre-test learning 2.302 (3, 28) 0.1 2.199 (1, 28) 0.15 0.087 (3, 28) 0.97
Post-test learning 0.351 (3, 26) 0.79 0.009 (1, 26) 0.93 0.344 (3, 26) 0.79
Home range size 4.077 (3, 28) 0.02 0.484 (1, 28) 0.49 0.434 (3, 28) 0.73

Overlap area 3.246 (3, 28) 0.04 0.027 (1, 28) 0.87 0.534 (3, 28) 0.66
Percent overlap 2.327 (3, 28) 0.1 3.137 (1, 28) 0.09 3.459 (3, 28) 0.03

Number of male overlaps 2.733 (3, 28) 0.06 0.652 (1, 28) 0.43 0.531 (3, 28) 0.66
Number of female overlaps 2.884 (3, 28) 0.05 0.184 (1, 28) 0.67 1.232 (3, 28) 0.32

Total number of overlaps 3.587 (3, 28) 0.03 0.699 (1, 28) 0.14 1.324 (3, 28) 0.29
Number of female overlaps 

(excluding resident partners) 2.884 (3, 28) 0.05 12.380 (1, 28) 0.002 1.232 (3, 28) 0.32

Total number of overlaps 
(excluding resident partners) 3.587 (3, 28) 0.03 6.412 (1, 28) 0.02 1.324 (3, 28) 0.29

2017(1) excluded

Dependent Variable
F (df, df) P F (df, df) P F (df, df) P

Pre-test learning 1.371 (3, 22) 0.28 1.787 (1, 22) 0.19 0.114 (3, 22) 0.95
Post-test learning 0.2535 (3, 20) 0.86 0.008 (1, 20) 0.93 0.267 (3, 20) 0.85
Home range size 1.447 (3, 22) 0.26 0.913 (1, 22) 0.35 0.354 (3, 22) 0.79

Overlap area 0.686 (3, 22) 0.57 0.160 (1, 22) 0.69 0.259 (3, 22) 0.85
Percent overlap 0.663 (3, 22) 0.58 1.509 (1, 22) 0.23 1.845 (3, 22) 0.17

Number of male overlaps 1.417 (3, 22) 0.26 0.471 (1, 22) 0.5 0.427 (3, 22) 0.74
Number of female overlaps 2.345 (3, 22) 0.1 0.017 (1, 22) 0.9 1.026 (3, 22) 0.4

Total number of overlaps 1.958 (3, 22) 0.15 0.339 (1, 22) 0.57 1.015 (3, 22) 0.41
Number of female overlaps 

(excluding resident partners) 2.345 (3, 22) 0.1 7.322 (1, 22) 0.01 1.026 (3, 22) 0.4

Total number of overlaps 
(excluding resident partners) 1.958 (3, 22) 0.15 3.657 (1, 22) 0.07 1.015 (3, 22) 0.41

Year x Mating TacticMating TacticYear

Year Mating Tactic Year x Mating Tactic
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Range Size, Home Range Overlapped Area, and the Number of Total Home Range 

Overlaps and Female Home Range Overlaps (with and without resident partners 

excluded) (see Table 2). We also found a significant interaction for Year and Mating 

Tactic for the Percent of Home Range Overlap. We determined that the 2017 year 

(specifically enclosure 1 within 2017) was responsible for the main effect of year and 

the interaction effect. After removing enclosure 1 from 2017 from the analysis, we 

found that all of these year effects were eliminated (see Table 3). We therefore 

excluded this enclosure from all subsequent analyses to allow an unbiased comparison 

of our data. We note that residents still demonstrated significantly fewer home range 

overlaps from other females (when partners were excluded) compared to wanderers, 

indicating this characteristic of mating tactic is generally robust (also see analyses 

below).  

 

Because we found no systemic effects of year or enclosures after removing the 

aforementioned enclosure, we collapsed the data across the remaining five enclosures 

Table 3. Year/Timing Effects after removing enclosure 1 from 2017. 

 

Dependent Variable
F (df, df) P F (df, df) P F (df, df) P

Pre-test learning 2.302 (3, 28) 0.1 2.199 (1, 28) 0.15 0.087 (3, 28) 0.97
Post-test learning 0.351 (3, 26) 0.79 0.009 (1, 26) 0.93 0.344 (3, 26) 0.79
Home range size 4.077 (3, 28) 0.02 0.484 (1, 28) 0.49 0.434 (3, 28) 0.73

Overlap area 3.246 (3, 28) 0.04 0.027 (1, 28) 0.87 0.534 (3, 28) 0.66
Percent overlap 2.327 (3, 28) 0.1 3.137 (1, 28) 0.09 3.459 (3, 28) 0.03

Number of male overlaps 2.733 (3, 28) 0.06 0.652 (1, 28) 0.43 0.531 (3, 28) 0.66
Number of female overlaps 2.884 (3, 28) 0.05 0.184 (1, 28) 0.67 1.232 (3, 28) 0.32

Total number of overlaps 3.587 (3, 28) 0.03 0.699 (1, 28) 0.14 1.324 (3, 28) 0.29
Number of female overlaps 

(excluding resident partners) 2.884 (3, 28) 0.05 12.380 (1, 28) 0.002 1.232 (3, 28) 0.32

Total number of overlaps 
(excluding resident partners) 3.587 (3, 28) 0.03 6.412 (1, 28) 0.02 1.324 (3, 28) 0.29

2017(1) excluded

Dependent Variable
F (df, df) P F (df, df) P F (df, df) P

Pre-test learning 1.371 (3, 22) 0.28 1.787 (1, 22) 0.19 0.114 (3, 22) 0.95
Post-test learning 0.2535 (3, 20) 0.86 0.008 (1, 20) 0.93 0.267 (3, 20) 0.85
Home range size 1.447 (3, 22) 0.26 0.913 (1, 22) 0.35 0.354 (3, 22) 0.79

Overlap area 0.686 (3, 22) 0.57 0.160 (1, 22) 0.69 0.259 (3, 22) 0.85
Percent overlap 0.663 (3, 22) 0.58 1.509 (1, 22) 0.23 1.845 (3, 22) 0.17

Number of male overlaps 1.417 (3, 22) 0.26 0.471 (1, 22) 0.5 0.427 (3, 22) 0.74
Number of female overlaps 2.345 (3, 22) 0.1 0.017 (1, 22) 0.9 1.026 (3, 22) 0.4

Total number of overlaps 1.958 (3, 22) 0.15 0.339 (1, 22) 0.57 1.015 (3, 22) 0.41
Number of female overlaps 

(excluding resident partners) 2.345 (3, 22) 0.1 7.322 (1, 22) 0.01 1.026 (3, 22) 0.4

Total number of overlaps 
(excluding resident partners) 1.958 (3, 22) 0.15 3.657 (1, 22) 0.07 1.015 (3, 22) 0.41

Year x Mating TacticMating TacticYear

Year Mating Tactic Year x Mating Tactic
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(both enclosures from 2015, enclosure 2 from 2017, and both enclosures from 2018) to 

enable a more powerful analysis of the field data. Therefore, our final sample sizes 

were: 30 (18 residents; 12 wanderers) for the spatial learning pre-test and field 

measures, and 28 (16 residents; 12 wanderers) for the spatial learning post-test (or 

comparisons in which this test was being analyzed).  

 

Did animals differ by mating tactic?  

 

Of the 30 males in our experiment, 18 adopted the resident tactic and 12 adopted the 

wandering tactic. These percentages (60% residents and 40% wanderers) fell within 

the expected range of these tactics occurring in 

nature and are consistent with what other 

studies doing similar work have found (Getz et 

al. 1993; McGuire and Getz 2010; Ophir et al. 

2007, 2008; Solomon and Jacquot 2002; 

Streatfeild et al. 2011; Zheng, Larsson, et al. 

2013) . We note that including the animals from 

2017 that we excluded (see above) resulted in 

22 residents (61%) and 14 wanderers (39%), and did not alter these proportions much. 

The average (+ SE) home range size was 65.9 m2 + 7.9 for residents and 92.1 m2 + 

15.5 for wanderers. To our surprise, we did not detect a significant difference in the 

home range size between male tactics (Mann Whitney U-test: U = 78; N1 = 18, N2 = 

Figure 6.1. Mean (+SE) home range size 
based on the area (square meters) of 75% core 
MCPs. The means were not significantly 
different.  
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12; p = 0.21). However, our data did show the typical tendency for residents to have 

smaller home ranges than wanderers (see Figure 6.1).  

     

Similarly, we did not detect significant differences between residents and wanderers in 

the area of home range overlaps (U = 98; N1 = 18, N2 = 12; p = 0.69), or the 

percentage of overlap on the home ranges (U = 69; N1 = 18, N2 = 12; p = 0.10) that 

resident or wanderers experienced. Furthermore, we found no differences in the 

number of total (U = 77.5; N1 = 18, N2 = 12; p = 0.19), male (U = 69.5; N1 = 18, N2 = 

12; p = 0.09) or female (U = 102.5; N1 = 18, N2 = 12; p = 0.81) overlaps. However, 

after we controlled for the resident’s partner, we found that residents’ home ranges 

were overlapped by significantly fewer stranger females (U = 42; N1 = 18, N2 = 12; p 

= 0.003) and conspecifics overall (U = 47; N1 = 18, N2 = 12; p = 0.009) compared to 

home ranges of wanderers (see Figure 6.2).  

 

Did spatial learning predisposition predict mating tactic?  

 

Spatial learning in the Morris water maze is assessed by comparing the degree of 

improvement it takes to find the submerged platform over the course of training. 

Figure 6.2. Mean (+SE) number of home range overlaps for (A) males, (B) females, excluding 
resident partners, or (C) total, excluding resident partners. 
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Overall, the latency to find the platform improved for male subjects over the course of 

the spatial learning pre-test (one-factor ANOVA: F(29, 232) = 8.787; p < 0.0001). 

However, 7 animals did not demonstrate an 

improvement (latency in trial 1 – latency in 

trial 9) within this sample. Interestingly, 6 of 

the 18 residents (33.3%), and 1 of the 12 

wanderers (8.3%) did not demonstrate 

learning. The proportion of learners and 

non-learners between residents and wanderers based on the spatial learning pre-test 

was not significantly different (Fisher’s Exact test: p = 0.19). Animals that ultimately 

adopted wanderer behavior tended to demonstrate greater improvement in their spatial 

learning than residents (Figure 6.3), but their performance was not significantly 

different (U = 67; N1 = 18, N2 = 12; p = 0.09).  

 

To determine if predispositions for better or worse spatial cognition influenced the 

mating tactic that males ultimately adopted in the field, we compared performance in 

the spatial learning pre-test with measures of space use in the field enclosures. When 

including all males, we found no significant relationships between pre-test learning 

performance and home range size (Spearman rank correlations: N = 30, r = -0.07, p = 

0.73), area of home range overlap (N = 30, r = -0.10, p = 0.60), the percent of the 

home range that was overlapped (N = 30, r = -0.06, p = 0.76), or the number of home 

range overlaps with males (N = 30, r = 0.21, p = 0.26), females (N = 30, r = -0.03, p = 

0.87) or overall (N = 30, r = 0.14, p = 0.45). Removing the residents’ partners from 

Figure 6.3. Mean (+SE) pre-test spatial learning 
performance. 
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female (N = 30, r = 0.15, p = 0.42) or total (N = 30, r = 0.25, p = 0.19) overlaps did 

not alter these results.  

 

One of our original hypotheses was that spatial learning’s relationship with mating 

tactics would be context dependent. In this case, 

the reliance on predispositions for spatial learning 

(as assessed by the pre-test) could differ among 

residents and wanders. We therefore ran the same 

set of comparisons with only residents and again 

with only wanderers. Interestingly, residents 

demonstrated a significant relationship between 

pre-test spatial learning and the area of home range that was overlapped (N = 18, r = 

0.52, p = 0.03, Figure 6.4). This positive correlation indicates that residents that were 

better learners, had a larger overall area of their home range overlapped with other 

individuals. This finding is particularly interesting in comparison to the correlation of 

pre-test learning with percentage of home range overlap, which was not significant (N 

= 18, r = -0.21, p = 0.38). Together, these results indicate that better learning among 

residents is positively correlated with larger amounts of space where they have 

potential social interactions, and not residents that simply have larger areas of 

proportional overlap. No other relationships (home range size, area of home range 

overlap, the percent of the home range that was overlapped, or the number of home 

range overlaps with males, females or overall [with or without partners included]) 

were significant (N = 18, r’s = -0.22 – 0.28, p’s > 0.26).  

Figure 6.4. Pre-test learning significantly 
correlates with the area of home range 
overlap for resident males. 
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Unlike residents, wanderers did not demonstrate a relationship between 

predispositions for spatial learning (i.e., pre-test learning performance) and any metric 

for space use in the field (N = 12, r’s = -0.39 – 0.43, p’s > 0.16).    

   

Did experience engaging in mating tactics alter spatial learning capabilities?  

 

The latency to find the platform improved for male subjects over the course of the 

spatial learning post-test (F(27, 208) = 9.23; p <0.0001). Within this sample, 8 animals 

did not demonstrate an improvement in spatial learning. As was the case in the pre-

test, the majority of non-learners were residents. Six of the 16 residents (37.5%) and 2 

of the 12 wanderers (16.6%) did not demonstrate learning. The proportion of learners 

and non-learners between residents and wanderers based on the spatial learning post-

test was not significantly different (Fisher’s Exact test: p = 0.40). Animals that had 

experienced living as a resident or wanderer during the field portion of the experiment 

did not differ in their spatial learning performance (U = 94; N1 = 16, N2 = 12; p = 

0.94).  
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To determine if the mating tactic that males ultimately adopted in the field influenced 

subsequent spatial learning ability, we compared performance in the spatial learning 

post-test with measures of space use in the field enclosures. When including all males, 

we found significant relationships between post-test learning performance and i) home 

range size (N = 28, r = -0.40, p = 0.04; Figure 6.5a), and ii) area of home range 

overlap (N = 28, 

r = -0.43, p = 

0.02; Figure 

6.5b). Thus, 

when individuals 

demonstrated 

greater spatial learning in the post-test, they also had smaller home ranges with less 

area of those home ranges overlapping with other animals. We found no significant 

relationships between post-test learning performance and the percent of the home 

range that was overlapped (N = 28, r = 0.16, p = 0.42), or the number of home range 

overlaps with males (N = 28, r = 0.09, p = 0.65), females (N = 28, r = -0.13, p = 0.52), 

or overall (N = 28, r = -0.03, p = 0.86). Removing the residents’ partners from female 

overlaps (N = 28, r = -0.12, p = 0.55) or total overlaps (N = 28, r = -0.03, p = 0.88) did 

not alter these results.  

 

Next, we wanted to determine if the relationship between post-test performance and 

space use in the field were contextually dependent on a male’s adopted mating tactic. 

We therefore ran the same set of comparisons with only residents and again with only 

Figure 6.5. Post-test learning significantly correlates with male (A) home range 
size and (B) area of home range overlap. 
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wanderers. For the residents, none of the space use measures from the field were 

significantly correlated with post-test spatial learning performance. This included 

home range size (N = 16, r = -0.31, p = 0.24), area of home range overlap (N = 16, r = 

-0.33, p = 0.22), the percent of the home range that was overlapped (N = 16, r = 0.20, 

p = 0.47), and the number of home range overlaps with males (N = 16, r = 0.21, p = 

0.43), females (N = 16, r = 0.13, p = 0.62), or overall (N = 16, r = 0.21, p = 0.44). 

Removing the residents’ partners from female overlaps (N = 16, r = 0.13, p = 0.62) or 

total overlaps (N = 16, r = 0.21, p = 0.44) did not alter these results.  

 

In contrast, wanderers showed significant relationships between post-test learning 

performance and i) 

home range size (N = 

12, r = -0.60, p = 0.04; 

Figure 6.6a), and ii) 

area of home range 

overlap (N = 12, r = -

0.78, p = 0.004; Figure 6.6b). The proportion of the wanderer home range that was 

overlapped did not correlate with post-test spatial learning (N = 12, r = 0.38, p = 0.23). 

Wanderer post-test spatial learning did not correlate with the number of male home 

range overlaps (N = 12, r = -0.35, p = 0.27; Figure 6.7a), tended to correlate with the 

number of female home range overlaps (N = 12, r = -0.56, p = 0.07; Figure 6.7b), and 

significantly correlated with the total number of home range overlaps (N = 12, r = -

0.57, p = 0.056; Figure 6.7c). Taken together, these results indicate that the significant 

Figure 6.6. Post-test learning significantly correlates with wanderer (A) 
home range size and (B) area of home range overlap. 
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relationships we observed when looking at all individuals was being driven primarily 

by wanderers, and suggest that the wanderers that were more proficient in the spatial 

learning post-test tended to have smaller home ranges with less area of their home 

range overlapping with conspecifics, and they had fewer home range overlaps overall. 

 

Persistence or flexibility in spatial cognition across testing 

Finally, we explored the consistency in which individual males’ spatial learning 

performance differed across testing phases (pre-test and post-test learning). To our 

surprise, we found no significant correlations between pre-test and post-test spatial 

cognition performance across our male subjects (N = 28, r = 0.10, p = 0.61). This lack 

of consistency in spatial learning was neither specific to resident males (N = 15, r = 

0.09, p = 0.74) or wandering males (N = 13, r = 0.43, p = 0.14), suggesting that 

inconsistencies in spatial learning performance is independent of the specific tactic a 

given male adopted or his experiences in the field. These results do not support the 

hypothesis that spatial learning performance is persistent across time and experience, 

and suggest factors other than innate abilities influence spatial cognition. 

 

Figure 6.7. Post-test learning relationships with wanderer home range overlaps for (A) males, 
(B) females, and (C) total conspecifics. 
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To this point, some animals demonstrated non-

learning in the pre-test only, the post-test only, or 

both. Stepping back, we compared the proportion 

of learners and non-learners (in at least one of the 

two tests) between residents and wanderers. We 

found that significantly more residents were non-

learners compared to wanderers (Fisher’s Exact 

test: p = 0.05; Figure 6.8), with 9 of the 16 

residents (56.3%) and 2 of the 12 wanderers (16.6%) not demonstrating learning in at 

least one assessment of spatial learning. These data suggest that the resident mating 

tactic is less associated with a reliance on spatial learning abilities overall.  

 

DISCUSSION 

 

The importance of spatial cognition in monogamous reproductive decision-making has 

been largely ignored, despite the prominent role that spatial information has in 

defining reproductive tactics. We hypothesized that reliance on spatial learning would 

explain some of the variance underlying the natural mating tactics males adopt under 

semi-natural conditions. Our study was designed to assess three key questions:  i) do 

predispositions in spatial learning predict the mating tactics that males adopt, ii) do the 

collective effects of engaging in either resident or wandering behavior impact 

subsequent spatial learning ability, and iii) is spatial learning a consistent trait that 

spans experience or is spatial learning plastic or idiosyncratic across experience and 

Figure 6.8. Number of residents and 
wanderers that demonstrated learning in 
both the pre-test and the post-test (learners; 
grey), or did not learn in one, or both, of the 
learning tests (non-learners, white). 
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time? The results from our experiment provide some supporting evidence for the first 

two questions, but this support was context dependent. Specifically, spatial learning 

predispositions did account for some aspects of subsequent field behavior among 

resident males, whereas field experiences appeared to impact spatial learning of 

wanderers. The relationships of each mating tactic with spatial learning performance 

(either in pre- or post-test assessment) is discussed in more detail below. Notably, we 

did not find evidence supporting the notion that spatial learning was consistent across 

individuals over time. These results have several implications for the confluence of 

mating tactics, spatial cognition, and life experience.   

 

Robustness of the resident and wandering behavioral phenotypes 

 

Alternative reproductive tactics, or behavioral phenotypes, conveying different 

reproductive payoffs are relatively common among male mammals (Wolff 2007). For 

a given species, although one or more alternatives may exist, the most common tactic 

(or ‘bourgeois’ tactic) may be considered to be superior to all others (Taborsky 2001). 

In these cases, the alternatives to the bourgeois tactic are often believed to be 

subordinate, in which individuals make the best of a bad situation. In the case of 

prairie voles, there are at least two distinct tactics: single wanderers and paired 

residents (Madrid et al. 2020). In free-living wild populations and under semi-natural 

enclosed experiments, resident males are more common than wanderers and they 

maintain smaller home ranges that encompass a single female (his partner) (for review 

see Madrid et al. 2020). Resident males also have a higher probability of mating 
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success than wandering males in initial rounds of mating (Ophir et al. 2008a), 

suggesting that being a resident is the preferred ‘bourgeois’ tactic (Taborsky 1994). 

However, the life-time reproductive success of residents and wanderers could be 

equivocal (Shuster et al. 2019), as has been found in other species with alternative 

mating tactics (e.g., Widemo 1998). Whatever the short-term and long-term selective 

pressures experienced within a typical lifetime might be, they have collectively 

fostered the evolution of these two characteristically distinct prairie vole mating 

tactics, which are observable in terms of how they use space in absolute terms and 

relative to conspecifics.  

 

Consistent with previous work, we found that male prairie voles adopted one of the 

two behaviorally distinct phenotypes known as resident or wanderer. As has been 

reported previously, resident males tended to have smaller home ranges, encountered 

and overlapped other (non-partner) conspecifics and females less, and typically 

overlapped less than two females (one of which was usually their partner). 

Specifically, we found that 60% of males adopted the resident tactic while 40% 

adopted the wanderer mating tactic. Notably, these are approximately the same ratios 

between tactics that have been observed in natural environments and semi-natural field 

experiments. For example, Getz et al. (1993) found that 65% of the males they studied 

were residents, paired with a single female, and had small home ranges that were 

relatively exclusive with respect to male intruders. Similarly, Pizzuto and Getz (1998) 

found that 55% of individuals trapped in the field were residents, whereas 45% of 
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males adopted a wandering tactic at some point in their lives. Ophir et al. (2008a) 

found that almost 75% of males were residents and about 25% were wanderers.  

 

Notably, resident and wanderer home range sizes consistently differ qualitatively, 

even if they do not consistently differ quantitatively. Indeed, home range sizes for 

residents and wanderers have been known to vary across study sites in Tennessee, 

Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois (Getz et al. 1993, McGuire & Getz 2010, Ophir et al. 2007, 

Ophir et al. 2008a, Solomon & Jacquot 2002, Streatfeild et al. 2011, Zheng et al. 

2013). Typically, alternative behavioral phenotypes are conditionally dependent on 

several factors including social status, frequency of alternatives, population density, 

and environmental factors (Dominey 1984; Taborsky 1994; Gross 1996; Brockmann 

2001). We speculate that factors such as these account for variances of this sort, and 

explain why the patterns of space use we found strongly embodied the patterns that 

characterize residents and wanderers, even if some of these specific metrics (such as 

home range size) failed to meet the threshold for significance. 

 

Our results also revealed that resident territories had fewer total and female overlaps 

compared to wanderers. This finding is consistent with previous field studies 

characterizing how residents and wanderers use space (Ophir et al. 2008a), and further 

supports the hypothesis that residents actively engage in mate guarding whereas 

wanderers prioritize seeking mate opportunities (Phelps and Ophir 2009). Notably, 

mate guarding requires acute spatial cognitive abilities (Brotherton and Komers 2003; 

Jacobs 1995), and is an important countermeasure to protect from the threat of 
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cuckoldry. Taken together, the overall patterns of space use that males in our study 

demonstrated emphasize the natural variation that exists within these generalized 

categories, but also highlights the robustness of these distinctions across profoundly 

different testing contexts and geographic ranges.  

 

Relationship of resident and wandering patterns of space use and spatial learning 

 

Because spatial cognition has great potential to impact the behaviors that define 

mating tactics, we hypothesized that spatial ability should influence which mating 

tactic male prairie voles adopted. However, we did not have clear a priori directional 

predictions. Phelps and Ophir (2009) and Ophir (2017) have both hypothesized that 

the demands on residents to defend partners from cuckoldry via mate guarding and 

territorial marking emphasize the importance of spatial cognition on residents such 

that the most successful residents are likely to be those with the best spatial cognitive 

abilities. A counter argument to this position, which has garnered some support among 

non-monogamous species (Gaulin and FitzGerald 1988; Roth and Pravosudov 2009; 

Sherry et al. 1992), is that males that occupy the largest spatial distributions (e.g., 

wanderers in this case) should have better spatial cognition. For example, greater 

spatial cognitive capacity is necessary to traverse large areas without getting lost, 

and/or to track several conspecifics within that large area. Relatedly, traversing larger 

areas provides more opportunity and practice for spatial learning. Notably, none of 

these hypotheses make clear assertions about the relationship between practice and 

spatial cognition, although practice is known to shape these abilities (Maguire et al. 
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2000; Sherry and Vaccarino 1989). A third possibility is that natural predispositions 

for good spatial cognition and capacity for improvement to spatial cognition due to 

practice (for example) could be context dependent. That is, predispositions might 

relate to one tactic, whereas practice could impact success by the other tactic. Our data 

revealed an intriguing outcome supporting this more complex third hypothesis, in 

which predispositions for spatial cognition was associated with the variance within the 

resident tactic, whereas variance in patterns of space use among wanderers was more 

closely associated with performance in spatial cognition assessed after the field 

experience. We do not know the specific challenges associated with each tactic for 

which the strength of spatial learning had the opportunity to reveal its relationship 

with the variance within mating tactics. However, these data provide an important 

instance highlighting the contextual nature of spatial cognition and its expression 

within a complex environment. 

 

Predispositions for spatial learning predict aspects of resident behavior  

 

Recall, the typical resident is characterized by having a large proportion of their home 

range overlap with their partner’s home range, but comparatively little overlap with 

other conspecifics. However, it is not the percentage or proportion of resident home 

ranges that is correlated to pre-test spatial learning performance but rather the absolute 

size of the home range overlap. Taken together, better learning is positively correlated 

to larger absolute space where residents have potential social interactions with their 

partner or other conspecifics. It is also noteworthy that this relationship was not 
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specific to overlap with partners, non-partners, or other males and represented a more 

generalized pattern of space use.  

 

As just discussed, pre-test spatial learning explained the variance in space use among 

males that subsequently became residents, but not wanderers. This has some 

particularly interesting implications suggesting that variance in spatial learning might 

differentially impact the behavior of animals that pursue resident behavior. This idea is 

supported by the results showing that area of overlap was positively related to pre-test 

spatial learning, indicating that better learning led to home ranges with a greater 

amount of overlap. Notably, this was not related to a greater proportion of home range 

overlap, but rather the total amount of absolute area that the home range was 

overlapped. Thus, for males that adopt a resident tactic, those that have predispositions 

for better spatial learning under lab conditions also had large amounts of space that 

could serve as an area for social interaction within their home range.  

 

Gaulin and Fitzgerald (1986) have argued that spatial cognition is related to larger 

demands on space due to total home range size. However, this relationship is not 

necessarily universally true. For example, spatial cognition among male and female 

prairie voles differs in the degree to which they perform in the Morris water maze task 

(Rice et al. 2017), even though male and female home range sizes do not differ (Getz 

el al. 1993). Taken together, these observations indicate that spatial cognition (as 

measured by this classic laboratory task) and natural space use (such as overall home 

range size) are independent or at least semi-independent from each other. These sex 
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differences presumably reflect the different demands on male and female spatial 

cognition, where females are subjected to the same spatial cognition mediated 

selective pressures to maintain territory boundaries or mate guard as males (Brotherton 

2003, Jacobs 1995). Thus, the relationship between spatial learning and space use 

might take different forms within or across species depending on the life history of the 

animal and the demands on spatial cognition that are necessary to maximize their 

reproductive success. The current data that resident predispositions for spatial learning 

did not relate to home range size overall force a revisiting of the simple relationship 

between territory size and spatial cognition, and indicate social factors interact with 

factors associated with spatial cognition.  

 

Our results also highlight that not all males demonstrate the same degree of spatial 

cognitive abilities as others. Interestingly, resident predispositions for spatial learning 

did not relate to home range size. However, among residents, the total size of the 

home range specifically in which social interaction was most likely to occur did relate 

to individual predispositions for spatial cognition. It is difficult to interpret the 

biological relevance of absolute area of home range overlap. Indeed, there are several 

possible explanations for why the resident males that had better predispositions for 

spatial learning also had home ranges with greater areas in which their home ranges 

were overlapped. For example, males that had greater amounts of overlap might have 

sought out areas in which social interaction with strangers or neighbors was more 

likely. Indeed, greater areas of home range overlap could attract territorial residents 

with the best spatial learning abilities because they were best able to determine that 
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these areas indicate where they need to be most vigilant (i.e., represent the areas where 

intrusions are simply most likely). Similarly, these overlapped areas could reflect the 

pursuit of interactions with more non-partner females, which we know are relatively 

common among prairie voles (Getz and Hofmann 1986). On the other hand, resident 

males that had better predispositions for spatial learning might have been less effective 

at defending their territories and therefore allowed greater degrees of intrusion into 

their territories. Although this seems like an unlikely explanation, learning overload 

can interfere with cognition, and forgetting is as important for cognitive performance, 

if not more important (Akers et al. 2014; Hulbert and Anderson 2018; Chowdhury et 

al. 2018; Bauer 2015). At a fundamental level, and irrespective of why some resident 

males had greater areas of home range overlap compared to others, the area of home 

range overlap appears to reflect portions of the home range where social interactions 

are most likely. We suggest that these zones of interaction do not necessarily reflect 

frequency or intensity of intrusions per se. The dissociation between the number of 

intrusions (i.e., the number of same sex or total home range overlaps) and the area in 

which these intrusions took place highlights the possibility that residents with 

predispositions for better spatial cognition maintain home ranges with larger areas of 

space that are intruded, irrespective of the number of intrusions they will face. Thus, 

the relationship between predispositions for better spatial learning and greater areas of 

home range overlap could reflect a higher sensitivity for patrolling high social areas. 

Whatever the cause, the variance in spatial cognition and its relationship with the 

amount of social interaction hot spots within a home range could help explain how 
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spatial cognition specifically impacts an individual’s ability to most effectively 

navigate the resident mating tactic.  

 

Phelps and Ophir (2009) and Ophir (2017) have argued that residents rely on superior 

spatial memory to excel within their tactic. Specifically, they argued that residents 

should have better memory because the demands on knowing who and where you 

neighbor are in space are particularly high for residents that must carefully mate guard 

their partners from interloping males seeking to cuckold. In the context of the current 

study, it is important to distinguish between spatial memory and spatial learning, 

because only the latter was tested here. It is possible that slow learning can be 

interpreted as poor spatial learning in the context of our testing paradigm, and slow 

spatial learning could lead to very strong spatial memory (but see Roediger and 

McDermott 2018). Nevertheless, we believe that the results on spatial learning are 

consistent with our hypothesis that the success of residents is closely tied to both 

spatial learning and memory. 

 

 Indeed, our data on predispositions for spatial learning support the hypothesis that 

residents that demonstrate better spatial learning utilize space in a manner that is 

consistent with the canonical suite of behaviors associated with this mating tactic (i.e., 

mate guarding). On first glance this interpretation is potentially marred by another 

result we report: that residents were more likely to be non-learners than wanderers. 

However, again, we emphasize the fact that 1) memory and learning are different, and 

2) the relationship of pre-test spatial learning explained the variation of space use 
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among residents, not space use overall (or space use between residents and 

wanderers). Some individuals presumably chose to remain single and wander. These 

males would not rely on the preexisting spatial learning abilities the same way males 

that chose to pursue residency would. Indeed, it is possible that males with the 

capacity for spatial learning (or specifically, more consistent ability for spatial 

learning) might tend to become wanderers more frequently. However, among those 

that pursue residency, better spatial learning predicts space use that is more consistent 

with conventional successful residency behavior.  

 

Is good spatial learning bad for wandering? 

 

Just as the variance among aspects of residents’ patterns of space use in the field were 

well explained by pre-test performance in spatial learning, the variance among aspects 

of wanderers’ patterns of space use were well explained by post-test performance in 

spatial learning. These results indicate that the plasticity in spatial learning among 

wanderers was particularly sensitive to and influenced by experience in the field. 

Wanderers do not have a single home nest and – as their name implies – are believed 

to somewhat aimlessly traverse large areas of their environment (Getz et al. 1993). 

Different degrees of practice lead to differences in spatial cognition (Maguire et al. 

2000, Sherry & Vaccarino 1989), and so it is not surprising that variance in spatial 

cognition would be particularly noticeable among wanderers, who presumably 

demonstrate variance in the degree to which they are faced with spatial learning 

challenges in their natural world. What is surprising, however, is that the wanderers 
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that demonstrated the best spatial cognition in the post-field spatial learning test 

actually had the smallest home ranges, smallest areas of home range overlap, and the 

fewest overlaps with conspecifics. These patterns of space use are atypical of the 

wandering tactic and thought to be suboptimal for successful wandering (Getz et al. 

1993, Ophir et al. 2008ab, Phelps and Ophir 2009).  

 

There are at least two possible explanations for this unexpected outcome. Firstly, it is 

possible that wanderers with the best spatial learning abilities became more efficient 

with their patterns of spatial movement and occupancy. Reducing the size of home 

ranges might have the benefit of maximizing energetic reserves and/or minimizing 

energy expenditures when exploring the environment in search of resources such as 

food, temporary shelter, and potential mates. Specifically, the wanderers that are 

particularly skilled at spatial learning could be best positioned to balance the costs of 

patrolling expansive home ranges while still visiting the same number of females as 

wanderers with relatively larger home ranges and poorer spatial learning. If so, 

superior spatial learning might enable such males to engage in wandering behavior, 

which relies on acquiring reproductive success through extra-pair matings, while 

minimizing the energetic costs of expansive searching. If this is true, then this suggests 

that some wanderers benefit from advanced spatial learning capabilities to enhance the 

quality of their patterns of space use in nature. However, our data also showed that 

wanderers with better spatial cognition had fewer home range overlaps with 

conspecifics, and importantly tended to have fewer home range overlaps with females. 

Thus, is seems unlikely that the wanderers with better spatial learning were using their 
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space most effectively, as they were also avoiding or missing social interactions 

overall, particularly with females. Nevertheless, we acknowledge that the wanderers 

with better spatial learning might be highly effective at their mating tactic. 

 

Alternatively, it has been argued that the ‘best’ (most reproductively successful) 

wanderers ‘adaptively forget’ socio-spatial associations, which enables them to 

repeatedly intrude into the territories of resident males (Phelps and Ophir 2009, Ophir 

2017). Although this outcome might pose a risk of interacting with an aggressive 

territorial male to the intruding wanderer, it also increases the probability that they 

will encounter an unattended female. Considering that, by definition, wanderers’ 

primary source of reproductive success is though extra-pair copulations, any 

opportunity to increase access to (paired) females could have major implications for 

improving their reproductive success. Our data showed that wanderers that had the 

best spatial learning, did not engage in the prototypical ‘wandering’ patterns of 

behavior. Thus, it is possible that although these males were ‘good’ at spatial learning, 

they were also ‘bad’ at being wanderers. Ophir et al. (2008a) demonstrated that the 

wanderers that achieve the most reproductive success are those that represent the most 

extreme version of wandering behavior (i.e., those with large home ranges, and the 

greatest number of conspecific overlaps). Therefore, although either explanation could 

account for our results showing that better spatial learning was associated with smaller 

home ranges and fewer overlaps, we believe our results are more consistent with the 

‘adaptive forgetting’ hypothesis and the literature that has supported this hypothesis. 

Additional work including manipulations of spatial learning (particularly among 
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wanderers), and paternity analyses (a critical metric to assess reproductive success) 

will be highly informative in determining how spatial learning shapes patterns of 

space use, particularly among wanderers.  

 

Inconsistency between pre-field and post-field spatial learning  

 

The third key question we aimed to answer seemed rather straightforward. We asked if 

spatial learning is a consistent trait that spans experience or if spatial learning is 

idiosyncratic across experience and time? We observed no clear or consistent 

differences in spatial learning ability between males overall, or specifically among 

residents and wanderers in all direct comparisons between the pre-field spatial 

learning and post-field spatial learning assessments. This is not what we expected to 

find, as we assumed better learners in the pre-test would also remain better learners in 

the post-test. It is important to note that due to the extended latency between pre-

testing and post-testing, our water maze results are best considered as representing two 

independent events rather than a series of re-testing (Commins et al. 2003). Thus, how 

males preformed on each test was highly contingent on environmental and contextual 

demands at the time of testing.  

 

From this perspective, the pre-test and post-test learning served as two discreet 

snapshots in time that ultimately show how spatial cognition was shaped by 

experiences. In the pre-testing assessment of spatial learning, all males were exposed 

only to a standardized set of life experiences in the lab. By comparison to the field, life 
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in the laboratory should be relatively “easy”. Animals are maintained at a constant and 

comfortable temperature, they are provided food and water ad libitum, and they face 

no threats of predation. Conversely, the opportunities to explore large areas and 

experience naturally complex environmental enrichment were limited. Therefore, our 

pre-test assessment of spatial learning was most consistent with typical studies of 

learning and memory using laboratory rodents, and likely reflected a base line 

assessment of spatial cognition under low anxiety and high security contexts. In 

contrast, males returning from the field had a profoundly different set of experiences 

at the time of post-testing. While living in the field enclosures for three weeks, males 

would have experienced an extremely socially and spatially complex environment 

where they were forced to find their own food and water, establish territories and 

shelter, and contend with unpredictable (natural) fluctuations in the weather and 

temperature. It is well established that anxiety inducing manipulations (e.g., Vytal et 

al. 2013) and environmental enrichment (e.g.,  Harris et al. 2009, Norman et al. 2019) 

impact spatial cognition.  

 

Although some individuals are likely to be more susceptible to external forces 

compared to others, this lack of consistent performance in a simple and common test 

for spatial cognition highlights the importance of overall life experience on spatial 

learning performance. Indeed, each of these very different experiences framed the 

testing for spatial learning for our subjects very differently. Our data demonstrate that 

these snapshots in time are less related to individual consistency in performance or 

ability, and more related to the robust impact that preceding experiences had on 
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testing. Moreover, considering that variation in spatial cognition among resident males 

was linked to pre-field learning assessment and wandering spatial cognition was 

linked to post-field learning assessment (see above), the lack of consistent 

performance across testing periods indicates that these contextual experiences not only 

potentially impacted how males performed, but that they also revealed different 

aspects of how spatial cognition can relate to different elements of a species’ life 

history. In other words, the experiences preceding testing appeared to differentially 

prime animals, demonstrating how context from (artificial or natural) life experiences 

interacts with natural variation in spatial cognition. This, in turn, related to resident 

and wanderer behavior and life history in different ways, each with very different 

consequences for animals that chose different mating tactics.   

 

Conclusion 

Overall, this experiment was a novel opportunity to understand connections between 

spatial cognition and patterns of space use among different mating tactics in a semi-

naturalistic setting. To our knowledge, this is the first study to attempt to link innate 

spatial ability with space use and mating tactics. Our results showed that the 

relationships between spatial learning ability and natural space use are contextually 

dependent on the adopted mating tactic, and the timing and context of testing. We 

found that the meaningful correlations between spatial learning ability and field-based 

space use addressed the variance within mating tactics, but depended on the context 

that immediately preceded spatial learning assessment. Males that ultimately became 

residents showed preexisting biases for spatial learning that predicted aspects of space 
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use among residents. In contrast, males that had been living as wanderers under an 

unrestricted field context showed differences in how they used space that related to 

post-test spatial learning assessment. Taken together, the variation in spatial cognition 

among males impacts patterns of behavior that contribute to effective resident tactics 

and reveals itself before males have adopted residency. On the other hand, variation in 

spatial cognition among male prairie voles appears to influence space use among 

males that adopt the wandering tactic only after they have adopted wandering. Thus, 

spatial learning ability seems to be predictive for the resident mating tactic and 

consequential for the wanderer tactic. We acknowledge that our data are built on 

correlations, and thus our results do not indicate causation. However, the considering 

the context and timing of assessment, these data provide insight into the possible 

consequences that variation in spatial learning might have on successful resident and 

wandering behavior. Ultimately, we conclude that differences in spatial learning 

ability and how they influence space use and subsequent mating tactics are best 

interpreted within the context of the specific mating tactics rather than between tactics. 
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CHAPTER 7 – General Conclusion 

 
Introduction 
 
 
The approach to the study of behavior (i.e., mating tactics) and decision making is 

critically impacted by the lens through which research questions are developed and 

investigated. Dynamics in behavior and cognition, and the mechanisms that contribute 

to neural processing that drive them, are the products of evolution. This point serves as 

the basis for the cognitive ecology framework, and emphasizes the important role of 

ecological validity in understanding brain-behavior interactions and how they shape 

decision-making and other cognitive processes.  

 

Throughout this dissertation my goal was to understand the connection between 

individual decision making (e.g., mating behavior) and spatial cognition, and how 

environmental and social contexts influences both. My experiments demonstrated that 

these relationships are more nuanced than I previously anticipated. My work has 

clearly indicated that the relationships between mating tactics, cognition, and context 

are multi-faceted and multi-directional. I used an integrative approach to make sense 

of these concepts and tested them in very different ways. In Chapter 2, I tested sex 

differences in the lab in a spatial cognition task and compared a key limbic brain 

structure involved in spatial learning and memory. In Chapter 4, I created an 

ecological model to determine the optimal mating behavior for individuals that adopt a 

mating tactic with the potential for variability in success based on different 
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environmental and social contexts. In Chapters 3, 5 and 6, I released animals into 

semi-natural field enclosures and studied how cognition changed after experience in 

the field, how individuals made mating decisions given different social contexts, and 

how spatial cognition mapped onto space use and adopted mating tactics, respectively. 

In each instance, key ideas repeatedly emerged demonstrating that cognition, context, 

and tactics reciprocally interact to influence each other.  

                

 
 
The culmination of my dissertation work, which leveraged the cognitive ecology 

approach of understanding how evolution and ecology shape cognition and decision-

making (Real 1993; Healy and Braithwaite 2000; Sherry 2006) leads to a general 

conceptual model representing the interaction between cognition, mating tactic, and 

context (Figure 7.1). In 

this final chapter, I will 

provide a more thorough 

description of this 

conceptual model and use 

examples from my 

research to discuss 1) 

how cognition influences 

and is influenced by 

tactics, 2) how tactics influence and are influenced by context, and 3) how cognition 

influences and is influenced by context. Lastly, I will conclude by underscoring the 

Figure 7.1: A conceptual model for understanding how cognition, tactic, 
context interact and influence behavior. 
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usefulness of my conceptual model, and discuss how investigations that attempt to 

incorporate ecology, behavior or neuroscience benefit from the overarching 

framework that cognitive ecology offers, without which many of the insights afforded 

by my research would not have be possible.  

 
 
Cognition & Tactic 
   
 

One of the main questions in my research was how spatial cognition is related to the 

way individuals used space. Consensus exists among basic ecological and 

evolutionary theories, which argue the obvious point that an animal must be able to 

locate food, water, shelter, and opportunities to mate to be reproductively successful 

(Pianka 2011). Central to all of these tasks is the cognitive demand to navigate, move 

through, and utilize space efficiently and effectively (Shettleworth 2009; Sherry 

2006). In my research, it was clear that cognition was affected by mating tactic, and 

vice versa. This bi-directional relationship was surprisingly evident in how individuals 

used space more than the total size (i.e., area) of the space that they occupied. 

 

Based on the available evidence, it has been presupposed that ‘better’ spatial cognition 

is associated with the use of larger spaces across species (Jacobs 1995; Sherry et al. 

1992; Gaulin and Fitzgerald 1989). For example, food caching birds are better at 

spatial tasks than closely related non-caching birds (Healy et al. 2005; Smulders et al. 

2010). Similarly, food caching birds have larger brain structures involved in spatial 

processing (e.g., hippocampus) than non-caching birds, and these same areas of the 
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brain are larger in volume at times of the year when storing and retrieving cached food 

increases (Smulders and DeVoogd 2000). Moreover, Guigueno (2014) found that 

female cowbirds performed better at spatial tasks than males. This sex difference is 

notable because only female cowbirds must search for nests to parasitize, a task that 

places a spatial cognition demand on females but not males. Similarly, Jacobs (1995) 

and Gaulin & Fitzgerald (1986) demonstrated that polygynous male rodents have 

better spatial cognition than polygamous females, a result (likely) attributable to the 

large home ranges that they must cover to find mating opportunities.  

 

Studies such as these promote the hypothesis that spatial cognition and the total space 

use an animal occupies are linked. However, a closer look reveals that this is an 

oversimplification of the core principle underlying this hypothesis: more space use is 

not necessarily equivalent to larger amounts of space overall. A more discerning 

application of this principle is that ‘better’ spatial cognition might be related to more 

space use, but only insofar as more space use is generally (but not always) correlated 

with more spatial processing. In Chapter 2, I demonstrated that males are quicker 

learners than females, and exhibit more precise and accurate memory in a spatial task. 

However, even though males demonstrated more precise spatial cognition, males and 

females used the same amount of absolute space during the test. Interestingly, the 

natural home ranges of males and females is approximately the same. I attributed the 

observed differences in spatial cognition performance to possible sex differences in 

selective pressures that promote mate guarding and patrolling behaviors among males, 

suggesting that males likely use the same amount of space as females in nature, but 
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process spatial information more intensely. This idea was also supported by results 

from Chapter 3. In this field study, I showed that living in a field enclosure with more 

males enhanced performance in water maze performance compared to males that lived 

in enclosures with fewer males to females. In the former context competing with and 

excluding other males is more probable, whereas males presumably had access to 

more mating opportunities in the latter context. Notably, the space available to males 

was the same in both scenarios, even though males in one context demonstrated 

‘better’ spatial cognition than the other. It is noteworthy that these differences in 

cognition were both robust and rapid. The subjects from this experiment, like all my 

field experiments, went from living in standard polycarbonate cages in the lab to a 

very spatially complex field setting, so all males experienced the same expansion in 

spatial complexity, suggesting that shifts in cognitive performance were based solely 

on social context. In this example, social complexity appeared to have introduced 

opportunities for the development of enhanced spatial cognition, independent of the 

absolute space that males within these different social contexts experienced. Likewise, 

in Chapter 6, resident male home range size (overall) was not related to spatial 

cognition. However, among residents, spatial cognition related to the size of the area 

of the home range where social interactions with conspecifics were most likely to 

occur. Again, this suggested that the size of space use might be important, but that 

social context within that space either interacts or possibly directly drives the 

differences in the pattern of spatial cognition we found.  
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Thus, data from my research supports a more nuanced interpretation of the simple 

‘area of space use - cognitive capacity’ relationship. In fact, the idea that absolute 

space use is not necessarily the prime factor that impacts differences in spatial 

cognition is not without precedent. For example, Eleanor Maguire’s famous London 

taxi study (Maguire et al. 2000) is best known for demonstrating that the high use of 

navigating a city results in a larger hippocampus volume, a brain region necessary for 

spatial cognition. However, this striking result overshadowed other important results 

from the same study. Specifically, Maguire (2000) also showed that bus drivers, 

people that covered the same amount of space in their driving habits, did not 

demonstrate this increase in hippocampal volume. The interpretation of this result was 

that, because bus drivers follow a standard path and taxi drivers drive different paths, 

the amount of space the two types of drivers cover might be the same but how they are 

using that space is substantially different. So again, this suggest that people, like the 

voles from my experiments, show a relationship between space use and spatial 

cognition, but underlying this relationship are the contextual differences that shape 

how the space itself is used. All in all, these studies highlight why the distinction 

between space use and absolute space is important, exemplify the rich ways in which 

spatial cognition is impacted by behavioral tactics, and emphasize the need to think 

more closely about the context in which differences spatial cognition reveal 

themselves.  

 

Context and Tactic 
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Across taxonomic groups there is a substantial evidence that individuals within a 

species adopt alternative reproductive tactics (Taborsky et al. 2008). For example, 

convict cichlids (Amatitlania siquia) have dominant males that are large, brightly 

colored and garner many breeding opportunities because they are preferred by 

females. In contrast, smaller males are female mimics, sharing their coloration patterns 

and adopt satellite “sneaker” tactics to achieve successful spawning rather than 

attempt to compete in courtship. Importantly, multiple tactics can co-exist if they yield 

adequate reproductive success overall for the individuals that adopt them (Taborsky 

1994; Oliveira et al. 2008). 

 

My work with prairie voles has closely explored the different mating tactics males 

adopt, and has shown that the context impacts male mating tactics. Specifically, my 

studies have shown that the immediate context and current ecological constraints an 

individual faces can shift which tactics are potentially more reproductively lucrative. 

In Chapter 4, I created an ecological model to determine when it would be best for a 

male to seek extra-pair mating (EPM) opportunities. There is an obvious cost to 

leaving a female partner unguarded; it risks cuckoldry. However, successfully finding 

another female with which to mate becomes advantageous under certain contexts. My 

optimality model showed that, when weighting the costs and benefits to ‘cheating’, the 

best strategy is to seek EPMs when more than half of other males in the population are 

also pursuing EPMs and therefore leaving their partners unguarded. Critically, the 

benefits of EPMs only outweigh the costs of cuckoldry when at least half of the other 

males in the population seek EPMs. In contexts where a low percentage of males 
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pursue EPMs and therefore leave their partners unguarded, a given male would have a 

very low chance of successfully gaining EPMs and risk moderate levels of cuckoldry. 

Additionally, as the proportion of EPM-seeking in the population increases from 50% 

to 100%, the potential reproductive payoff yields greater returns. Other social contexts 

altered the probability payoff matrix that a male could expect. For example, increasing 

the number of unguarded females or unpaired males shifted the critical threshold of 

when it is ‘better to cheat’ in opposite directions. Nevertheless, the basic relationship 

held true: as more males in the population engage in cheating, the potential payoff for 

cheating increases. Therefore, based on this model, the overall probability of 

benefiting from adopting an EPM-seeking mating tactic is entirely dependent on the 

social and environmental contexts in the population. 

 

In other species exhibiting alternative reproductive tactics, the success of mating 

behaviors can also rely on context-dependent factors. For example, free ranging side-

blotched lizards (Uta stansburiana) have three different male morphs, each with their 

own mating tactic (Sinervo et al. 2000). The orange morph is largest in size and most 

aggressive, and defends territories, monopolizes females, and engages in polygynous 

mating. The yellow morph is smallest and takes a sneaker tactic to cuckold the orange 

morphs. Lastly, like the orange morph, the blue morph is territorial, but they are also 

monogamous and mate guard one female to prevent cuckoldry. When the population 

density is low, the more aggressive tactic of the orange morph is most successful. 

However, at high densities, the aggressive phenotype becomes a liability and orange 

morphs experience higher adult mortality (Sinervo and Lively 1996). On the other 
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hand, the success rates of yellow morphs sneaking and blue morph mate guarding are 

dependent on the overall population density and the frequency of orange morphs in the 

population. Thus, the fitness payoff of the particular male mating tactic depends on the 

frequency of and relative competitiveness with the other alternative tactics within the 

social environment. Overall, these examples provide support for the general 

hypothesis that maintenance of alternative mating tactics is largely due to the context-

dependent fitness advantages conferred to each mating tactic (Alonzo and Warner 

2000; Sinervo and Zamudio 2001). In other words, male mating tactics are clearly 

influenced by context. 

 
 
Cognition & Context 
 
 
The relationship between cognition and context is often informed by the 

environmental and ecological pressures an animal experiences. Spatial cognition, and 

the abilities it provides, is flexible, and can meet the demands encountered in a given 

social or physical environment (Shettleworth 2009). Several examples have 

demonstrated that the accuracy of an animal’s spatial cognitive performance often 

relates to the ecological context they inhabit. For example, populations of black-

capped chickadees (Poecile atricapillus) sampled at locations across North America in 

which environmental harshness varied differ in spatial cognition and the 

neurobiological mechanisms responsible for processing this kind of information (Roth 

et al. 2012; Pravosudov et al. 2012). Chickadee survival depends on their food caches 

to survive over the winter, and thus they rely on spatial cognition to effectively 
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retrieve hidden food. Chickadee populations found at higher latitudes experience 

harsher environmental contexts, including lower temperatures and more snow for 

longer periods of time. In response to the longer winters, extreme weather conditions, 

and the longer durations of weather-related environmental changes, high latitude 

chickadees demonstrated better cognition (i.e., seed retrieval) and had greater 

hippocampal cell proliferation (as measured by doublecortin, a marker for 

neurogenesis) than birds at more temperate latitudes (Roth et al. 2012; Pravosudov et 

al. 2012). Interestingly, even differences in elevation within the same geographic 

location are enough to demonstrate this pattern. Specifically, cognition improved in 

harsher elevations within the same general location along an elevation gradient as 

temperature decreased and snowfall increased (Freas et al. 2012; Freas et al. 2013). 

Thus, the ecological and environmental demands related to food caching behavior for 

both local and geographic contexts impacts cognition in the same way, demonstrating 

how unique contextual pressures constrain fitness and influence spatial cognition.  

 

Mating systems, and the tactics within them, not only create varying social contexts, 

they also reflect ecological contexts that have the potential to impact cognition. Emlen 

and Oring (1977) demonstrated that the environmental context, namely the distribution 

of resources, limits the probability for reproductive success and informs which mating 

tactic is likely to be the most lucrative. For example, polygynous behavior stems from 

the ease with which clumped resources (food and females) can be effectively 

monopolized. Conversely, when resources are uniformly distributed, monogamous 

behavior thrives because the effort to monopolize more than one female becomes too 
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great. The extent to which polygynous and monogamous species experience different 

social and ecological conditions is sure to be greater than the variance experienced 

within a single species for which individual mating tactics differ. Nevertheless, the 

same principles that apply between mating systems, should apply within a mating 

system among individuals that adopt different mating tactics.  

 

In my research I sought to determine how spatial cognition related to the mating 

tactics adopted by individual male prairie voles, specifically among the more 

monogamous ‘resident’ tactic and the more polygynous ‘wandering’ tactic. I 

hypothesized that differences in spatial ability could predict which tactic male prairie 

voles would adopt (Chapter 6). Interestingly, spatial cognition did not differ between 

tactics, indicating that there was nothing inherent about one mating tactic or the other 

that required ‘better’ or ‘worse’ spatial ability. Instead, I found that spatial cognition 

correlated with individuals within each tactic in a context-dependent way. Notably, 

resident males that were predisposed for better spatial learning also had larger areas of 

their home ranges in which social interactions were likely. One interpretation of this is 

that patterns of space use among residents could reflect the social pressures on 

effective residents to patrol their surroundings and effectively guard a mate from 

potential cuckoldry (Jacobs 1995). In contrast, after experiencing life as a wanderer, 

males with better spatial learning had smaller home ranges, smaller areas of their 

home ranges in which social interactions were likely and overlapped the home ranges 

of other conspecifics less. Wanderer males achieve reproductive success through 

opportunistic mating opportunities (Madrid et al. 2020) and therefore they likely need 
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to be able to track multiple females to create mating opportunities (Jacobs 1995). In 

this case, better spatial memory appears to work against their ability to maximize 

mating opportunities, a counterintuitive result that has been discussed but previously 

supported (Phelps and Ophir 2009). Notably, the behavioral and social contexts 

embedded within each tactic were very different and yielded specific relationships to 

spatial cognition that were tactic-dependent. Again, spatial cognition did not differ 

between residents and wanderers, but it was the context for which how space was used 

that determined the relationship with cognition.  

 

Unlike my original prediction, it was not whether which context was “harsher” that 

generated ‘better’ or improved spatial cognition. It was the social and behavioral 

context within each tactic that determined how spatial cognition influenced success. 

This experiment helped to show that spatial cognition is not optimized for a single task 

or tactic, but rather spatial cognition is flexible and context dependent, and enables an 

animal to adequately handle the specific ecological challenges it may face. 

 
 

Conclusion 

 

My dissertation provides a new perspective on linking spatial cognition with mating 

decisions, and presents a clear argument for the value of interdisciplinary and 

integrative approaches, which can give rise to novel insights. Specifically, my work 

has shown that immediate contexts, be they social or environmental, influence both 

spatial cognition and mating decisions. It has also highlighted how the relationships 
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between brain, cognition, and behavior are relative and specific to mating tactics and 

the ecological pressures that individual animals face. Together, my experiments 

establish connections between broad phenomena like cognition and patterns of 

behavior like mating tactics, and demonstrate that these connections are contextual. 

None of this work would have been possible without the conceptual framework of 

cognitive ecology. 

 

In defining cognitive ecology as a field, Sherry (2006) explains that the framework 

“identifies correlations among ecological selection pressures, cognition, and brain 

structure.” Cognitive ecology afforded me the opportunity to combine more traditional 

disciplines such as behavioral neuroscience and behavioral ecology and arrive at novel 

research insights. Behavioral ecology focuses on animal behavior by studying 

interactions between individuals and communities using an evolutionary context 

(Krebs and Davies 2009; Sherman 1984). But as a field, behavioral ecology does not 

incorporate the animal’s cognitive abilities, or the neural and mechanistic 

underpinnings that make such behaviors possible. As I have demonstrated above, 

cognition is directly related to behavioral interactions like mating tactic and ecological 

pressures related to social and environmental contexts. Cognitive ecology allowed me 

to fill a gap in how behavioral ecology addresses research questions. Similarly, I was 

able to add to the way behavioral neuroscience approaches research questions. 

Behavioral neuroscience examines the biological basis of behavior, and often focuses 

on developmental, hormonal, and neural mechanisms that underlie behavior (Gaskin 

2019). Much of this research can separate the behavior from the actual organism 
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exhibiting the behavior. Cognitive ecology provides an ecological and evolutionary 

context to the animal’s behavior, and allows for a more thorough understanding of 

motivations and constraints on behavior. In my work I have demonstrated how 

combining these approaches can greatly enrich how we study mating behavior and 

decision making. 

 
 

There is still so much to explore. Looking forward, the framework of cognitive 

ecology could be more broadly applied to behavioral ecology and behavioral 

neuroscience that goes far beyond mating decisions. For example, cognitive ecology 

could add nuance and novel insight to the way foraging behavior is studied. In 

behavioral ecology it is common to look at the distribution of resources, the density of 

competitors, or the conditions of the climate in an effort to measure the effects on 

decision making in foraging. This could be enhanced by also exploring the spatial and 

cognitive abilities different animals have for locating and storing food. Additionally, 

behavioral neuroscientists measure activity in the brain while animals search for food 

in various laboratory contexts. Having a more thorough understanding of the 

evolutionary pressures that have shaped an animals cognitive abilities over time can 

greatly help neuroscientists to design ecologically relevant lab paradigms. Taken 

together, applying the cognitive framework could extend to many more behaviors that 

are studied by behavioral neuroscientists and behavioral ecologists separately. 

Overall, my work represents an example of how the cognitive ecology framework can 

enrich the approach that a behavioral ecologist would take (by adding cognitive 
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abilities and neural mechanisms to ecological context), enhance the interpretations that 

a classically trained behavioral neuroscientist would take (by adding environmental 

and evolutionary context to the neurobiology of behavior), and provide substantial 

insight into the mechanisms that cognitive scientists often seek to establish between 

behavioral and brain relationships but are often unable to achieve. All of these 

advances are contrasted against a backdrop of the principles of evolution and natural 

selection, and rooted in ecological validity of the study of brain-behavior interactions. 

Although there is much more to know about the specific questions my dissertation was 

designed to address (i.e., how does spatial cognition and context affect mating 

decisions in prairie voles), my dissertation serves a broader purpose of providing an 

example of how cognitive ecology uniquely frames the scientific endeavor to 

understand how and why animals acquire, process, and determine ways to maximize 

their optimal behavioral responses in a changing and dynamic world. My hope is that 

future research will increasingly integrate lab and field techniques, empirical and 

theoretical approaches, and incorporate the cognitive ecology framework to inform 

questions about ultimate and proximate determinants of behavior, specifically decision 

making. 
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